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Abstract

The purpose of this research is to conduct fundamental investigations of turbulent

mixing, chemical reaction and combustion processes in turbulent, subsonic and supersonic

flows. This program is comprised of several efforts. In particular,

a. an experimental effort,

b. an analytical effort,

c. a computational effort.

d. a modeling effort,

and

e. a diagnostics development and data-acquisition effort,

the latter as dictated by specific needs of the experimental part of the overall program.

Our approach has been to carry out a series of detailed theoretical and experimental

studies primarily in two, well-defined, fundamentally important flow fields:

o free shear layers

and

o axisymmetric jets.

To elucidate molecular transport effects, experiments and theory concern themselves
with both liquids and gases, primarily in moderate to high Reynolds number flows. The

computational studies are, at present, focused at fundamental issues pertaining to the com-

putational simulation of both compressible and incompressible flows. Modeling has been

focused on both shear layers and turbulent jets, with an effort to include the physics of
the molecular transport processes, as well as formulations of models that permit the full

chemical kinetics of the combustion process to be incorporated. Our primary diagnostic de-

velopment efforts are currently developing data-acquisition electronics for very high-speed,

high-volume data requirements, such as two-dimensional imaging or arrays of supersonic
flow sensors.
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1. Introduction

Progress under the sponsorship of this Grant, for the period ending 14 May 1991, has

been realized in several areas. In particular,

a. in supersonic shear layers, namely:

1. completion of a thesis entitled An Experimental Investigation of Structure, Mixing

and Combustion in Compressible Turbulent Shear Layers (Hall 1991), including

investigations of

i. non-reacting flows at low to moderately high compressibility,

and

ii. reacting flows at medium and moderately high compressibility.

Two publications stemming from this work (Hall et al. 1991a, Hall et al. 1991b)

have been presented in AIAA conferences thus far this year.

In addition,

2. laser Rayleigh-scattering imaging experiments of non-reacting flows were con-

ducted.

b. in the investigations of turbulent jets,t namely

1. completion of a thesis entitled An Experimental Investigation of Chemically-Re-

acting, Gas-Phase Turbulent Jets (Gilbrech 1991), that explored Reynolds number

effects on turbulent flame length and the influence of buoyancy on turbulent jet

flames;

2. completion of a thesis entitled Mixing in High Schmidt Number Turbulent Jets

(Miller 1991), that examined Reynolds number effects, Schmidt number effects,
and the influence of initial conditions on the turbulent jet's mixing behavior;

3. and the development of jet mixing models that permit the inclusion of full chemical

kinetics calculations. Two papers (Broadwell & Mungal 1991, Lutz et al. 1991)

from this part of the effort have appeared during this reporting period.

c. In our analytical effort, a thesis entitled An Investigation of the Inviscid Spatial Insta-

bility of Compressible Mixing Layers (Zhuang 1990) was completed, from which two

publications have already appeared (Zhuang, Dimotakis, & Kubota 1990,0 and Zhuang,

Kubota, & Dimotakis 1990*). Brief descriptions of the results of this part of the effort

have appeared in previous annual reports.

+ The investigations of turbulent mixing and combustion in turbulent jets are co-sponsored by the Gas
Research Institute.

Included as Appendix A in last year's annual report (Dimotakis, Broadwell & Leonard 1990).
* Included as Appendix A in this report.
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d. In our computational effort, we are developing new, reliable methods for computing in-
teractions of shock waves and other discontinuous waves that may arise in compressible
flows. A first paper (Lappas et al. 1991) was presented at the recent AIAA Aerospace

Sciences Conference.

e. In our diagnostics effort, we are proceeding with a new generation of data acquisition
systems, as necessary to record the higher resolution and bandwidth signals generated
by several experiments presently in progress.

These developments will be discussed briefly below. For further details, the interested
reader is directed to the publications stemming from the research supported under this
Grant, which have appeared in the literature during the reporting period, dcs-ribing various
aspects of these efforts. This material is designated by a bullet (e) in the list of referenceb

at the end of this report.
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2. Mixing and combustion in supersonic, turbulent shear layers

Experimental investigations performed in the GALCIT Supersonic Shear Layer Facility

during the last year included:

1. Non-reacting flows spanning the range from low to moderately high compressibility,

i.e., 0.09 < M(') < 0.96.

2. Reacting flows at medium and moderately high compressibility, i.e., M(i) 0 51,0.96.vC1 *--

3. Laser Rayleigh-scattering imaging experiments of non-reacting flows spanning the range

from low to moderately high compressibility, specifically, 0.14 < Al(' ) < 0.96.

2.1 Non-reacting shear layers

These compressible shear layer experiments were designed to search for shear layer
structures and shock waves, and to measure shear layer growth rates that could be compared

to previous investigators (Papamoschou & Roshko 1988, Chinzei et al. 1986, Clemens &
Mungal 1990). A first publication of this work was presented at the 29 th AIAA Aerospace

Sciences Meeting (Reno, NV), 7-10 January 1991 (Hall et al. 1991a, included as Appendix
B in this report).

FIG. 1 Schlieren photograph of non-reacting He/Ar flow (M") = 0.96).

Figure 1 is a Schlieren photograph of a non-reacting, high-speed stream helium, over
low-speed stream argon (He/Ar) shear layer. This shear layer represented the highest

compressibility flow tested (M') = 0.96). The shear layer is seen to grow linearly and
it appears to be devoid of any large-scale, two-dimensional structures of the kind found
to exist in incompressible shear layers (e.g. Brown & Roshko 1974). This absence of two-
dimensional structure, in our experiments, is generally found even in the low compressibility
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FIG. 2 Normalized growth rate data accumulated by various researchers.

flows, a result that is somewhat at variance with the results of Clemens & Mungal (1990).

Also visible in Fig. 1 is a pattern of shock and expansion waves in the low-speed fluid,
evidently created by unseen shear layer structures travelling at supersonic velocities with
respect to the low-speed stream. The inferred convection velocity of these unseen structures

is considerably higher than that predicted from the standard isentropic model, but it is
in accord with the convection velocity measurements of Papamoschou (1989) and a new
theoretical model by Dimotakis (1991, Appendix C).

Figure 2 is a plot of normalized growth rate data in which the current results are
compared to those of previous investigators. The agreement is seen to be quite good except
for a few cases at low compressibility. Our results suggest the existence of two branches
at AIN , 0.1, depending on whether the high-speed freestream is supersonic or subsonic.

The reasons for this difference are not understood at the present time, but they do suggest
that the convective Mach number parameter Mf(' ) does not scale all of the compressibility

effects in the planar shear layer.
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2.2 Chemically reacting shear layers

These flows were based on H2 /F 2 /NO chemistry, patterned after the incompressible

experiments of Mungal & Dimotakis (1984) and Hermanson & Dimotakis (1989). The

experiments were designed to make direct measurements of the molecular mixing rate in

supersonic shear layers. A first publication of this work was presented at the AIAA 22 nd

Fluid Dynamics, Plasma Dynamics & Lasers Conference (Honolulu, Hawaii), 24-26 June

1991 (Hall et al. 1991b, Appendix D).

30
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FIG. 3 Normalized temperature profiles for the Case 3 flip experiment.

In the reacting flow experiments, fast kinetics was achieved even in the highest com-

pressibility flow (Mil) = 0.96) through the use of moderate concentrations (4%) of H2 and

F 2 . The attainment of the fast chemistry regime enabled us to conduct 'flip' experiments

(cf. Mungal & Dimotakis 1984, Koochesfahani & Dimotakis 1986) which yielded estimates

for the amount of molecular mixing in the shear layer. Figure 3 shows a temperature

profiles across the shear layer for the M' ) - 0.51 flip experiment. It can be seen that the

profile shifts toward the lean reactant in a manner similar to the incompressible experiments

performed by Mungal & Dimotakis (1984) etc. Analysis of these data yields the following

estimates for 6 m/, the mole fraction of molecularly mixed fluid inside the shear layer:

.m 0(" 0.51 (la)
-0.40 at C1 0
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and 6m
- 0.31 at m" = 0.96 (lb)

These can be compared with the estimate of /m/ti : 0.49 for incompressible shear layers
(Dimotakis 1989). While part of this difference may be attributable to the higher Roynolds
numbers in these experiments, the inference to be drawn here is that compressibility de-
creases the molecular mixing in the shear layer.

2.3 Rayleigh-scattering data

Laser Rayleigh-scattering imaging experiments were perfurmed at three convective
Mach numbers, namely MAi" - 0.16. 0.51 and 0.92. They were designed to overcome
the limitation of spanwise integration of the Schlieren imaging system which was used in
the first two phases of the program to determine if the lack of obvious large scale flow
structures in the schlieren data were the result of spanwise averaging.

The laser light-sheet was set up vertically, midspan in the streamwise direction using
a Continuum YAG laser with a 7 ns pulse width and 300 mJ energy per pulse. The pictures
were taken using a Photometrics camera system with a cryogenically cooled camera head
containing a 1024 x 1024 pixel CCD focal plane array.

The usual problem of diffuse scattering from optical windows, which, being at the
same wavelength, can often dwarf the low level, gas phase Rayleigh-scattering signal was
circumvented using aerodynamic windows (slits in black-anodized aluminum) in the upper
and lower flow guidewalls to pass the laser light sheet. In particular. since we were interested
in imaging a free shear layer, which in this case is located away from walls, the narrow.

high aspect-ratio slits that were used for this purpose did not result in any discernible
disturbance to the flow region of interest. The signal-to-noise ratio was further improved
through the of ethylene ((C2H4) as the low-speed freestream gas, yielding a signal higher by
a factor of six compared to nitrogen.

Image processing was performed on all of the raw data in order to make background
corrections and to normalize the unavoidable light-sheet intensity nonuniformities. Sample
images appear in Figs. 4, 5, and 6. Even though we feel that these do not represent the best
that can be done with this technique, they nevertheless represent the highest signal-to-noise
ratio images of supersonic flow to date to our knowledge.

Figure 4 shows the low compressibility case with MA(' - 0.16. Both streams are
subsonic. A large vortex is clearly recognizable in the image. Note also that there is a hint
of a streamwise vortex in the braid region. The vertical streak just upstream of the vortex
core is a background feature. It seems likely that the large vortex seen in this Rayleigh-
scattering image can be identified with the large-scale vortical structures seen in the many
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3. Mixing and combustion in turbulent jets

The research effort on turbulent jet mixing, involving both the gas-phase, chemically re-

acting and liquid-phase, non-reacting jet investigations, is cosponsored by the Gas Research
Institute, GRI Contract No. 5087-260-1467.

3.1 Gas phase chemically reacting jet investigations

During the current reporting period, the recirculation problem in the High Pressure

Reactant Vessel was solved, a series of experiments to determine the dependence of flame
length on Reynolds number was begun, and the issue of buoyancy was investigated.

L._Lw~ Pt-lO%Rh
2 "25 g rn wire

Flame L
ZoneY

FIG. 7 Schematic of the jet reaction zone.

Once the new 2.5mm exit diameter nozzle was installed, the recirculation problem
that was limiting the uncontaminated run times of the experiments was solved. It was then
possible to begin a Reynolds number study spanning a range of 1.0 x 104 < Re < 1.5 x 105.

The flame length at a given Reynolds number was determined from the time-averaged, line-
integrated temperature measurements performed by the cold wires, as documented in our
previous annual report (Dimotakis et al. 1990). Recall that the resistance of the cold wires,
when stretched across the flame, yields an accurate estimate of the line-integrated heat

release (temperature rise) resulting from the chemical reaction. Beyond the end of the
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reaction zone, shown schematically in Fig. 7, the excess temperature is simply diluted by
the subsequently entrained fluid.

The temperature rise AT becomes a conserved scalar obeying the similarity law

AT(x,y) d () (2a)

ATf x - x0

where AT(x, y) is the temperature rise at (x, y), x is the streamwise (jet axis) coordinate, y is
normal to it, ATf is the adiabatic flame temperature, r is an empirical constant (determined
by experiment), d* is the momentum diameter of the jet, g is the similarity mean profile
function (determined by experiment), and

Y (2b)
X - XO

is the similarity variable with x0 the virtual origin. The temperature measurement per-
formed by each wire is the line integral at constant x given by

(AT) LW -L,.,/ 2 AT(x,y) dy (3)

where L, is the length of the wire. This measurement is the same as the product thickness
bp used for the shear layer by Dimotakis (1989). The product thickness (bp), normalized
by L, will be defined as

bp = 1 AT(x,y) dy = (AT )  (4)
Lw - L AT AT 4

It can be shown that Eq. 3 should asymptote to a constant value beyond the end of the
flame tip at xf.

The raw temperature data from the 16 cold wires spanning x/do = 30 to 240 were
averaged to produce Fig. 8 which plots the normalized product thickness bp L, versus
loglo(x/d*). The expected increase in the integrated temperature rise can be seen, as well
as the asymptotic value at the end of the flame tip.

The semilogarithmic straight line region in the heat-release zone should be noted. It
had been anticipated and was the reason for the logarithmic spacing of the wires in the
experiment. Its confirmation represents a new and important result in turbulent jet mixing.

Also noteworthy is the high signal-to-noise ratio of these measurements. Considering
the data in Fig. 8, recorded with an adiabatic flame temperature rise ATf = 12.7 K, as an
example, the points at low x/d correspond to a/time-averaged, line-integrated temperature
rise of (cf. Eqs. 3 and 4)

6 p
(AT) = L-AT 0.07x 12.7 ; 0.89K.
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FIG. 8 Sample plot of normalized product thickness versus loglo(x/d*), Re = 1.0 x 104,
0m = 18, ATf = 12.7 K.

We estimate that, in these measurements, we could detect something like 30 mK with a
signal-to-noise ratio of unity.

At each Reynolds number, runs at several mass equivalence ratios 0,m were performed
to identify any Reynolds number effects on flame length. Figure 9 shows a sample plot of
flame length Lf versus .0 for Re = 1.0 x 104 . Experiments such as these, covering the above
mentioned Reynolds range, have been completed. The results will be reported in the near
future.

Buoyancy is an important issue that had to be addressed in these experiments. In
particular, the similarity law of Eq. 2a is valid only for the momentum-dominated region
of the jet. The temperature of a buoyant jet decays at a faster rate with increasing x/d
than that of a momentum-dominated jet. Therefore, the line-integrated temperature will
decay beyond the flame tip at some point when buoyancy forces become comparable to the
jet source momentum flux. Becker and Yamazaki (1978) attempted to identify when the
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FIG. 9 Sample plot of flame length Lf versus 4 for Re = 1.0x 4 , AT = 12.7K.

jet is momentum-dominated and where the transition to buoyancy occurs. They defined a

non-dimensional downstream coordinate, C, as

[,rgpo ]1/3- I I (5)
L4 Jo

where J0 is the source impulse which, for a top-hat exit velocity profile, is given by

A0 = Pp 7o'

4

Equation 5 assumes that po - 7-t po,, i.e., that the average flame density, 7, is

small compared to the ambient density, p... For our experiments, po, - ; < p.. so 5

was used in the expression for C. Becker and Yamazaki claim that the jet is momentum-

dominated for < 1 and buoyancy-dominated for > 2.5, based on their entrainment

measurements. Fortunately, the far field similarity law provides an excellent means of

estimating the transition point in the present experiments. Figure 8 demonstrates that the

asymptotic level remains constant all the way to the last measuring station at x/do = 240

and is therefore momentum-dominated up to that point.
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FIG. 10 Normalized product thickness versus loglo(x/d*) for several adiabatic flame tem-
peratures, Re = 4.0 x 104, 0 = 10.

Knowing when buoyancy begins to affect the flow is important not only in these ex-
periments but also in the joint modeling efforts underway with the Sandia National Labo-
ratories, as will be discussed below. Experiments to test the buoyancy dependence on such
parameters as exit velocity and flame temperature are in progress in an effort to better
understand and predict when buoyancy effects begin influence the flow. Figure 10 shows a
set of experiments spanning adiabatic flame temperatures ATf from 3.5 K to 215 K. Note

how the asymptotic level breaks down when the jet begins to feel the effects of buoyancy.
All of these results will be soon be documented in the form of a thesis (Gilbrech 1991).

This work was co-sponsored by the Gas Research Institute, Contract No. 5087-260-
1467, and is part of the Ph.D. research of Dr. Richard Gilbrech. A first publication of parts
of this work has been accepted for the upcoming AIAA Aerospace Sciences Meeting (1992).
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3.2 Liquid phase turbulent jet mixing

We are continuing our investigations of the fine scale turbulent structure in a high
Schmidt number (liquid phase) axisymmetric jet. They have continued to produce a host
of interesting and, at times, unexpected results. Some of these include details of the scalar
interface geometry, Schmidt number, and Reynolds number effects on the structure of the jet
and its mixing behavior, indications of Taylor-scale features, and the scalar power spectra at
these high Schmidt numbers. In addition, the ideas concerning scalar boundedness and the
implications for the Batchelor spectrum, described elsewhere in this report, where largely
born out of reflections upon these data.

As mentioned in previous reports, we have direct experimental evidence that the ge-
ometry of scalar interfaces in the turbulent jet is not characterized by a constant fractal
dimension. In addition, we now note that there are strong theoretical arguments against a
constant fractal dimension occurring in the turbulent jet. A paper documenting these re-
sults has appeared recently in the literature (Miller & Dimotakis 1991a). A copy is included
as Appendix E in this report.

We are examining the Reynolds number dependence of the behavior of scalar fluctua-
tions and, by comparison with recently completed work in non-reacting, gas phase turbu-
lent jet mixing (Dowling 1988, Dowling & Dimotakis 1990*), also Schmidt number effects.
Again, in the context of the Air Force interests, the emphasis here is not so much on liquid
phase mixing as on the behavior of the strain rate field at small scales. A first presentation
of this work was made at a recent IUTAM Symposium and will appear in Phys. Fluids A
in a special supplement to the May 1991 issue (Miller & Dimotakis 1991b).

In November, we presented a talk at the annual meeting of the Fluid Dynamics Division
of the American Physical Society (Ithaca, NY). We described findings from our fractal
investigations that suggest the presence of characteristic scales in the jet which are consistent
with Taylor scaling. It appears that this is direct evidence of such scales in a turbulent flow.
We believe this represents a useful application of fractal-type analysis. This work has not
yet been submitted for publication.

In the course of these experiments in high Schmidt number jets, we reaffirmed that
scalar fluctuation spectra on the centerline of turbulent jets do not exhibit the k - 1 regime
that had been predicted by Batchelor (1959) at high wavenumbers, i.e., at small spatial
scales. In addition to the experimental lack of support for this behavior of the spectral
fluctuations, we also found theoretical reasons why the original Batchelor proposals may
not be correct. In particular, we argued that such a spectrum power-law regime does not
possess the correct asymptotic behavior in the limit of high Schmidt numbers (Dimotakis
& Miller 1990, Appendix G). These experimental and theoretical findings have important

** Included in this report as Appendix F.
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consequences in the context of turbulent mixing and combustion. They suggest that the

classical models for the strain rate field, at high Reynolds numbers, at the smallest scales,
where non-premixed combustion at fast kinetics is taking place, need to be reexamined.
The strain rate field, in turn, is responsible for such behavior as local extinction phenomena

and finite kinetic rate effects in general. It has to be mastered to the point where it can be

correctly described if reliable models of mixing and combustion are to be formulated.

At this writing, a new phase of data acquisition is nearly completed. in which higher

Reynolds numbers and a range of downstream locations in the jet are being investigated. It

is clear that the high Schmidt number makes these jets different in important respects from
their gas-phase counterparts. A thesis in preparation (Miller 1991) will discuss additional
findings from these experiments.

This work was co-sponsored by the Gas Research Institute, Contract No. 5087-260-
1467 and was part of the Ph.D. research of Dr. Paul Miller.

3.3 Joint Caltech-Sandia National Laboratories Modeling Effort

Significant progress has been made during the past year on further implementation of
the Two-Scale Lagrangian model. Earlier applications of the model (Broadwell & Mungal
1991), with simplified chemistry, allowed an analytic treatment of the hydrogen-fluorene

chemical reaction in a turbulent shear layer, with results that are in good agreement with
experiment. In particular, the dependence of the amount of product on the Reynolds,
Schmidt, and Damhkoler numbers was correctly predicted. A summary of these comparisons
together with a description of the model is given in Appendix H of this report. In the current
work, the objectives are to treat the full chemical reaction system for hydrocarbon fuels (two

hundred or so reactions) and to replace the simplified treatment of the diffusion, or Taylor
layer, element of the model with a detailed solution of the strained laminar layer. The first
objective has been achieved for the simplified form of the model, as discussed below, and

near the end of this reporting period, a scheme for the inclusion of the strained diffusion
layer has been devised.

The model is applicable to both shear layers and jets and the work of the past year
has focused on the latter. With joint support from the Gas Research Institute, and in
collaboration with A. E. Lutz and R. J. Kee of the Sandia National Laboratory, and R. W.

Dibble of the University of California, a study is being made of the nitric oxide generated
in hydrogen and hydrocarbon fuel jets. While combustion generated pollution may not
presently be of primary interest to the Air Force, the production and destruction of nitric
oxide in the jet is so sensitive to the local composition and temperature that it serves as
a rigorous test and diagnostic tool in the development of the model. Because atmospheric

ozone is destroyed by nitric oxide, the results of the current study may also be of direct
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interest.

In the model, mixing is taken to occur in two sequential steps:

1. as air enters the jet, diffusion layers form between the newly entrained air and the

previously mixed nozzle fluid,

and

2. after the layers are stretched and lengthened by the large-scale motions, they merge to
form a molecularly mixed blob.

Idealizations used include the assumptions that the strain causing the lengthening is pro-
portional to the local mean velocity divided by the local diameter, and that when the layers
begin to merge, they mix instantaneously to form a blob of uniform composition. In the
model, this latter process and the subsequent reactions are described by a constant pressure,
perfectly stirred reactor. The merging rate fixes the flow into the reactor and the rate of
formation of the diffusion layers fixes the flow out. In previous studies of the model, and in
the work up to the present, the reactions in the diffusion layers have also been treated as

if they were taking place in a stirred reactor. In that form, therefore, the model consists of
two coupled reactors as shown in Fig. 11 - the configuration which has been used so far
to study the generation of nitric oxide in fuel jets.

fm-reactor et , reactor

products and unburned fuel

FIG. 11 Two-reactor model schematic.

The air addition rate to the diffusion reactor is an input in the model, and can, there-

fore, be that for a momentum driven jet or for one in which buoyancy is important. These
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rates are taken from experiment and dimensional analysis. In this form, the model is compu-
tationally very efficient; a hydrogen-air jet runs in three minutes on a Vax and methane-air
in twenty minutes. It is expected that this form of the model can be run on a personal
computer.

Results for hydrogen and propane jets and comparisons with experiment are shown in
Appendix I of this report. There the effects of residence time, buoyancy, and radiation on
nitric oxide generation are shown for hydrogen and propane. The predicted trends are seen
to be in general agreement with the experimental results. The absolute values, however, are
approximately a factor of three too high. Continuing exercise of the model has shown the

nitric level to be sensitive to the air entrainment rate, a parameter that is determined by the
flame length. In the work just discussed, the rate was set to yield the maximum observed
length; when the rate is more sensibly set to yield the average length, the nitric oxide
concentration fails to become closer to the experimental value, at least in the momentum
driven case. In the buoyancy regime, the behavior is more complex and requires further
examination. Such study of the model is continuing.

As was noted above, the flow into the reactors is an input. Therefore, the model will
be especially useful in complex practical configurations for which this quantity must be
estimated from experiments or simply guessed at. With regard to supersonic shear layers,
in those circumstances in which the relative Mach number is subsonic, the model is useful
as it stands. In the more general case, again if the entrainment and molecular mixing rates
are known, the model can be used.

It may be useful to discuss briefly the relationship between the Two-Stage Lagrangian

model and conventional flamelet models. The first difference, and of lesser importance,
arises from the necessity to distinguish between flame sheets and diffusion layers. When
chemical reactions are fast, they take place in regions that are thin relative to those in which
there are significant concentration gradients in the fuel and oxidizer. These thin regions
are properly called flame sheets, but often the entire diffusion layer is approximated by a
stirred reactor, it is important to recognize the distinction because only the flame sheet
fraction of the layer is at stoichiometric conditions and hence at high temperature. Miller,
et al.(1989) note this fact and modify the Lagrangian model accordingly for use in their
study of reactions in a supersonic shear layer. When a solution to the diffusion laver is
incorporated into the model, the matter is automatically dealt with. It may turn out that
results from the full model will show how to choose this arbitrary parameter in the two
stirred reactor version and thus allow the use of this more computationally efficient form.

The more significant difference between the Two-Stage Lagrangian model and earlier
flamelet approaches is the homogeneous reactor. The fact that diffusion layers and flame
sheets must merge was recognized, in Broadwell (1982), to be implicit in the dependence of
jet flame lengths on their stoichiometric ration. The reasoning is outlined in Appendix I.
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The theoretical arguments advanced in Broadwell (1982) apply to both shear layers and

jets and hence, as stated, the model is applicable to both flows.

The next step in the implementation of the complete model is the incorporation of a

numerical solution for the strained layer. In the jet, as opposed to the shear layer, one side

of the layer, the nozzle fluid side, changes composition as the fluid moves down the jet axis.

It is this complication that has made this step difficult to take. The experiments of Dahm

& Dimotakis (1987), on the reactions in a turbulent water jet, provide information that has

allowed the formulation of a straightforward procedure. These experiments show that the

reaction takes place in steps of a size that scales with the local jet diameter. This result

suggests that the atomic species on the nozzle fluid side of the layer be held constant in

each of these steps. The molecular composition changes, of course, as further reactions take

place. Thus our plan is to use the two reactor model to find the composition for, say, ten

diameters, and then to proceed stepwise down the axis using the output of the homogeneous

reactor to fix the composition at the beginning of each step. The numerical implementation

of this idea is presently being formulated in the Sandia group.
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4. Analytical and computational effort

4.1 Instability of compressible shear-layers

Near the beginning of the reporting period, a thesis entitled An Investigation of the
Inviscid Spatial Instability of Compressible Mixing Layers (Zhuang 1990) was completed.
A publication discussing some of this work (Zhuang et al., 1990) is included as Appendix
A in this report.

This effort was part of the Ph.D. research of Dr. Mei Zhuang.

4.2 Interactions of sharp fronts in compressible flows

The computational effort in compressible flows is currently focused on developing reli-
able methods for computing interactions of shock waves and other discontinuous waves that

may arise in such flows. For the case of one-dimensional flows this is accomplished with
the use of an adaptive Lagrangian grid, and was presented at the AIAA Aerospace Sciences

Meeting (Lappas et al. 1991, included here as Appendix J). Work is under way to extend
these ideas to multi-dimensional flows.

As a first step, a numerical scheme for computing two-dimensional gas flows with
strong fronts is being developed. Most conservative shock-capturing schemes that have

been successful in computing such flows tend to smear discontinuous waves over a finite

number of grid cells. In some cases this loss of accuracy is not acceptable. The objective
of this work is to develop a scheme with front-tracking capability, but which retains all the
advantages of high-resolution conservative shock-capturing schemes. In many flows it is
simply impossible to have the resolution required to resolve very steep fronts or in the case

of inviscid gas flows, the discontinuous fronts that are present. There is a need for some
degree of front-tracking in all such flows.

Most conventional front-tracking schemes use a fixed grid and additional computational
elements to represent the fronts. The resolution of the fronts is usually time-dependent, since
these computational elements deform with the fronts. Moreover, such schemes are usually
nonconservative and the explicit calculation of the interaction of all fronts is required in
order to obtain a solution. Because of this, they are not as robust as their conservative

shock-capturing counterparts.

A new conservative front-tracking method is being developed, which allows fronts to
be tracked with the resolution of the underlying grid. An important feature of the scheme
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is that its conservative shock-capturing character is not diminished by the added front-

tracking capability. The intersection points of a front with the fixed grid are used as

the computational points carrying all the information about the front. By using these

intersection points as the computational points for the front, all the cells of the grid are

divided into a number of subcells by the fronts in a very natural way. This allows a straight-

forward implementation of a conservative shock-capturing algorithm to all cells and subcells.

This scheme is currently being used to compute a number of simple test cases.

This effort is part of the Ph.D. research of Mr. Tasso Lappas.
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5. Diagnostics, Instrumentation & Experimental Technology

Considerable development has taken place in this part of the effort, with several projects

in progress. Some of these will be outlined below.

As described in Sec. 2.3, p. 7, an important first step was taken in developing high

signal-to-noise, gas-phase, laser Rayleigh scattering images. This effort was begun as part

of the post-doctoral research effort of Dr. Henning Rosemann, who has since returned to

the DLR in G~ttingen, is now continuing as part of the effort of Dr. Dominique Fourguette,

who has recently joined us as a Post-doctoral Research Fellow in Aeronautics.

The design and fabrication of a new generation of computer-controlled data acquisition

systems is underway. The first nodes of this potentially massively parallel data acquisition
system should be operational this fall. It relies on networked, high-speed. high memory
data acquisition channelst any number of which can be hosted on a single 32-bit computer.
This system will allow for a sufficiently significant extension of the resolution/bandwidth
capabilities to permit a host of experiments to be performed that were previously out of

reach. A first application, two such channels, is to digitize two of the three colors of a

high spatial (700 x 800 pixel) and depth (- 65 dB) resolution, color digital camera at video
rates, for several seconds. Much higher bandwidth and/or bit resolution applications will
be tackled with the completion of additional channels in the future. This work is part of

the effort of Dr. Dan Lang, in collaboration with Paul Dimotakis.

A multiple-image CCD camera development, in collaboration with Prof. Mory Gharib.
at UCSD, and the Imaging Systems Division of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory is also in

progress.t In its first implementation, this device should allow two digital images to be
recorded in quick succession (as closely as a few tens of microseconds apart). This capabil-

ity should extend digital image correlation velocimetry from flow speeds of a few centimeters

per second, as encountered in water tunnel applications, to supersonic, gas-phase flow ap-
plications. More details will be provided in next year's report. This work is part of the

effort of Dr. Phil Tokumaru, in collaboration with Paul Dimotakis, at Caltech, Prof. Mory

Gharib at UCSD, and Jim Janesick and his co-workers at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.

t For example, 12-bit A/D converter, feeding a 32-MegaByte buffer at 20 MegaSamples/sec (such data

rates arise in digital image acquisition applications).

Please note that as of 1 October 1991, we are expecting some supplementary support from DARPA for
this project, with Caltech as a sub-contractor to UCSD.

A patent has just been filed (P. Dimntakis), as of this writing, documenting and protecting this idea.
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Instability of Inviscid, Compressible Free Shear Layers

Mei Zhuang,* Toshi Kubota,t and Paul E. Dimotakis.
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California 91125

The linear spatial instability of inviscid. compressible laminar mixing of two parallel streams, comprised of the
same gas, has been investigated with respect to two-dimensional wave disturbances. The effects of the velocity ratio,
temperature ratio, and the temperature profile across the shear layer have been examined. A nearly universal
dependence of the normalized maximum amplification rate on the convective Mach number is found, with the
normalized maximum amplification rate decreasing significantly with increasing convective Mach number in the
subsonic region. These results are in accord with the of recent growth-rate experiments in compeuble turbmlent
free shear layers and other similar recent calculations.

Introduction Mach number is a parameter which correlates the compress-
T HE instability of inviscid. laminar, two-dimensional shear ibility effects on the spreading rate of mixing layers.

layers in both incompressible and compressible flow has Papamoschou and Roshko performed experIments on com-
been studied in the past. pressible shear layers and suggested the convective Mach

For incompressible parallel flow. the linear spatial instabil- number V, as the appropriate parameter scaling the effects of
ity of the hyperbolic tangent and Blasius mixing layers was compressibility. This is defined for each stream as
investigated for different values of the ratio between the u- U,
difference and sum of the velocities of the two coflowing M,= '-' M. = ( 1)
streams by Monkewitz and Huerre.' They found that the a, a,
maximum growth rate is approximately proportional to the
velocity ratio. where U,.'. and a,.a. are the freestream velocities and

For compressible flow, the instability of the free mixing speeds of sound, respectively. The quantity U, is the convec-
layers with respect to two- and three-dimensional temporally tive velocity of the large scale structures and was estimated as
growing disturbances was considered by Lessen et al. 3 for 1, by Papamoschou and Roshko assuming that the dynamic
both subsonic and supersonic disturbances. Under the as- pressure match at stagnation points in the flow. 9 For com-
sumption that the flow was isoenergetic. they found that the pressible isentropic flow,' i.e..
flow is unstable with respect to supersonic disturbances, al- -/ ,\ 1 - ."1-) C, 1)
though the amplification rate is smaller than that for subsonic I +l= I +---- Mz2  (2)
disturbances and that the increasing of the angle between the 2 c,2
disturbance wave number vector and the principle flow direc-
tion tends to increase the instability. With spatially growing where -i,;'y are the ratios of the specific heats of the two
disturbances. Gropengiesser4 studied this instability problem streams, and
using the Crocco-Busemann relation as the mean temperature U, -'
profile of the flows. He carried out the inviscid instability A i- , ,- - (3)
calculations at various freestream Mach numbers and temper- al a,
ature ratios. In order to simplify the stability problem. which
was considered by Lessen et al.. Blumen et al.' studied this For ., ,, C, can be obtained by
problem by assuming that the thermodynamic state of a
compressible inviscid free mixing layer is constant. They I, = a 2

U ,+aL 2  (4)
showed that there is instability of two-dimensional distur- a, +a,
bances at all values of the Mach number and that there exists
a second unstable supersonic mode. For compressible flow, which, for equal static freestream pressures and specific heats,
however, the effects of shear layer Mach number, temperature reduces to the incompressible expression.9 They suggested
ratio, velocity ratio, and temperature profile on the stability that the growth rate of a compressible shear layer, normalized
characteristics are very complicated. These authors offer no by the growth rate for an incompressible shear layer, might be
prediction about what the combined influences of these flow expressible as a universal function of the convective Mach
parameters will do. Recently, Ragab and Wu" studied the number Rl,. which is valid over a wide range of velocity and
influence of the velocity ratio on the stability characteristics of temperature ratios of a shear layer. They also found that the
the compressible shear layer, and they also investigated the normalized growth rate decreases significantly with increasing
effect of the convective Mach number, as proposed by Pa- R,.
pamoschou and Roshko.7 Their results indicate the convective Jackson and Groschl0 presented their results of a study of

the inviscid spatial stability of a parallel compressible mixing
layer with one stream moving and the other stream station-
ary. It is shown that if the Mach number of the moving
stream exceeds a critical value, there are always two groups of

Received April 19. 1989: revision received Oct. 25. 1989. Copyright unstable waves. One of these groups is fast, with phase
© 1990 by the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics. velocity greater than 1;2. and the other is slow with phase
Inc. All rights reserved.

*Graduate Student. Aeronautics. Graduate Aeronautical Labora- velocity less than I'2.
tories. The numerical calculations described here were performed

tProfessor, Aeronautics. Graduate Aeronautical Laboratories. under the assumptions of linear instability theory. The con-
*Professor. Aeronautics and Applied Physics. Graduate Aeronauti- vective velocity is estimated as the phase velocity of the

cal Laboratories. Member AIAA. disturbances, i.e.. C, = C, (Mack" considered C, C, for
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neutral disturbances). Therefore. a convective Mach number where M1 is the upper stream Mach number and primes
A?, for each stream can be written as correspond to d/dv. These equations can be reduced to the

second-order differential equation for the pressure distur-
R2 - C" . C, - U.5 bances." i.e..

a , a , , ( T" ' ) 1 , : ( -l C -
where C,, is chosen to be the phase velocity of the most It 2 '0 (9)

unstable eigenvalue. We think the definition given in Eq. (5)
is more appropriate since the phase velocity of the distur-
bances is available from our computations. Asymptotic Behavior of the Eigenfunctions

The purpose of the present studies is to investigate the The asymptotic behavior of the eigenfunction MrY) for
combined influence of the convective Mach number M,. . -. + is found from Eq. (8). With Y-. + x. C and T are
which is different from the one used by Ragab and Wu (R,). constants, and C'.1" are zeros. In that limit. Eq. (8) becomes
the velocity and temperature ratios, and the temperature
profiles of the flow on the linear stability behavior of com- 7" - ; = 0 (9)
pressible shear layers. Studies are made of the case of inviscid
flow under the assumptions that the gases in the two streams with
are the same. the main flow can be treated parallel, and that
the disturbances in the flow are of small amplitude. The range M2
of the unstable frequencies and wave numbers were numeri- 2 - =A, = A,, + iAk, (10)
cally calculated for a two-dimensional, spatially growing dis- k
turbance. and k = 1.2. Therefore. from Eq. (10). we get

Basic Disturbance Equations ;k = ;k, + ;k., = + A

We consider a two-dimensional flow of two parallel and the solution for large IyF can be written as
streams. With upper quantities as the reference and the local
layer thickness 6 as the length scale, the dimensionless quanti- it = A, exp( - ,;, JlY) (II)
ties of the flow in Cartesian coordinates can be written as
usual: where A, is a complex constant.

Since we have only considered the case of amplified distur-
u,= C + u'. u, = t", T F + T' bances (2, < 0), the boundary conditions for both supersonic

and subsonic disturbances can be expressed by
P + P'. P =P +P 7r,(y - ± c) -. 0 and it,(y -. + x) -. 0. In order to satisfy the

or. for the general field quantity. boundary conditions, we set ;.,, > 0. and get

Q(x,y.t) = 0(y) + Q'(x.y.) Y =Y, - + X, a = A, exp( -;.,Y) (12a)

= -Y
'' 

- . it = A2 exp(,y) (12b)

where Q is a profile of the main flow, and Q' is the corre-

sponding disturbance amplitude, where
Consider now the disturbance to be a wave propagating in

the x direction. The disturbance quantities in dimensionless .2 . + - [I + ,
form can be expressed as2  

Ak = Ak, + =Ak, 2 (lAkI +

Su ,r ',r',p'j = {f(y),x0(y),(y),r(y),(y)} expfiz(x - ct)) + i sign {A, (Jk I - A,) 2

(6) L2 1

where 31 is a complex wave number, and c is a complex wave Formulation of the Eigenvalue Problem
velocity. In the case of negligible viscous effects, the linearized The eigenvalue problem is defined as follows. For a given
disturbance equations for a two-dimensional compressible real disturbance frequency P (P- -2c), the eigenvalues 2, and
fluid with the same gas constants and specific heats are given
by-

Continuity:
5,

i(C -c)r + (o'+ if) + A'O =0 (7a) - U2/Ul-0 25

Momentum:

7M [i(O - c)f + 1",0 - in (7b)

7/M'2'2 [i(C - c)0J 1 -Rt' (7c)

Energy:

Ii(C - c)0 + T'0I ( - -)-, + if) (7d)

State:0 5 1 0 1

Uy I
ir 0

-- + (7e) Filg. I HypsfsUcsugm a veldlwtymiUfor dIe va m of
P P dw veloelty rudo V,1U1.
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where T,,.T,2 are the freestream total temperatures. This
5 2/-0. 67 yields the dimensionless mean static temperature profile.

T2/T .0 () = C, + C2 0(1) (-I)M 0 () (15)

2

" -- where M, is the upper stream Mach number and c,c, are
, constants which satisfy the boundary conditions on the tem-

perature profile. Such mean temperature profiles ?(y) for

M, = 5 are shown on Fig. 2. The other kind of dimensionless
temperature profile is obtained by assuming that the dimen-

, ',sionless density distribution across the shear layer can also be

approximated by a hyperbolic tangent profile, i.e.,

0 .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2 5 0(y) =r(y)+p Il- 1(y)] (16)

Fig. 3 Hypebdlk tqalget ?1'y) menu teuperatwe room for dhfret where PR = P2/Pi is the density ratio across the shear layer.
vaba of w empeamtwe rudo T1 /TI. Therefore, for a shear layer comprised of the same gas, the

dimensionless temperature profile is 7 (y) = I 1/j(y) (see Fig. 3).

a, are to be determined in such a way that the eigenfunctions Results
z,(y) and ir,(y) satisfy the boundary conditions. Specifically, For a given combination of freestrean Mach number M,,
we used a Runge-Kutta method to solve the eigenvalue equa- tmrature ratioatio of h lner

tion wih Es. (2a)and(12) asboudar conitins.The temperature ratio Tjt(T2/T ), and velocity ratio Ut the linear
tion. with Eqs. (12a) and (12b) as boundary conditions. The instability characteristics were calculated, yielding the most
equation was integrated from one side of the boundary unstable eigenvalue (2, - a,,,, + ij,,,) and its corresponding
(Y = Yj) to the other side (y = Y2). The correct a was ob- real frequency ,,-. The phase velocity C, of the disturbances
tained for a given P by matching to the boundary conditions. was obtained as #./a, This yields the convective Mach

number A?,, and A?,2 from Eq. (5).
Velocity sd Temperture Dis/ha m For a free mixing layer with subsonic disturbances, there is

Lock's 2 numerical calculation of the velocity distribution only one unstable mode propagating with the phase velocity
for a compressible laminar boundary layer was approximated C, approximately equal to C, which is constant for given U L

by Gropengiesser using a generalized hyperbolic tangent and TR. As the Mach number of the stream M, approaches
profile with three free constants. To simplify the problem, we or exceeds a critical value, there are always two unstable
assume that the dimensionless mean velocity profile is de- modes: one is with the phase velocity C, less than 0, and the
scribed by a hyperbolic tangent profile represented by the other is with the phase velocity greater than 0,. These two
form unstable modes are called supersonic mode I and mode 2,

respectively. If we increase the Mach number M,, the phase
O(y) - (y) + U[ I - n(y)] (13) velocities of the two modes will further increase or decrease

(see Fig. 4).
where Up - U2/U, is the velocity ratio across the shear layer, Different combinations of velocity and temperature ratios
and 2jj(y) - I is approximated by a hyperbolic tangent (see using a velocity and temperature profile from Eqs. (13) and
mean velocity profiles O(y) in Fig. 11. (15) were investigated for a convective Mach number 01?,

We note that the linearized flow equations do not prescribe from 0 to about 1.5. The velocity profiles for Uj, - 0.25, 0.5,
the mean temperature profile. Accordingly, two different and 0.75 appear in Fig. I and the temperature profiles for
kinds of temperature profiles have been considered. One T, =0.5, 1.0. and 1.5 appear in Fig. 2. In the region of
conforms to the Crocco-Busemann' ." relation, wherein the supersonic convective Mach numbers, the modes with C, less
total temperature profile T,(y) for an equation ratio of the than C, are more unstable than the modes with C, greater

specific heats of the two freestreams is represented by than 0, in most cases of the velocity and temperature profiles
given by Figs. I and 2. Therefore, we only considered the

T,(y) - T,, (y) + TA,2 1 -(y)] (14) mode with C, less than 0, for supersonc convective Mach
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Note that 6.(ft, cc)/6 (0) = I -po, and that the co- small differences between A,, and Rj from the plot of
efficient P2 is related to the second derivative at ?,, = 0, etc. (, 1 - R,.1)/M7, vs R,, for M, s i, but the differences only
Note also that these results suggest that F(At -0) -0, as become substantial when M, > I (see Figs. 12 and 13). We
might have been argued a priori. The results, shown in Figs. only studied the cases for M,, < 1.5. since shock waves can
5-10, also suggest that the normalized maximum amplifica- exist in a shear layer at high convective Mach numbers and,
tion rate decreases significantly with increasing A?, for the therefore, the validity of a linear description of these phenom-
subsonic convective Mach numbers. In the region Ac > 1.5, ena would be suspect.
this normalized amplification rate decreases continuously to A comparison of our estimate of 6,(A?,t)/6(0) with Ragab
zero as the convective Mach number is increased, and Wu's numerical data and with Papamoschou and

In the second set of calculations, the mean temperature Roshko's experimental data is made in Fig. 14. The data from
profile was specified via Eq. (16), i.e., 1(y) - l/ (y). The our calculations are very close to Ragab and Wu's. The
resulting temperature profiles for TR = 0.67, 1, and 2 are difference between AL and all, although not small in the
plotted in Fig. 3. The velocity ratio U, - 0.5 with each of region A,1 > I, does not affect the results, since the normal-
these three temperature ratios was studied for the convective ized amplification rates are very small in this region. Accord-
Mach number M, from 0 to about 1.5. The results, shown in ing to Papamoschou and Roshko's experimental data,' the
Fig. II, substantiate the convective Mach number as the growth rate of the shear layer tapers off as the convective
relevant compressibility parameter and also display good Mach number becomes supersonic. As opposed to their find-
agreement with the plot 6,(A?,, )/&.(0) vs ft, obtained from ings, however, the growth rate of our calculations decreases to
Eq. (18). even though these two mean temperature profiles zero as A), ) I. Preliminary calculations suggest that a large
are very different at supersonic convective Mach numbers (see value for the growth rate at large M,, is exhibited by more
Figs. 2 and 3). complex velocity and/or density profiles. Also, Sandham and

With 0, calculated from Eq. (4) and C. obtained from the Reynolds ' s showed that a large value of the growth rate can
numerical calculations under the linear theory, A?,, does not be obtained for three-dimensional wave disturbances at con-
necessarily equal A?,,. In fact, the phase velocity C, approxi- vective Mach numbers above 0.6.
mately equals 0, for subsonic convective Mach number; but
because of the existence of second unstable modes for super- CoChio
sonic convective Mach numbers,'0 C, is not unique and cannot The influences of the convective Mach number, the velocity
be estimated by 0,. Blumen et al.' have noted this behavior for and temperature ratios, and the temperature profiles of the
a shear layer of an inviscid fluid with two-dimensional tempo- flow on the linear spatial instability characteristics of a plane
ral disturbances. We can see that, for both temperature pro- shear layer, formed by the same gas, were investigated. It was
files [Eqs. (15) and (16) with 7(y)= I/ (y)], there are very found that there is a nearly universal dependence of the
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SHEAR LAYERS*
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Abstract

Two-dimensional, compressible turbulent shear layers are studied in a new wind tunnel facility.

Helium, nitrogen and argon gases are used in various combinations to produce shear layers with

isentropically computed convective Mach numbers that range from near zero to unity. Side-view
Schlieren photographs of these compressible flows are generally devoid of the two-dimensional, large-

scale structures seen in incompressible flows. Travelling shock and expansion waves are observed in
the high compressibility flows, evidently created by turbulent structures convecting at supersonic

velocities with respect to one of the free streams. Such waves are seen only in the low speed fluid, with

apparent convection velocities much higher than those predicted by the usual isentropic pressure-
matching arguments. The measured shear layer growth rates agree with previous results by other

experimenters, except for a few unusual cases at low compressibility and low density ratio. Finally,

it is observed that the shear layer growth rate is relatively insensitive to the effects of incident shock

and expansion waves on the shear layer.

Introduction

Recent years have witnessed considerable experimental activity in the field of compressible

turbulent shear layers, work that is largely motivated by the program to develop SCRAMJET

engine technology for the National Aerospace Plane (Chinzei et al. 1986, Papamoschou & Roshko
1988, Papamoschou 1989, Clemens & Mungal 1990, Clark et al. 1990, Fourgette & Dibble 1990,

Dutton et al. 1990). Such experiments are also motivated by the desire to understand compressible

turbulent shear flows in the context of the coherent structure models that have been developed

for incompressible shear layers over the past twenty years. In particular, the current work can be
viewed as a logical extension of the shear layer research conducted at Caltech during that time

(Brown & Roshko 1971, 1974, Konrad 1976, Dimotakis & Brown 1976, Breidenthal 1981, Broadwell

& Breidenthal 1982, Mungal & Dimotakis 1984, Bernal & Roshko 1986, Koochesfahani & Dimotakis

1986, Frieler & Dimotakis 1988, Papamoschou & Roshko 1988, Papamoschou 1989, Hermanson &

Dimotakis 1989).

Copyright 01991 by J. L. Hall.

* Graduate Student in Aeronautics, Student Member AIAA.
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t Research Fellow in Aeronautics.
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The existing evidence for large-scale structure in compressible shear layers is not definitive.
Most of the available Schlieren photographic data do not clearly show the two-dimensional vortices

seen in incompressible flows (Chinzei et at. 1986, Papamoschou & Roshko 1988). However, recent
pictures by Clemens & Mungal (1990) do show such structures, but only at very low compressibility

levels. Further evidence for coherent structures can be found in the axisymmetric jet experiments
of Fourgette & Dibble (1990). Their planar Rayleigh scattered images clearly show distinct regions

of fluid separated by regular intervals. Interestingly enough, this structure was detected at a com-

pressibility level beyond that at which Clemens & Mungal (1990) were able to find such structures.

The difference between a "slice" view (planar Rayleigh scattering) and a spanwise integrated view

(Schlieren) is a possible explanation for this difference, one that points to a significant role played
by three-dimensional effects in compressible turbulent shear layers.

The convective Mach number measurements of Papamoschou (1989) constitute another unre-

solved issue for compressible shear layers. Papamoschou used double-spark Schlieren photography

to track turbulent features in the flow and thereby infer convection velocities, u,. From these mea-
surements, he was able to compute the convective Mach numbers for the flow; i.e.

= and M,2 = (1)
a, a,)

where uj and aj are the free stream velocities and sound speeds respectively. His results are plotted
in Fig. 1. It can be seen that the measured convection velocities tend to be very close to one free

stream velocity or the other at compressible conditions, producing one low and one high convective

Mach number. These results are not in accord with theoretical predictions based on isentropic

pressure matching at the interstitial stagnation points in the convective frame of reference (Bogdanoff
1983, Dimotakis 1984, Coles 1985, Papamoschou & Roshko 1988, Dimotakis 1989). Specifically, an

isentropic pressure balance requires

1 - 1 M 2 7 1 /T a - 1 = p7 2 - 1 ., 2/ 2 - 1( 2
Pi (1 + --- 1M,1) = P2 (1 + - ') , (2)

where p2 is the static pressure and -yj is the ratio of specific heats in free stream j. For P, = P2 and

I/ = 72, this yields M, 1 = M, 2. Furthermore, it can be shown that Mcl and M, 2 are still fairly

close even when 'yi 0 72, provided that p, -p2, which is usually the case in experiments.

Therefore, the convection velocity measurements of Papamoschou (1989) indicate that grossly

unequal pressure dissipation must occur on the two sides of the shear layer in order to satisfy

the requirement of a pressure balance at the convective-frame stagnation points. This has led

both Papamoschou (1989) and Dimotakis (1989) to speculate that shock waves exist on only one

side of the shear layer in these flows, thereby providing a mechanism for unequal pressure losses.

Unfortunately, such waves were not detected in any shear layer experiment prior to the current
work, a curious omission considering that fairly strong waves are required to dissipate the amounts

of pressure indicated by the observed convection velocities.

The current experiments were designed to address these issues, as well as provide growth rate

data that could be compared to previous results from other experimenters (Chinzei et at 1986,

Papamoschou & Roshko 1988, Clemens & Mungal 1990). A new wind tunnel facility was employed

for this purpose; it will be briefly described in the next section. Following that, the new experimental

data will be presented and discussed.
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Facility Decription

The current experiments were performed in the new GALCIT Supersonic Shear Layer Com-
bustion Facility (Fig. 2). This is a two-stream blowdown wind tunnel with a noninal run time of 3
see. It is capable of producing chemically reacting flows based on H2 /F 2 /NO chemistry; however,
the work reported here is entirely based on non-reacting experiments. The facility is currently con-

figured for a supersonic high-speed stream (M1 = 1.5) and a subsonic low-speed stream (M 2 < 0.5).

Different convective Mach numbers are generated primarily by using different gas combinations in
the two streams. The static pressure of the shear layer is nominally 1 aim.

The operation of the facility is straightforward. The desired gases or gas mixtures are loaded

into a pair of storage tanks. At run-time, parallel piping networks deliver these gases to the test
section via shutoff and flow regulating valves. Inside the test section (Fig. 3) the gases flow through
screens, honeycomb and appropriately contoured nozzles before coming into contact at the end of
the splitter plate. The shear layer forms between two adjustable guidewalls on the top and bottom,

and two windows on the sides. Upon exiting the test section, the shear layer gases enter a waste
gas treatment system which is designed to neutralize the toxic and corrosive gases from H2 /F 2/NO
combustion experiments.

Test section flow diagnostics are comprised of the following elements:

1. Side-view Schlieren photography.

2. Guidewall static pressure transducers (6 per wall).

3. Cross-stream total pressure tubes (16 in all).

4. Cross-stream exposed junction thermocouples (16 in all).

With the exception of the Schlieren photography and a few of the guidewall pressure transducers,
all of these diagnostics are fairly low frequency response sensors primarily used for time-averaged

measurements. The Schlieren system spark source has a 20 nsec pulse duration, which is sufficiently
fast to freeze the flow. The few fast guidewall pressure transducers are 1 MHz piezoelectric devices
which are also capable of temporally resolving the flow.

Further details on the facility design and operation can be found in Hall (1991).

Results and Discussion

Figure 4 shows the basic geometry and coordinate system for the shear layers to be discussed
here. Stream 1 is defined to be the high-speed stream with velocity ul, density Pl, pressure Pl,
temperature T1 , Mach number M, and specific heat ratio Y1. The same variables are used on the

low-speed side with a subscript 2. The upper (high-speed) guidewall which bounds the flow is
specified to be parallel to the x-axis. The lower guidewall is allowed to deflect to an angle f in order

to control the streamwise pressure gradient dp/dz. The angles a, and a2 describe the orientation

of the shear layer within the channel. In this study, the shear layer growth rate, 6, is taken to be

the visual thickness, as measured from Schlieren photographs.
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A list of the experiments to be discussed can be found in Table 1. The test cases are listed
in order from highest to lowest compressibility, as determined by the isentropic pressure-matching
model value for M,1 (Eq. 2). The values for (6/x)in, are computed from Brown (1974); i.e. ,

(6 (1 r)(1 +81/2)
Z C 1+ rs1 / 2  ' (3)

where r = u 2 /Ul is the velocity ratio, s M P2/P1 is the density ratio and C6 is a constant, here given
the value of 0.17 as was done in Papamoschou & Roshko (1988). The Reynolds number is defined
by

Re.= A x (4)

where AU =_ U2 - u1 is the velocity difference across the layer, v is the kinematic viscosityl and x

is the length of the shear layer from splitter tip to cross-stream instrument rake.*

A horizontal knife edge Schlieren photograph of the highest compressibility flow (Case 1) is
presented in Fig. 5. Immediately obvious is a complex yet regular wave system in the low-speed flow.
This is a travelling wave system created by shear layer structures that are convecting supersonically
with respect to the low-speed stream. Note that they cannot be standing waves (as are seen in the
high-speed flow near the nozzle exit) because A 2 < 1. Upon close inspection, the wave system is
seen to be comprised of a set of waves originating at the shear layer and a set of reflected waves off
the lower guidewall. Each set is composed of alternating compression and expansion waves, which
must nearly balance each other to maintain a negligible streamwise pressure gradient. The incident
wave system is reminiscent of those seen in the supersonic jet experiments of Lowson & Ollerhead
(1968), Tam (1971) and Oertel (1979), and presumably shares the same origin.

It is not possible to discern from Fig. 5 the precise nature of the shear layer structures which
created the travelling waves. In fact, the shear layer seems devoid of any kind of large-scale structure
at all. Nevertheless, the spacing of the travelling waves is seen to be on the order of the local
shear layer thickness, 6vi., suggesting that some form of large-scale structure is present. Further
attempts were made to image this large-scale str'icture by de-sensitizing the Schlieren system and
by rotating the knife edge to the vertical position; however, none of the photographs from these
experiments revealed any more large-scale structure than is seen in Fig. 5. There are at least
two possible explanations for this result: Large-scale structure is highly distorted by spanwise three-

dimensionality or large-scale structure is obscured by the signal from lots of small-scale, high-gradient
turbulence superimposed on top of it. Unfortunately, it is not possible on the basis of the current

data to choose between these possible explanations.

Despite the lack of observed structure, the travelling waves strongly suggest that there is a
well-defined convection velocity for the fluid inside the shear layer. Specifically, the wave angles of

these waves are tightly clustered in the range of 230 <py < 280, where p is measured with respect
to an imaginary line which roughly bisects the shear layer wedge.*" These wave angles provide a

direct measure of the convective Mach number for this flow, i.e.
M 12 = 1 (5)

I Averaged properties are used when different gases are present in the shear layer.

" In the current configuration, x = 0.38 m.

This direction is an estimate for the motion of the wave creating structures in the shear layer.
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The range of wave angles quoted above yields 2.1 < M,2 < 2.6 for this Case 1 flow. This Mach

number range is also corroborated by static pressure measurements made on the low-speed guidewall.

Specifically, two piezoelectric pressure transducers spaced 5 cm apart were used to measure the

pressure "footprint" of the travelling waves. A crosscorrelation of the two pressure signals (Fig. 6)

shows a peak centered at 59 psec, which translates into a convective Mach number of Mc2 = 2.54.

This measured value is very different from the isentropic pressure-matching value of approxi-

mately unity (Table 1). Note that, given MAf2 = 2.54, Eq. 1 requires that Mfi = 0.31. Here then

is corroboration of the Papamoschou (1989) results which indicated very different convective Mach

numbers for high-compressibility flows. The current results for Cases 1 and 2, which were the only

flows to exhibit travelling waves, are plotted in Fig. 7 along with the Papamoschou (1989) data.

Although the scatter in the data is large, it can at least be said that the new data do not contradict

the old.

There remains a problem, however, in that the observed travelling waves are simply too weak
to completely fulfil the pressure dissipation role required to reconcile the stagnation point pressure-

matching model with the measured convection velocities. The agreement between the wave angle

and pressure crosscorrelation measurements suggests that the observed waves are weak; furthermore,
even a normal shock wave with a shock Mach number of M, = A1e2 = 2.54 cannot dissipate enough

pressure to satisfy the requirement. A possible resolution of this dilemma can be found in the idea
that shear layer vortices may be capable of locally accelerating the flow to Mach numbers much

higher than MC2 (Papamoschou 1989). Such accelerated flow must eventually come to rest at the
stagnation point in the convective reference frame (Fig. 8), a process which will require a very strong

recompression shock inside the shear layer.

Although a very strong recompression shock can potentially satisfy the pressure dissipation
requirements, no such shocks have been detected in any experiment to date. This includes the
current experiments which tried a variety of knife edge configurations. It is possible that the same

elements which possibly prevent detection of large-scale shear layer structures (three-dimensionality,

superimposed small-scale turbulence) also hide embedded shock waves. Nevertheless, given the very

strong shock waves required (M, = 7 for Case 1) it is surprising that they do not show up in the

available Schlieren photographs.

The normalized growth rates for all eleven cases in the current study are plotted versus the

isentropically computed convective Mach number, M(') in Fig. 9, along with data from other
researchers. Note that the measured growth rate (6/x)vis has been normalized by the predicted

incompressible growth rate, Eq. 3. For M( ) > 0.3, the collapse of the data is seen to be quite good.

This collapse is somewhat surprising given the results already discussed for the high-compressibility

cases which indicate that the measured convective Mach number is very different from M( ). Perhaps
this can be understood by considering M( ) to be an averaged measure of compressibility in the flow,

a parameter which, using the Case 1 flow as an example, combines the effects of a supersonic AMe2
and a subsonic Mci. The value of M(') is also close to the parameter AU/(al + a2 ) suggested by

Papamoschou (1989) as a means of determining when compressibility effects become important in

the flow. From this point of view, M(') is possibly still a valid measure of the overall compressibility

of the shear layer, although the underlying physical ideas are somewhat different than originally

thought.
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For MT < 0.3, however, the data do not collapse at all. The results for the current experiments

are particularly unusual, with Cases 7, 8 and 9 forming a trend of growth rate reduction at very low

compressibility levels. This reduction is particularly surprising considering the all-subsonic flows of
Cases 10 and 11 which almost recover the theoretical incompressible growth rate despite having the
same value of MT as Cases 8 and 9. It should be emphasized that the only real difference between

these pairs of flows is the existence of M 1 > 1 in Cases 8 and 9, versus M1 < 1 in Cases 10 and 11;
the Reynolds number, Re, the velocity ratio, r, and the density ratio, s (Case 10 excluded), are all

roughly the same in these flows.

Further clues to this unusual result can be gleaned from the Schlieren photographs of Cases 6, 7,
8 and 9 (Fig. 10). The Case 6 photograph (Fig. 10a) shows the flow before the growth rate reduction

trend starts. Note the absence of large-scale coherent structures. In Cases 7 and 8, however, one can

detect some structure, particularly in the downstream section of Case 8. Curiously enough, there

are no structures in the Case 9 flow, although the growth rate reduction is quite pronounced. Taken
together, this sequence of flows suggests that some kind of transition behaviour is taking place in

Cases 7 and 8, one that is accompanied by shear layer thinning and the formation of some detectable
structure. The absence of structure in Case 9 suggests, perhaps, that it lies beyond the transitional
regime.

Very little is known about this transition phenomenon, except that it coincides with very low

density ratios in the flow. The density ratios for Cases 7, 8 and 9 are in fact lower than any of the
other compressible flows represented in Fig. 9. Such low density ratios were a necessary byproduct
of the methodology of producing low M(') flows by increasing the helium content of the low-speed

fluid and hence increasing its sound speed. Note that a low density ratio, by itself, does not result

in abnormally low growth rates; witness the Case 11 flow result in this study and the previous low
density, incompressible results of Brown & Roshko (1974) and Frieler & Dimotakis (1988). Only the

coupling of a low density ratio and a supersonic free stream Mach number seems to produce usually

low growth rates. One might reasonably suspect that the hyperbolic character of the M, > 1 free

stream flow lies at the heart of the matter. Certainly, this will inhibit downstream" to upstream

feedback mechanisms in the flow (Dimotakis & Brown 1976). Of course, such inhibition is present
whether the flow possesses a low density ratio or not. Therefore, this phenomenon must contain one

or more additional elements that, for the present time, remain unknown.

One can speculate that a new growth rate mechanism has been encountered in these low density
supersonic Ml flows. This mechanism evidently becomes important in Cases 7 and 8, resulting in the

transitional behaviour, and it dominates the Case 9 flow. Note that this new growth rate mechanism

does not appear to be related to the so-called "wake effect" identified by Koochesfahani & Frieler
(1987). They found that at high density ratios (s > 6) a second instability mode becomes important

in addition to the usual Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, one that is related to the momentum deficit

in the wake of the splitter tip.

The final results to be discussed here concern two off-design flows based on the medium com-
pressibility Case 3 condition. The first flow (Fig. 1la) demonstrates the relative insensitivity of the

overall growth rate to the impact of a strong planar wave. This wave is created at the splitter tip by

a large pressure mismatch between the free stream static pressures at this point. The wave subse-

quently reflects off the upper guidewall and the shear layer and causes considerable bending of the
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shear layer in the process. Nevertheless, the visual shear layer thickness at the downstream location
is within 5% of the nominal Case 3 flow. Note also that some large-scale structure is apparent in

this example.

Figure llb shows anoticr off-design Case 3 flow, although here the strength of the wa"- coming

off the splitter tip is much weaker than in Fig. Ila; nevertheless, this shear layer possesses consid-
erable large-scale, two-dimensional structure. It should be emphasized that these structures were

not seen in the normal pressure-matched flows, suggesting that the planar wave from the splitter
tip enhanced the formation of two-dimensional structure in the shear layer, perhaps by means of an

unknown resonant forcing mechanism. It should be noted that relatively few of the off-design flows
for which data exists demonstrated such enhanced two-dimensional structure, attesting perhaps to
the difficulty in unintentionally achieving the required resonance conditions.

Conclusions

Non-reacting compressible turbulent shear layers were studied in a new wind tunnel facility.

Side-view Schlieren photographs of the high compressibility flows (='i) - 0.90,0.96) revealed the
presence of travelling shock and expansion waves in the low-speed fluid, waves created by unseen

shear layer structures convecting at supersonic Mach numbers. The measured convection velocities of

these structures is considerably higher than those predicted by models of isentropic pressure recovery
at stagnation points in the convective frame. Large scale coherent structures were generally not seen

in the compressible flows studied. For Mf ) > 0.3, the measured shear layer growth rates agree
with previous results by other experimenters. For M(') < 0.3, a curious reduction in normalized
growth rate was observed. It is suspected that this result is the product of an unknown growth rate

mechanism for the compressible turbulent shear layer, one that results from the coupling of very low

density ratios with a supersonic free stream Mach number. Finally, it was observed that the shear
layer growth rate was not affected very much by the impact of strong planar waves created by a
pressure mismatch at the splitter tip.
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Table 1: Summary Of Test Cases

Case 1 2 3 4 5 6

Side 1 100% He 100% He 100% N 100% N 2  100% N 2  100% N2

Gases

Side 2 100% Ar 100% N 2  100% N 2  33% He 60% He 75% He

Gases 66% Ar 40% Ar 25% Ar

MI 1.50 1.48 1.46 1.48 1.48 1.47

M 2  0.35 0.30 0.29 0.44 0.42 0.36

r = u2 /U 1  0.096 0.092 0.235 0.385 0.445 0.459

s = P2/PI 5.950 4.120 0.713 0.706 0.484 0.338

MW 0.962 0.906 0.511 0.426 0.336 0.292

014.n 0.429 0.395 0.200 0.149 0.122 0.115

(61x)vis 0.100 0.108 0.114 0.092 0.083 0.084

6 vis/6inc 0.233 0.274 0.570 0.630 0.680 0.730

Re 7.4 x 106 7.0 x 106 9.6 x 106 3.7 x 10" 2.4 x 106 2.1 x 106

00 0 10 20 00 0.5- 0.50

Table 1 (Continued)

Case 7 8 9 10 11

Side 1 100% N 2  100% N 2  100% Ar 100% N 2  100% N2

Gases

Side 2 90% He 100% He 100% He 33% He 100% He

Gases 10% Ar 66% Ar

Mi 1.48 1.48 1.50 0.59 0.65

M2 0.28 0.23 0.23 0.27 0.10

r = u2/ul 0.469 0.510 0.636 0.510 0.462

S = P2/PI 0.194 0.101 0.058 0.958 0.132

MM 0.240 0.175 0.106 0.143 0.093

(6/z)1 n 0.108 0.094 0.067 0.110 0.107

014'i. 0.073 0.062 0.040 0.101 0.097

bvis/binc 0.678 0.660 0.597 0.918 0.907

Re, 1.8 x 106 1.8 x 106 1.1 x 106 1.5 x 106 6.9 x 105

10 23 20 0.50 1.00
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by,

Paul E. Dimotakis**
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Abstract

An ansatz is proposed, complemented by appropriate selection rules, to estimate the

convection velocity U1, of turbulent vortical structures in low Mach number, supersonic shear

layers. The proposed scheme assumes that, for low supersonic convective Mach numbers,

shocks will form in one of the two shear layer free streams. The strength of the shocks is

estimated by assuming that the flow configuration, in a frame moving at the convection

velocity U,, is stationary with respect to perturbations in the mean flow quantities caused

by the turbulent fluctuations. Given the shock strength, the convection velocity U, and

the associated convective Mach numbers are calculated by matching the estimated total

pressure at stagnation points in the convected frame. Presently available data indicate a

convection velocity U, that is close to U1 , or U2 , the high and low speed stream velocities,

respectively, with an empirical stream selection rule that U1, is closer to U1 , when the low

speed stream is subsonic, and closer to U2 when both streams are supersonic. With the

proviso that the predicted shock-bearing stream is as suggested by the empirical stream

selection rule, the experimentally observed values for U, appear to be well accounted for by

the proposed scheme. These results have important implications for supersonic mixing and

hypersonic propulsion applications.

= Copyright () 1991 by P. E. Dimotakis. Published by the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astro-
nautics, Inc. with permission. Reprinted, with minor corrections, 3 July 1991.

" Professor, Aeronautics & Applied Physics, Associate Fellow AIAA.
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Introduction

Recent experiments in compressible flow shear layers indicate that the convection ve-

locity Uc of turbulent structures in two-dimensional, supersonic shear layers is much closer

to the high or low speed free stream velocities, U1 or U2 , respectively, than has been found

to be the case in subsonic shear layers (Papamoschou 1989a, Fourguette et al. 1990, Hall et

al. 1991). These data suggest that, at least for supersonic shear layers with Mach numbers

that are not too high, the flow drives U, to be close to U1 , when the low speed stream is

subsonic, and closer to U2 when the both streams are supersonic.

It is easy to appreciate that temporal shear layer growth models, or models that limit

the description to one in a frame convected with the large scale flow structures, are not

likely to capture such a stream selection rule. If borne out by further experimentation, such

a rule can only stem from the fact that the flow, in the case of a subsonic low speed stream,

i.e., M 1 > 1 but A12 < 1, contains an elliptical region connecting the downstream exit with

the inflow low speed stream nozzle, whereas in the latter case (M 1 > 1, A 2 > 1) the flow is

purely hyperbolic (Dimotakis 1989, Papamoschou 1989b).

An important attribute of the turbulent structure convection velocity is the proposed

role it plays in the shear layer entrainment process. Specifically, it was proposed that E,, the

volumetric entrainment ratio in spatially growing mixing layers, i.e., the entrained volume

(flux) of high speed fluid fluid per unit volume flux of low speed fluid can be estimated as

E,2 U, - U, I1 )  0a)UU - U2 /

where e/x is the local large scale structure streamrwise extent-to-position ratio (Dimotakis

1984). Note that, given the volumetric entrainment ratio E,, the mass flux entrainment

ratio would be given by

Em E,, (lb)
P2

while the molar entrainment ratio would be given by (assuming the ideal gas law)

En = P1 T' E,. (lc)
iq.'T1

where pj. pj and T denote the (static) density, pressure and temperature of the jth free

s tream.
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The large structure streamwise extent I is expected to be of the order of the local
transverse extent (visual thickness) of the layer 6, i.e.,

£ 6
- ; Cf-, 

(2a)
X X

with subsonic experiments yielding a value for the constant of proportionality of

C 1 2 2. (2b)

It was recently suggested (Clemens & Mungal 1990) that the fact that compressible shear

layers do not appear to be characterized by two-dimensional, spanwise coherent structures
may render the validity of the use of the expression in Eq. 1, for example, questionable.
To address this issue, a brief review of the arguments that lead to this expression may be

useful.

The first factor in Eq. la derives from the induction velocity ratio and scales the relative
shear sustained between the turbulent structures and the corresponding free stream. No

relative velocity, no shear, no entrainmentt. Under supersonic flow conditions and the
possible presence of shocks on one side of the turbulent structures or the other (but not

both), the symmetry expected under subsonic flow conditions, with respect to the high and
low speed stream in the vortical structure convecting frame, would be lost. Nevertheless,
the relative velocity (- shear) ratio should come close to scaling the volumetric entrainment

ratio (Dimotakis 1984).

The second factor in Eq. la is a consequence of the geometry of the spatially growing
layer and of the large scale structures that dominate the entrainment process. It should be

noted that the large scale flow structures are assumed to be basically vortical, not necessarily
two-dimensional, for the second factor to represent a reasonable estimate of this effect. The
second factor plays an important role in subsonic shear layers and, indeed, accounts for the
observed asymmetries in E, for the case of equal free stream density (P, = P2) subsonic
shear layers, for which U1 - Uc Uc - U2 . Nevertheless, it is not expected to contribute
to asymmetries that are as significant, as the convective Mach numbers of the flow rise.
This is a consequence of the likely dependence on the ratio of the flow structure size to the
streamwise coordinate and the decrease in the growth rate 6/ with'. increing convective

Mach number, as documented by Papamoschou & Roshko (1988) and others (cf. Eq. 2).

See also discussion in Dimotakis (1989).

t It should be recognized that this may not represent a consensus opinion. See, for example, discussion

in Ferri et al. (1962) and Ferri (1973).
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These arguments lead us to conclude that the considerable asymmetries in U,, with

respect to the free stream velocities that have been documented, should be expected to be

responsible for corresponding asymmetries in the volumetric entrainment ratio E,. This

has important consequences for supersonic mixing and combustion applications, with the

resulting stoichiometry of the mixed fluid potentially substantially different than what would

be predicted on the basis of conventional models of turbulent entrainment and mixing.

For subsonic shear layers, experimental data and computations support the proposal

that the convection velocity can be estimated by matching the total pressures realized, from

each of the free streams, on interstitial stagnation points in between the large scale vortical

structures in the convective frame (Coles 1981). The experimental data also support the

notion that the respective stagnation pressures ps can be estimated by applying the Bernoulli

equation for each stream (Dimotakis 1984, Coles 1985), i.e.,

Ps 1 + i (u1  ) P2 + (3a)

At higher, but still subsonic, convective Mach numbers, the convection velocity can be

estimated by using the corresponding compressible isentropic pressure recovery relations

for the pressure p, at the stagnation point (Bogdanoff 1983, Papamoschou & Roshko 1988,

Papamoschou 1989a, Dimotakis 1989), i.e.,

PS = P1 + - 1 , P2 1 +I [ 21 2 u)2

(3b)

The quantity UP4) in these expressions denotes the turbulent structure convection velocity, as

estimated assuming matched free stream static pressures, i.e., p, ; p2, and an equal fraction

of the isentropic total pressure recovered from each stream at the convected stagnation

points, as above.

It may be interesting to ask for input on this issue from linear stability analyses of

this flow, with the appreciation that finite amplitude wave effects, such as the loss in total

pressure attendant on entropy production in shock waves, cannot properly be captured by

linear stability analysis. Nevertheless, the very small entropy generation from weak oblique

shocks, as would be expected under many flow conditions, might render linear stability

analysis results useful for convective Mach numbers that are not too high.

Both temporal and spatial stability analyses have appeared recently, for both free

(unbounded) flow (e.g., Jackson & Grosch 1988, 1989, 1990; Ragab & Wu 1989a, 1989b;

Sandham & Reynolds 1989a, 1989b, 1990; Zhuang et al. 1988) and bounded flow (e.g., Tam
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& Hu 1988; Tam & Hu 1989; Zhuang et al. 1989). Unfortunately, no consensus exists as to

how the convection velocity of the flow structures is to be estimated using linear stability

analysis results. Some investigators have suggested that the phase velocity of the most

unstable mode can be used to provide an estimate (e.g., Zhuang et al. 1988), while others

have used the phase velocity at the neutral point of the solution branch of the most unstable

mode (Sandham & Reynolds 1989b).+ These analyses suggest that, under supersonic flow

conditions, an unbounded shear layer can support more than one mode, i.e., a "fast mode"

with a convection velocity Uc higher than the isentropically estimated value Uc(:) (Eq. 3b),

and a "slow mode" with Uc < Uci).Sandham & Reynolds (1989b, Fig. 2.25) have made a

comparison of the convective Mach numbers estimated in this fashion (temporally growing,

unbounded shear layers) with the data of Papamoschou (1989a).

The agreement at low convective Mach numbers is quite good, also correctly making

the selection of the stream that Uc is closest to. At higher convective Mach numbers, how-

ever, the linear stability analysis calculations underestimate the departure of the convection

velocity from the isentropically computed values (Eq. 3b). In fact, at the highest convective

Mach number run of Papamoschou (1989a), the temporal, linear stability analysis predicts

a Uc that is closer to U2 than U1, at variance with the data and the stream selection rule.

This is as one would perhaps anticipate, i.e., in keeping with the caveat that entropy (and

total pressure) losses cannot be ignored at high (convective) Mach numbers, where finite

amplitude wave effects are expected.

The situation in bounded, two-dimensional shear layers is more complicated, with many

more unstable modes possible, some with Uc > Uji} and some with Uc < UP). It is also

not clear, in this case, how the convection velocity would be estimated using the neutral

point phase velocity proposal of Sandham & Reynolds (1989b), as the dispersion relation

solution branch of the most unstable mode typically crosses those of many other modes

before reaching neutral stability.

Tam (1971) has reported the results of jet experiments and linear stability analysis

of the cylindrical shear layer region of pressure-matched, supersonic jets (M = Mjet).

These include both nitrogen (2.47 < Mjet - 2.92) and helium (1.44 < Miet _< 1.96) jets

exhausting in air. The agreement between observations and his stability analysis, which

evaluated the wave angles away from the shear layer region directly, is very good and

applies to both helium and nitrogen jets, corresponding to low and high Mach number core

flows, respectively. These experiments, as well as other supersonic jet experiments (e.g.,

Lowson & Ollerhead 19,36, Oertel 1979), also support the empirical rule of a convection

velocity Uc that is close to U1, with shocks generated in the low speed stream, if M2 < 1.

It should be noted, however, that, for unbounded flows and as long as the convective Mach numbers are

low, the differences in the actual values derived using these different estimates are not large.
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It is noted, however, that Oertel (1979) reports that, at the highest jet Mach numbers he
investigated, two sets of waves could be present, i.e., one in each free stream, even though
he recognizes that his experiments are not definitive on that score.

The convection velocity in the presence of shocks

To extend the estimation of the convection velocity to higher flow Mach numbers
we must recognize that the (convective) Mach numbers, Mc1 and Me2, corresponding to
the relative velocity of each of the free streams in the convective frame of the turbulent

structures, i.e.,

MC = and Me 2 - (4)
a, a 2

(Papamoschou & Roshko 1988), in which aj denotes the speed of sound in the corresponding
free stream, can approach, or exceed, unity. Under those conditions, the flow can support
shocks across which the loss in total pressure may no longer be negligible. It can then be
expected that the isentropic assumptions that were used to estimate the total pressure and,
by extension, the convection velocity Uc at lower Mach numbers, will fail.

CI U - Uc -sonic line

M.. .. < 1 ........

M2KI -shock

.-.... :iiistagnation pt.

M = U c U2
a2

FIG. la Proposed vortex/shock configuration cartoon, sketched for a shock borne by the
high speed stream and a transonic convective Mach number (Mc1 < 1).
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It has been argued that, to the extent that shocks can be borne on one side of the layer

only, the large associated asymmetric losses in total pressure can be responsible for the

large asymmetries in the observed behavior of the convection velocity U, of the turbulent

structures (Papamoschou 1989a, Dimotakis 1989). Evidence for the formation of shocks can

be found in the calculations of Lele (1989), and Vandromme & Haminh (1989, e.g. Fig. 2), for

example, for transonic convective Mach numbers where one expects weak shocks (dubbed
"shocklets") confined to the vicinity of the shear zone. See Fig. la. No experimental

evidence for these transonic shocklets is available at this writing.

For supersonic convective Mach numbers, experimental evidence has been available for

turbulent-structure-generated shocks from the core region of supersonic jets, i.e., Lowson

& Ollerhead (1964), Tam (1971), and Oertel (1979). More recently such evidence has been

documented for a two-dimensional, supersonic shear layer in Hall et al. (1991) and Hall

(1991). In the Hall et al. experiments, a shock/expansion wave system extending into one

of the free streams, as sketched in Fig. 1b, was found. An example of such a wave system,

for a M1 = 1.5 He high speed stream, over M2 = 0.35 Ar low speed stream shear layer,

is reproduced in Fig. 2 (from Hall et al. 1991, Fig. 5). See also Hall (1991, Fig. 4.11) for

corresponding data for a M = 1.5 He high speed stream, over M 2 = 0.3 N2 low speed

stream shear layer.

. .S . . . . ...

... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. .. . . ... ....... .. ............................ ................ .............

~ ........ .

a~~ ~~ ~ ...........
, ' ..... : !!!i !!!!!!! :::: ,; :,. ' '" ' . .... ....... :i : .....:: " ' ..... .... ": .

~~~~. .......... .. ::: :: : : -; .

Uc U
Mc 2 Uc- < 1

a2

FIG. lb Proposed supersonic vortex/shock configuration cartoon, sketched for a supersonic
convective Mach number (M.1 > 1).



FIG. 2 Schlieren data for a M 1.5 [lie] high speed stream, over .l 2  0.35 [Ar] low speed
stream shear layer. Note travelling oblique shock system in low speed stream (Hall
et al. 1991, Fig. 5).

The difficulty with performing ab initio calculations of the convection velocity. in-
cluding the effects of shocks, is that the results depend on the shock Mach number, M.
corresponding to the normal velocity component before the shock. which cannot be es-
timated a priori (Papamoschou 1989a). It was suggested (Dimotakis 1989) that useful
estimates could be made, at least of the qualitative behavior, by assuming that the normal

shock Mach number could be approximated by the convective Mach number with respect
to the corresponding free stream. Unfortunately, this assumption does not, in fact, explain

the observed behavior.! In the case of shocks, the problem of estimating the ratio X, of
the normal shock Mach number to the corresponding free stream Mach number in the jth

free stream, i.e., Xj = A.j/Mj, where the subscript j denotes the stream that carries the

shock(s), requires additional information.

A coding error in the implementation of that proposal (Dimotakis 1989) masked the actual consequences
of that assumption, yielding estimates for the convection velocity which happened to be qualitatively
close to observations.
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Estimating the shock Mach number

In what follows, it will be assumed that the fundamental turbulent structure in super-

sonic shear layers remains basically vortical. The presently available evidence suggests that

the two-dimensional (spanwise coherent) structures of Brown & Roshko (1974) are not the
prevalent mode under supersonic flow conditions. See, for example, results and discussion

in Clemens et al. (1990) and Clemens & Mungal (1990), but also the analyses of Tam &

Hu (1989) and Zhuang et al. (1990). Nevertheless, there is also evidence that the structure

that is there is not small in scale, with a typical streamwise extent that is of the order of
the local shear layer width. See Clemens et al. (1990), Fourguette et al. (1990), and Hall et

al. (1991).' We will return to this issue later.

The proposed model will also be implemented assuming that the flow can be treated

as unbounded. We will ignore, in other words, any influence on the convection velocity of
the turbulent structures exerted by the presence of the guidewalls employed to confine the

supersonic shear flow.

Finally, to repeat, it is not expected that an analysis based solely on the temporal

behavior of the large scale structures in the convected frame can capture the (laboratory

frame) empirical selection rule for the stream that carries the shocks suggested by the data

to date. In particular, the empirical finding that shocks are carried by the low speed stream

for (M 1 > 1, M 2 < 1), and by the high speed stream for (M 1 > 1, AM2 > 1). Pending

further clarification of this issue, the proposed scheme should then be used when its results

are in accord with this empirical rule.

In the case where the flow can support a shock in one of the two free streams, the flow

ahead of the shock would be turned via an (almost) isentropic expansion before crossing

the shock to enter the subsonic region in the neighborhood of the stagnation point ahead

of the vortical structure. Two possibilities arise. For transonic convective Mach numbers.

a supersonic bubble can exist in the vicinity of the vortical structure, as on the lifting side

of a transonic airfoil, with a shock wave ahead of the stagnation point joining the sonic line

to enclose the bubble. See cartoon in Fig. la. For supersonic Mach numbers, the region of

supersonic flow - and the shock/expansion wave system - will extend to the far field. as

noted in the cartoon in Fig. lb and as seen in the schlieren data in Fig. 2.

As the velocities behind the shock(s) must be low - in fact zero at the stagnation

point in the convective frame - the total pressure loss should be well approximated by

Note that the characteristic spacing of the foot of the wave system local extent on the shear layer edge
in Fig. 2 is comparable to the local shear layer width 6(x).
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that of a normal shock. In that case, it should be possible to estimate p,, the total pressure

realized at the stagnation point, using the Rayleigh pitot tube formula, i.e.,

where p is the free stream static pressure and Af, is the shock Mach number (e.g., Liepmann

& Roshko 1957, p. 149). With these assumptions, the strength of the shock can be estimated

if the angle AO through which the flow has been expanded is known. The turning angle

AOj in the jth stream can be estimated, in turn, as the difference of the cc-responding
Prandtl-Meyer angles between the flow just ahead of the shock and the free stream (or

sonic conditions), i.e.,

AOj = OpM(Msi) - OPM-ICj) for c1 >_ 1 (5a)

where,
1PM21 atanV-'-- ata

-pM(M) [ n( 1)J - 1 (5b)

defined for M > 1, is the Prandtl-Meyer angle function (e.g., Liepmann & Roshko 1957,

p. 99). If the convective Mach number Mcj in the jth stream is close to, but less than, unity

(transonic Mc), the turning angle AOj will be computed using

AOj = OpM(M 13 ) , for Mci < 1. (5c)

The latter is equivalent to starting the calculation at the location where the streamline

crosses the sonic line to enter the supersonic bubble. See Fig. la.

Depending on the flow parameters, the pressure matching condition can lead to several

solution branches. Given the free stream that carries the shock and the shock strength,

several branches will typically exist, with a continuum of solutions for the convection velocity

Uc as a function of the shock strength parameter X. The ansatz proposed here is that the

convection velocity of the large scale structures is such as to render the flow stationary. One

can argue for this conjecture by noting that if the flow structure depicted in Figs. la,b is

to represent a quasi-steady, convecting flow configuration, it must survive the small scale

turbulent fluctuations which can be regarded as continuously disturbing it.
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FIG. 3 Flow turning angle AO, as a function of the shock strength parameter X = M./A.

Squares: high speed stream shock. Circles: low speed stream shock. Flow parame-
ters: MI = 1.5 [He], M 2 = 0.3 [N2] (see Fig. 2) - Type I flow. Stationary solution
(max{AO}) with low speed stream (j = 2) shock with X 2 = 1.975.

When the flow is computed as a function of the shock strength parameter Xj =

M~j/Mcj, corresponding to a shock in the ji' stream, one finds that the solution branches

fall into two classes. In the first solution class, Type I flow, the turning angle AO can be

computed by assuming that the flow chooses the stream j and the shock Mach number, i.e.,

the shock strength parameter X, = MI,1Mcj, so as to render the turning angle AOi station-

ary (a maximum). This corresponds to a stable flow configuration wherein small changes

in the shock Mach number Mj result in quadratically small changes in AGj. Alternatively,

in Type II solutions, it is the shock strength parameter Xj that is stationary with respect

to small changes in the turning angle AO, corresponding to the maximum admissible value

for X, that yields a solution for Uc.

Satisfying the pressure matching condition as a function of the convection velocity UC

classifies the solutions as Type I or Type II. It is found, however, that both types of solutions

can be admissible (in the same flow). In the latter case, one can argue for a selection rule

which favors the Type I branch, over the Type II solution branch, as being the more robust

configuration of the two. If more than one solution branch of the same type is possible, the

proposed selection rule i; that the branch that yields the lower total pressure is chosen by

the flow. In other words, the flow will try to satisfy the pressure matching condition at the

lowest stagnation pressure possible, generating the shock with the requisite strength.
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Figure 3 depicts the results of sample calculations of AO as a function of the shock
strength parameter X, for a supersonic shear layer with M1 = 1.5 [He] and M2 = 0.3 IN2]
(Case 2 in Hall 1991, Fig. 4.11). In this figure, the squares were computed assuming that a
shock is present in the high speed stream, while the circles were computed for a shock in the

low speed stream. It can be seen that, for these flow parameters, the solution corresponds

to a stationary point in which the turning angle is a maximum, i.e., a Type I flow, with a

shock borne by the low speed stream (j = 2) and a shock/convective Mach number ratio of

X2= 1.975.

.6 I .

.5

-. 4

a

m/

.3

0

0
..2

... .. ...

0 200 400 BOO 800 1000 1200

uc

FIG. 4 Logarithm of total pressure from each Stream as a function of convection velocity
Uc. Dotted lines: isentropic recovery. Solid lines: pressure recovery through shocks.
Flow conditions: U2/Ul = 105/1160mr/s and a low speed stream shock strength of

X2= 1.975 (see Fig. 3). Solution of Uc = 878 m/s is indicated by circled point.

Figure 4 depicts the total pressure from each of the free streams, computed for this
value of the shock strength parameter X2 . The dotted lines represent the isentropic pres-
sure recovery from each free stream, while the solid lines represent the recovery pressure
assuming shocks. The small vertical dashed line segments mark the free stream veloci-

ties U, = 1160m/s and U2 = 105m/s. The solution point is indicated by the circled

point of intersection of the two curves, yielding an estimate for the convection velocity of

Uc= 878 m/s. This is much closer to the high speed stream velocity. The convective Mach
numbers are M,= 0.36 and MO2 = 2.2.
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These values are in good agreement with the Hall et al. (1991) observations of 2.1 <

M,2 < 2.4 for this flow, based on the shock angles in the schlieren flow visualization data

(Fig. 2. In contrast, the convection velocity, as estimated from the isentropic relation

for this flow, is given by U( 1) = 449m/s, corresponding to a pair of much more closely

matched (isentropically estimated) values of the convective Mach numbers (Af(' = 0 917

and M ) = 0.983).

30

0
25

0

0
0 0

- 15 -- 00 0
15 - 0CD 0

0
100

0

5

0 I I I I

3.0 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.5 3.6

X - Ms/MC

FIG. 5 Flow turning angle A9j, as a function of the shock strength parameter Xj =
MSjIMCj. Supersonic shear layer: M1 = 2.8[N 2], M 2 = 2.6[Ar]. High speed
stream shock denoted by squares and low speed stream shock by circles. Solution
corresponds to the stationary point for a shock in the high speed stream (j = 1) at
X1 = 3.295 (Type II flow).

Figure 5 is computed for a supersonic shear layer with a N2, M 1 = 2.8, high speed

stream and Ar, M2 = 2.6, low speed stream (Papamoschou 1989a), as a second example. It

can be seen that, in this case, two stationary points are possible, corresponding to maxima

in the shock strength parameter with respect to the flow turning angle (Type II solutions).

One derives from a shock wave in the high speed stream (j = 1) and a maximum in the

shock strength parameter at X 1 = 3.295, while the other corresponds to a shock in the low

speed stream (j = 2) and a shock strength parameter of X 2 = 3.524. Of these two, the

solution with the shock in the high speed stream yields a lower stagnation (total) pressure

(p,/p = 1.069, vs. p./p = 1.086) and is the one accepted by the minimum stagnation pressure

selection rule. This is also a transonic flow case (Fig. la), yielding values for the convective
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Mach numbers of Mj1 = 0.47 and M, 2 = 0.28 differing by almost a factor of two, in good

agreement with the values of 0.48 and 0.26, respectively, reported by Papamoschou (1989a).

This represents an interesting flow. The isentropically estimated convective Mach numbers

are, again, much closer to each other (M"- 0 40 and )- 0 36) than the experimentally

observed values. More significantly, they are rather low at these flow conditions. One

might have argued that one should not expect any finite amplitude wave effects to speak

of. Nevertheless, a Type II stationary solution exists with a rather large shock strength

parameter (X 1 = Ml/Mc, ; 3.3), which the experiments suggest the flow has indeed

availed itself of. Even so, the actual convective Mach numbers are in the transonic regime

(Fig. la) with a shock Mach number estimated as AM,1 = X, Mc, - 1.5. It should also be

noted that the convective Mach numbers for this flow are also reasonably well accounted

for by the Sandham & Reynolds (1989b, Fig. 2.25) stability analysis results.

401

35 0 0 8 ow

0
0 0

30 -

0 0

25 - 0
0

20 -0

15

10 I I , I
1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8

X - MS/Mc

FIG. 6 Flow turning angle AGj, as a function of the shock strength parameter Xj -

M,j/Mc,. Supersonic shear layer: M, = 3.2 [Ar], M2 = 0.2 [Ar]. High speed stream

shock denoted by squares and low speed stream shock by circles. Predicted flow con-
figuration corresponds to the stationary point with a shock in the high speed stream
with X, = 2.505 (Type I flow). Experiments (Papamoschou 1989a) suggest that,

for this flow, the shocks are borne by the low speed stream.

Finally, a case with a subsonic low speed stream will be discussed for which the pro-

posed scheme predicts that the shock should be borne by the high speed stream, in contrast

to the Papamoschou (1989a) data and the stream selection rule in this case. This is a su-

personic shear layer with MI = 3.2 [Ar] and M2 = 0.2 [Ar] for which Papamoschou reports
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experimental estimates of (MclM2)exp = (0.39,1.14). The AOi(Xi) vs. Xi = MSi/Mj

plot computed for this flow is included in Fig. 6. It can be seen that this would suggest

that a shock should be borne by the high speed stream (with a value for the shock strength

parameter of X 1 = 2.505), corresponding to (Mc1 ,M 2 )th = (1.94,0.41). This is an in-

teresting case because, as the AOj(Xj) vs. Xj = MjIMcj plot would suggest. no other

stationary configuration is predicted for this flow, other than the one with a high speed

stream shock. One can only conclude that the elliptic nature of the flow in the low speed

stream (Dimotakis 1989, Papamoschou 1989b) can impose additional constraints on the

flow configuration. If such constraints are operative, they can, of course, not be accounted

for in the temporal description (in a frame in which the flow structures are fixed) attempted

here.

4

3

0 2

0 0 -

.0 .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5

MCI

FIG. 7 Experimental data of (Ml c) from Papamoschou (1989a, squares) Hall et al.
(1991. circles): and Fourguette et al. (1990, triangle). Computed points are joined to
corresponding flow data. points by straight lines, corresponding to Type I (asterisks)
and Type II (crosses) flows (see text).

The results of calculations based on the proposed scheme are summarized in Fig. 7.

which is a composite plot of the (M 1,MJ 2 ) Papamoschou (1989a) data (squares). the Ilal]

ct al. (1991) data (circles). and the data point (triangle) by Fourguette (t al. (1990)".

The estimates. based on the proposed scheme, for flows found to yield Type I solutions are

The point (.If,,. M2) derived from the Fourguette et al. (1990) data was computed using the quoted
(directly measured) value for the convection velocity of Uc = 352 m/s.
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denoted by asterisks, while those corresponding to Type II solutions are denoted by crosses.
If the computed values are found to fall outside the extent of the experimental data point
symbols, they are joined to the corresponding data points by straight lines. The case where
the stationary shock is borne by the stream not accord with the empirical stream selection
rule is the Mi = 3.2 [Ar] and M 2 = 0.2 [Ar] shear layer of Papamoschou (1989a) discussed
above. No computed (M1, M 2) point is indicated for it. It is interesting that the stability
analysis of Sandham & Reynolds appears to predict the correct shock-bearing stream for
this case, but predicts the wrong one for the flow with the highest M, 2. See Sandham&

Reynolds (1989b, Fig. 2.25).

Discussion and conclusions

How can we reconcile the underlying thesis of the proposed theory based on the per-
sistence of large-scale structures with interstitial stagnation points, with the experimental

evidence (cf. Fig. 2)?

We first note that data of the type in Fig. 2 represent spanwise averages. Such data, in
other words, do not preclude a flow structure that might sectionally be adequately approxi-

mated by the proposed cartoons. On the other hand, the little sectional (laser imaging) data
presently available by Fourguette et al. (1990), some NO planar, laser-induced-fluorescence
(PLIF) data by Clemens & Mungal (pvte. communication), as well as preliminary laser
sheet Rayleigh imaging data in our laboratory (Rosemann et al., unpublished) do suggest
that the structure is indeed quite different from the pronounced two-dimensional vortical

structure of Brown & Roshko (1984), as noted above.

If supersonic shear layer large scale structures can be described by the non-linear evo-

lution of the superposition of oblique waves, we recognize that flow in the vicinity of the

tip of the expected arrowhead-like structures, in that case, could be well approximated by
stagnation point flow in the convected frame. The proposed analysis should then apply in
that neighborhood and set the convection velocity of the resulting local "stagnation" region.

Given that the rest of the structure can not overtake the arrowhead tip, the preceding anal-
ysis might then serve to define the convection velocity of the whole structure, even though
the cartoon on which it is based may be unrepresentative of the flow as a whole.

In any event, it appears that the proposed cartoons, augmented with the ansatz of a
shock strength that renders the flow stationary, coupled with the two selection rules. i.e..

of Type I over Type II branches (if both are present) and the choice of the solution that
yields the lower stagnation pressure (if more than one solution is possible), can yield good

quantitative estimates for the observed values of the convective Mach number. providud it
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does not contradict the empirical stream selection rule that suggests that shocks will be borne

by the low speed stream, if it is subsonic. The latter rule suggests that, for such flows, the

existence of an elliptic region may be responsible for constraints which can override the

principle of stationarity,l as viewed in a vortex-fixed frame in which the dynamics can be

described in terms of temporal growth. The proposal of stationarity for supersonic flow is

also interesting in that it has no counterpart in subsonic, isentropic flow; the latter has no

additional free parameter in satisfying the pressure matching condition.

Some of the implications of these resultb can be appreciated in the context of the

discussion on shear layer entrainment outlined in the introduction. These points will be

illustrated using the values derived from the experimental data and the results of these

calculations for the Hall et al. (1991) supersonic shear layer data (Mi = 1.5 [He], M2 =

0.3 [N2]), as an example. For this shear layer, we might have predicted a relative velocity

ratio, based on isentropic estimatest, of

r - UP~t
I 2.1. 

(6a)UP~) - U2

Instead, we have
- U 0.36, (6b)

Uc - U2

using the convection velocity estimate of Uc s 880 m/s that is suggested by the data and

also derived using the scheme proposed here. Ignoring, for the moment, the near unity

(1 + 11x) factor in Eq. 1, stemming from the spatial growth of the layer, this implies that
such a layer, rather than being high speed fluid rich with a mean volumetric mixture ratio

of high speed fluid to low speed fluid of roughly 2:1, can be expected to be low speed fluid

rich with a volumetric ratio of roughly 1:3. There is almost a factor of 6 difference between

the two estimates. Restoring the spatial growth factor in these calculations would result in

small changes in the individual estimates, but would not substantially alter their ratio.

Before leaving this discussion, we should entertain the suggestion by Oertel (1979)

that in supersonic jets at high enough Mach numbers one might expect shocks in both free

streams (see also qualitative discussion in Dimotakis 1989). In this case, roughly symmetric

turbulent structure convection velocities might be restored, with attendant implications

for entrainment ratio, and supersonic shear layer mixing and combustion. Fortunately,

this issue is likely to be resolved experimentally in the not-too-distant future. Several

experimcntal cfforts presently in progress, both in our laboratory and elsewhere, can be

expected to yield supersonic shear layer data at higher relative free stream velocities yet.

t Recall Eq. 1 and related discussion and that MA( i )/") = 0.917/0.983 for this flow (see p. 13)."C1 /4 c2-*
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Accepting the proposed theoretical scheme, as well as the proposals on entrainment

outlined in the introduction, at face value leads to some interesting implications for practical

applications. Specifically, in addition to the asymmetries in entrainment that the data have

already suggested should be anticipated, the proposed model further suggests that even

small changes in the free stream parameters may be responsible for changing the stream

that carries the shocks, under some flow conditions. Under these circumstances, gradual

changes in the flow parameters can be expected to be potentially responsible for jumps

in the flow configuration. In some cases, such large changes in the flow configuration can

be expected to occur as a result of only small changes in flow velocity, composition, or

stagnation temperature in one of the free streams. Such jumps would be responsible for

correspondingly large changes in entrainment and, in turn, changes of the composition,

chemical environment, chemical product formation and heat release in a combusting shear

layer.

In closing, we should also note that the presence of turbulent-structure-generated shock

waves in the free stream casts temporal evolution numerical simulations that utilize space-

periodic boundary conditions in an interesting light. A moment's reflection over the cartoon

in lb will reveal that free stream particle paths that enter from the left to cross shock

waves emerge and exit on the right with a dinerent entropy. They can, therefore, not be

reintroduced in a space-periodic fashion in the calculation if the simulation is to represent

a quasi-stationary description of free stream conditions. In such a calculation, the entropy

in the shock-bearing free stream will be continuously increasing. Such an increase will, of

course, also occur in the spatially evolving flow. The point here is that temporally evolving,

space-periodic flow of supersonic shear layers does not admit steady-state, i.e., statistically

quasi-time-independent, solutions. Spatially evolving flows have an important additional

degree of freedom that can be exercised by tailoring the confining wall geometry so as to

prescribe the local cross-sectional area available to the flow.
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Abstract

A new blowdown wind tunnel facility is used to study reacting and non-reacting compressible,

turbulent shear layers. In the reacting experiments reported here, low concentrations of hydrogen,

fluorine and nitric oxide are carried by inert diluent gases, with the hydrogen and nitric oxide in

the high-speed stream, and fluorine in the low-speed stream. The heat release associated with the

resulting chemical reaction serves as a diagnostic for molecular mixing in the shear layer. This

molecular mixing has been quantified at two compressibility levels by conducting 'flip' experiments

in this new facility. The results indicate that the volume fraction of mixed fluid in the compressible

shear layer is substantially reduced as compared to previous incompressible results. These same flip

experiments also reveal that compressibility significantly reduces the entrainment ratio as compared

to theoretical predictions extrapolated from incompressible models.

1. Introduction

Compressible turbulent shear layers have received considerable attention in recent years, on

both the theoretical (Zhuang et al. 1988, Tam & Hu 1989, Lele 1989, .Zhuang et al. 1990, Ragab

& Sheen 1990, Sandham & Reynolds 1990, Chen 1991) and experimental levels (Chinzei et al.

1986, Papamoschou & Roshko 1988, Papamoschou 1991, Clemens et al. 1990, Clemens & Mungal

1990, Fourguette et al. 1990, Clark et al. 1990, Shau & Dolling 1990, Goebel & Dutton 1990,
McIntyre & Settles 1991, Hall et al. 1991). This work has attempted to determine the effect of

compressibility on the turbulent structure and growth rate of shear layers, as well as to assess the

role that shock waves might play in such compressible flows. The results thus far have demonstrated
that compressibility significantly reduces both the shear layer growth rate and the large-scale, two-

dimensional structure content of the flow, and that travelling shock waves do exist in these flows

at sufficiently high compressibility levels. The current work aims to extend these investigations
by attempting to measure molecular mixing in compressible turbulent shear layers. The resultant

mixing rates can then be compared to earlier incompressible data, thereby providing a measure of

the effect of compressibility on the molecular mixing process.

' Copyright 0 1991 by J. L. 'lall.
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The methodology employed here is that of the 'flip' experiment. This technique has been used

previously in water-based flows (Koochesfahani & Dimotakis 1986) and gas-phase flows (Mungal
& Dimotakis 1984). The premise of this technique is that chemical reactions can be used to mark

molecularly mixed fluid. In the present experiments, an exothermic reaction is employed so that
the detection of higher than ambient temperature can be attributed to molecular mixing of the
reactants and subsequent chemical reaction and heat release. Since the reactants are not pre-mixed,
such temperature measurements can be related to the total amount of molecular mixing in the
turbulent shear layer. This relationship can be precisely quantified by a flip experiment, provided
that the chemical kinetics of the system are sufficiently fast. This requirement simply means that
one wants to minimize the time lag between molecular mixing and chemical product formation, so
that virtually all of the molecularly mixed fluid is tagged by the reaction signature (e.g., by higher
temperature). For this condition to be met, it is necessary to exceed some threshold value of the
flow Damk6hler number (Da), where

Doa- (1)
rc

Here, Tm is the characteristic mixing timescale and 7c is the characteristic chemical reaction timescale.
Clearly, if rc < rm, then the time lag between mixing and reaction will be very small, and the flip
experiment will yield quantitative estimates for the molecular mixing. Currently, the threshold value
of Da for sufficiently fast chemical kinetics must be determined by experiment.

In the following sections, some background theory will be reviewed for the flip experiment and
for the convective Mach number concept.

2. Background Theory

2.1 Flip Experiment

The flip experiment itself is perhaps best explained in the context of p(C, y), the probability
density function (pdf) which describes the distribution of fluid composition across the shear layer.
Here, is the mole fraction of high-speed fluid at transverse location y; therefore, f = 1 corresponds
to pure high-speed fluid and ( = 0 corresponds to pure low-speed fluid. Refer to Fig. 1 for the
definition of the geometry and coordinate system used in this discussion. The pdf can be simplified
by integrating across the shear layer; i.e.,

p() = , (2)

A sketch of p( ) based on experiments with density-matched, incompressible shear layers is shown
in Fig. 2 (Dimotakis 1989). Note that all compositions can be found in the shear layer, ranging
from pure high-speed to pure low-speed fluid. Note also the central peak in the distribution, a
peak thought to result from homogeneously mixed, large-scale vortex cores in the shear layer. More
detailed discussions of this pdf can be found in the models of Broadwell & Breidenthal (1982),
Dimotakis (1987) and Broadwell & Mungal (1988, 1990). For our current purposes, it suffices to
recognize that in the absence of direct measurements of p(() in compressible shear layers, the pdf
shown in Fig. 2 served as the basis for the analysis of the flip experiment data. A qualitative
discussion of the sensitivity of the compressible flip experiment results to the precise form of p(C)
will be given later.
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One goal of the flip experiment is to measure the integral of p(f) without even knowing the
functional form of p(t). Specifically, the fraction of molecularly mixed fluid inside the shear layer is
given by

T (3)

where 6m is the mixing thickness of the shear layer, and e < 1 so as to exclude the unmixed fluid.
However, an experiment based on tagging molecularly mixed fluid with higher temperatures resulting
from chemical reactions yields a different integral, one that is integrated spatially across the shear

layer; i.e.,

= 1 AT(y) dy, (4)
b b 6 o ATflm

where 6P is the product thickness of the shear layer, ATfire is the adiabatic flame temperature of
the chemical system and AT(y) is the temperature rise due to chemical reactions at location y.
The process of relating results in the form of Eq. 4 to the desired integral of Eq. 3 constitutes the
methodology of the flip experiment. The key element consists of relating the local temperature rise
AT(y) to the underlying distribution of mixture fractions p(t, y) in the shear layer. This connection
can be made in two steps.

First, one must find a functional relationship between chemical product formation and mixture
fraction. This can be done in the fast-chemistry limit, because the lean reactant in the mixture will
be completely consumed under these conditions. Note that 'lean' must be defined in reference to
the stoichiometry of the chemical system. Typically, this is quantified in terms of the stoichiometric

mixture ratio 0i defined by
X21XI (5)(X2/XI).t

where Xi is the free stream mole fraction of reactant i, and the subscript 'st' denotes a stoichiometric

mixture. This special condition of complete lean reactant consumption enables the determination of
chemical product formation. For example, in a stoichiometric mixture, all of the reactants will be

consumed yielding 100% product formation. This product formation will linearly decrease to zero
at t = 0, 1 corresponding to pure unmixed fluid (Dimotakis 1989). This behaviour is sketched in

Fig. 3, where the product formation function 0(ft) has been normalized so as to have a value of
unity at the stoichiometric mixture fraction f.

The second step is to realize that the normalized temperature rise measured in the experiment
(AT(y)/AT, m) can be related to the product formation function 0(t, t#). For example, if all of the
fluid at location y were mixed at the stoichiometric ratio, then

AT(y) =(6)

that is, one would measure the adiabatic flame temperature. However, in reality, a range of mixture

fractions are found at any location inside the shear layer. Therefore, one must weight the product
formation function 8(t,f) by the probability distribution function p(t, y); i.e.,

AXT y)=110cco t Y (7
ATfl)

If this equation is integrated in y, one obtains

1 1AT() 
(8)
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Noting the definitions of 6p/6 and p(t) (Eqs. 2 and 4) this can be written as

2 = OR 0 ,,)p(W A (9)

6 10

The integral on the right hand side of Eq. 9 is almost what is required to estimate the overall
mixing (cf., Eq. 3). If the triangular product-formation function 0(t,4) were replaced by a top-hat

function that is unity in the range c < t < (1 - c) then the integral would be the overall molecular

mixing. The final step in the flip experiment synthesis, therefore, is to manufacture a top-hat

function from a pair of triangular product formation functions. This can be done by superimposing
two product formation functions as shown in Fig. 4. Note that the two highly skewed triangles

correspond to one very low and one very high stoichiometric mixture fractions, to and (1 - 0),

where to is small in some sense. The resultant function

F(t) = (1 - to) [0(t,to) + 0(t, 1 -t o)] (10)

therefore represents a close approximation to the desired top-hat function. In terms of measured

product thicknesses, one obtains

Now, if the pdf remains unchanged for the two experiments, then one can reduce the sum of the

integrals as follows:

(0 - to) fO0(t, to) +. 0(t, I - Co)) p(C) d( =-J F( () d . (12)

The final integral, however, is an estimate for the molecular mixing in the shear layer (cf. Eq. 3).
Therefore,

b. F(t)p( )dt, (13)

or in terms of product thicknesses,

6 - (1 o) [o) + P(1 - • (14)

To summarize then, the volume fraction of molecularly mixed fluid in the shear layer, 6m/6 , can

be estimated from the spatial temperature-rise integrals from a pair of reacting flow experiments.
These two experiments must consist of one very low and one very high stoichiometric mixture-ratio
flows. In other words, one experiment must have the rich reactant in the high speed stream and
the other must have the rich reactant in the low speed stream. Indeed, it is this 'flipping' of the
rich reactant from one stream to the other that provides the name for the technique. Note that
the preceding analysis assumes that the heat release associated with the chemical reaction does not
change the flow, particularly with respect to the pdf and the overall growth rate.
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The flip experiment can also yield information about the relative amounts of high- and low-
speed fluid in the molecular mixture of the shear layer. In particular, in the limit of 4 - 0, all of
the molecularly mixed low-speed reactant will be consumed; therefore, the product thickness for this
flow (Eq. 9) will be proportional to the total amount of low-speed fluid in the mixture. A similar
situation prevails for the high-speed fluid in the limit of t# -" 1. Therefore, the appropriate ratio of
the product thicknesses from the flip experiment will yield an estimate for the mean mixture fraction
m; i.e.,

bp(1 - t) (15)
bm V6p ) + bp(1 -to0)"

In terms of the pdf, this can be written as

m ] =  p( )d . (16)

This mean mixture fraction can also be re-written in terms of an entrainment ratio E., defined to
be the amount of high-speed fluid per unit amount of low-speed fluid; i.e.,

E,= . (17)
1 -

On the basis of incompressible shear layer experiments, Dimotakis (1984) proposed a model which
would predict E, on the basis of the free-stream parameters of the flow; i.e.,

- (1+ -) (18)S' 8W 1 Uc  U 2r1!

where s is the density ratio, w is the mean molecular weight of stream i, u, is the large-scale
structure convection velocity and l/z is the mean large-scale structure spacing to position ratio.
Although it is not obvious that this formulation will be applicable to compressible shear layers, it
does serve as a basis for comparison for the entrainment ratio estimates to be provided by the flip

experiments.

2.2 Convective Mach Number

In order to assess compressibility effects on the molecular mixing in the turbulent shear layer, it
is necessary to have a quantitative measure for compressibility. One such measure is the convective
Mach number, a concept first applied to shear layers by Bogdanoff (1983) and used to correlate
growth rate measurements (6/z) with compressibility. This parameter is based on the idea that
there exist large-scale structures in the shear layer that convect with a particular velocity, u. Given
this, one can define two convective Mach numbers by taking the velocity differences of the free
streams with respect to the motion of these turbulent structures; i.e.,

=U 1 - UC Uc - U 2
Ml - a and M - (19)

where ul and U2 are the free-stream velocities, and a, and a2 are the free-stream sound speeds. Now,
the convective Mach numbers for a given flow can be determined either by theoretical models or
by direct measurement. The standard model (Coles 1981, Dimotakis 1984, Papamoschou & Roshko
1988) is based on the idea that there must exist interstitial stagnation points between lrge-scale
shear layer structures in the convective frame of reference (Fig. 5). Assuming that an isentropic
streamline can be traced from each free stream into the stagnation point, the requirement of a total
pressure balance there produces an implicit equation for the convection velocity, u,; i.e.,

-'-*)'l'- ](20)
P1 [i+ -z -I ( U1 ue )2]7/f- P2[ 1 + -2-1 I/ Uc -U2 ) 2 1 -y/2-1 (0

01 0,2 2
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Applying this model when pi = p2, one finds that Mel and M, 2 are equal when -ti = -2 and that

they are almost equal otherwise. Therefore, it has become conventional to consider the isentropic
model value for M 1 (i.e. M(' )) to be "the" convective Mach number for a given flow.

This convective Mach number has proven important in correlating the effect of compressibility
on the growth rate of the turbulent shear layer. Typically, the measured growth rate of a compressible
flow is normalized by the theoretically estimated growth rate for an equivalent incompressible flow
in order to isolate the effect of compressibility (cf. Papamoschou & Roshko 1988). Fig. 6 presents
some accumulated data from Hall cf al. (1991), in which it is seen that the collapse of the data
is quite good except for a few cases at the low compressibility end of the plot. The reader is
referred to Hall cf al. (1991) for a discussion of these cases. This growth rate correlation problem
aside, however, there are other difficulties that impede complete acceptance of the convective Mach
number concept. The first is that it is unclear whether or not large-scale structures even exist in
high-compressibility flows. Certainly, the existing Schlieren photographic data (Papamoschou &
Rohko 1988, Chinzei cf al.1986, Clemens & Mungal 1990, Hall ct al. 1991) do not unambiguously
show large-scale structures of the kind known to dominate incompressible turbulent shear layers
(e.g. Brown & Roshko 1974). This is illustrated in Fig. 7, a typical Schlieren photograph of a
medium-compressibility flow (M '() = 0.51) taken from Hall cf al. (1991). Another difficulty with the
standard model is that the few direct measurements of u, that exist (Papamoschou 1991, Hall cf al.
1991) indicate that the actual convective Mach numbers are very different from the isentropic model
predictions. Attempts to reconcile this discrepancy with non-isentropic (i.e., shock-dissipative)
models show promise (Dimotakis 1989, 1991), but they as yet lack experimental verification. The
current situation is that there is no clear alternative to the standard model; therefore, the isentropic
model parameter MAil) will continue to be used to quantify compressibility in this paper, despite the
growing recognition of its limitations.

3. Experimental Details

3.1 Facility Description

The current experiments were performed in the GALCIT Supersonic Shear Layer Combustion
Facility (Fig. 8). This is a two-stream blowdown wind tunnel with a nominal run time of 3 sec. It
is capable of producing chemically reacting flows based on H2/F 2/NO chemistry. For the current
experiments, the facility was configured for a supersonic high-speed stream (Ml = 1.5) and a subsonic
low-speed stream (M2 < 0.5). Different convective Mach numbers were generated by using different

gases in the two free streams. The static pressure of the shear layer is nominally I atm.

The operation of the facility is straightforward. The desired gases or gas mixtures are loaded
into a pair of storage tanks. At run-time, parallel piping networks deliver these gases to the test

section via shutoff and flow regulating valves. Inside the test section, the gases flow through screens,
honeycomb and appropriately contoured nozzles before coming into contact at the end of the splitter

plate. The shear layer forms between two adjustable guidewalls on the top and bottom, and two

windows on the sides. Upon exiting the test section, the shear layer gases enter a waste gas treatment
system which is designed to neutralize the toxic and corrosive gases from H2/F 2/NO combustion

experiments.
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The primary diagnostic for the reacting flow experiments is a cross-stream rake of 16 exposed-
junction thermocouples, each having a diameter of 0.001 in. These thermocouple provide time-
averaged temperatures across the shear layer from which the product thickness (6 p/ 6 ) (Eq. 4) of the
flow can be determined. These temperature measurements are supplemented by side-view Schlieren
photography and guidewall static pressure measurements.

Further details on the facility design and operation can be found in Hall (1991).

3.2 Experiment Methodology

The reactants chosen for the compressible flip experiments were hydrogen and fluorine, with
small quantities of nitric oxide added to the hydrogen stream to initiate the reaction. The main
reason for this selection was that results from computer modelling (Dimotakis & Hall 1987) suggested
that only this chemical system would be able to produce sufficiently fast chemical kinetics in a small
laboratory facility at low stagnation temperatures. This system possesses the added advantage that
the reaction is hypergolic even at ambient temperatures and below. Much the same reasoning led
to the use of the H2 /F 2 /NO chemical system in the earlier incompressible experiments of Mungal &
Dimotakis (1984) and Hermanson & Dimotakis (1989). The complete reaction mechanism thought
to govern this system is listed in Table 1, where the coefficients A, # and E correspond to the
standard Arrhenius formulation for the reaction rate; i.e.,

kij = AjT"O' exp[-Ej/RT] , (21)

where, k1 , is the molar production rate of species j, T is the temperature and R. is the universal
gas constant. A more detailed discussion of the chemical kinetics aspects of this experiment can be

found in Hall (1991).

In the actual experiments, small concentrations of hydrogen and nitric oxide are added to an
inert gas on the high-speed side, and small concentration of fluorine are added to an inert gas on
the low speed side. This inert gas can be either nitrogen, argon or helium. Ideally, one would
like these concentrations to be arbitrarily small so that the heat release will be negligible and
therefore not perturb the underlying flow. However, the chemical reaction rate roughly scales with
the square of the molecular number density (cf. Eq. 21 and Table 1), a fture that sets a minimum
concentration requirement for sufficiently fast chemical kinetics. Practically speaking, this minimum
concentration was determined in a series of kinetics experiments that preceeded each flip experiment.
These experiments will be described in the next section.

In the flip experiments here, the definition of the stoichiometric mixture fraction t# was based
only on the concentrations of the hydrogen and the fluorine, a simplification founded on the fact
that only small amounts of nitric oxide were present in the flow. Ideally, one would like to have
one experiment with 4 close to zero ([H2] > [F2]) and the other experiment with t# close to unity
([F2] > [H2]), where [] denotes molar concentration. This will result in a better approximation of the
flip experiment function F(f) to the desired top-hat function in Fig. 4 (cf. Sec. 2.1). Unfortunately,
this is generally limited by the combined requirements for fast kinetics and minimum heat release.

Specifically, the lean reactant concentration must exceed a minimum value for fast kinetics, and the
rich reactant concentration needs to be small in order to limit the heat release in the shear layer.
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In addition, there were practical constraints on the allowable maximum concentrations of hydrogen

and fluorine used in the laboratory which stemmed from safety considerations. The net result of

all these limitations was to yield flip experiments with 0 = 1/4,4 or 0) = 1/3,3 (f, = 0.2,0.8 or

f = 0.25,0.75). These fairly low ratios will lead to underestimates for the molecular mixing fraction
6,/6, because the wings of the pdf will not be properly weighted by F((). An estimate of this error
will be presented in the following section.

4. Results and Discussion

Table 2 lists all of the test cases for the current study. These experiments are divided into
two groups: medium compressibility flows based on N2/N2 diluents (Cases 3a to 3e); and high
compressibility flows based of He/N 2 diluents (Cases 2a to 2c) or He/Ar diluents (Cases la and
lb).! The corresponding convective Mach numbers are M = 0 51,0.91, and 0.96 respectively.
Each compressibility regime can be sub-divided into a kinetics study at 4 = 1 and a flip experiment.
In the table, 61 denotes the temperature thickness of the shear layer, with the edges of the layer
defined by a normalized temperature rise of 1% of the maximum value. The normalized product
thickness (Eq. 4) is therefore denoted by bp/61. The Damkohler number was computed from Eq.
1, where rm was taken to be the time of flight through the test section, and rc was computed from
a model based on the well-stirred reactor formulation (Dimotakis & Hall 1987, Hall 1991). Note
that the high compressibility kinetics study employed He/N 2 diluents whereas the corresponding
flip experiment employed He/Ar diluents. This is the result of a late recognition of the fact that
the flip experiment requires constant molar heat capacity across the shear layer (i.e., constant -t) in
order to accurately relate temperature increases to chemical product formation. The use of He/Ar
diluents satisfies this criterion, whereas He/N 2 does not. Nevertheless, it can be argued that the
kinetics experiment with He/N 2 diluents represents an upper bound on the fast chemistry regime
for He/Ar diluents because the molar heat capacity of nitrogen is higher than that of argon, leading
to lower temperatures and slower kinetics.

Normalized temperature-rise profiles for the Case 3 kinetics experiment are presented in Fig.
9." The solid lines are least-squares fitted curves for each experiment. It is seen that the curves for
reactant concentrations of 2% and 4% virtually lie on top of each other. This is taken as evidence
that both flows are in the kinetically fast regime; that is, doubling the reactant concentration did
not more than double the chemical product formation. This result suggested that a 2% reactant
concentration was the minimum threshold value for fast kinetics in the medium compressibility
experiment. The corresponding results for the high-compressibility experiment are in shown in Fig.
10. Here, it is the 4% and 6% curves that nearly lie on top of each other, indicating that the
minimum threshold value for fast kinetics in this flow was roughly 4%. Two other features from
these plots should be noted. First, the temperature profile thicknesses, 61, are relatively insensitive
to the effect of significant heat release inside the shear layer (ATa., up to 633 K). Second, the
peaks in the profiles lie roughly at AT/ATm, ,- 0.6, which is close to the value found in the

incompressible experiments of Mungal & Dimotakis (1984) and Hermanson & Dimotakis (1989).

| The ese ar numered in a consastnt fashion with Hall et aL (1991). For example, Caen I& and lb here
correspond to the non-reacting flow Case I in the earlier reference.

Note that the tenperature rise, AT, was based on a comparison between the reacting and non-reacting fows for
the given diluent gases. Refer to Hall (1991) for a mo complete discussion of the procedure.
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Finally, a time-resolved, composite Schlieren photograph of the Case 3c reacting flow is presented
in Fig. 11. The presence of significant heat release in the shear layer can be inferred from the
pronounced banded structure seen in the photograph. Note, however, the absence of any large-scale
vortical structure visible inside the shear layer, an observation consistent with results from earlier
non-reacting experiments at high compressibility (Clemens & Mungal 1990, Hall et al. 1991).

Normalized temperature-rise profiles for the Case 3 flip experiment are presented in Fig. 12.
These flows used a 2% lean reactant concentration as dictated by the kinetics experiment, and an 8%
rich reactant concentration, a value selected to meet the twin constraints of minimized heat release
and the safety threshold for the use of hydrogen and fluorine gas in the lab. This resulted in a flip
experiment with 4- = 1/4,4 ((o = 0.2). The behaviour of these profiles is seen to be qualitatively
similar to the earlier incompressible flows (Mungal & Dimotakis 1984) in that the profile shifts
toward the lean reactant, a feature that stems from the fact that the rich reactant will penetrate
further into the other stream before being consumed. A second feature that has defied explanation
thus far is the considerably larger temperature thickness for the 4) = 1/4 flow as compared to the
other experiments. Note that it cannot be solely a heat release effect because ATfm is virtually the
same for the 0 = 1/4 and 4) = 4 experiments. Whatever the cause, however, the existence of such
a large perturbation on the base flow reduces the confidence of the results for this flip experiment.

Given that uncertainty, one can proceed with the calculations in a straightforward manner. From

Eqs. 14, and 15:
6m (1 - 0.2)(0.259 + 0.243) = 0.40, (22a)
6

0.259 0

0.243 + 0.259 - 0.52 (23b)

and
0.516E - 1 - 0.516 =1.07. (24c)

The corresponding flip experiment results for the high-compressibility flow is presented in Fig.
13. Note that this flip experiment was based on a flip ratios of only 4 = 1/3,3, corresponding to
3% and 9% reactant concentrations. This smaller ratio was dictated by the previously mentioned
limitations on the maximum reactant concentrations that could be used in the lab. Note the implicit
assumption that a 3%/9% mixture is as kinetically fast as a 4%/4% mixture. In Fig. 13, the shift of
the temperature profile towards the lean reactant is quite evident. What is missing from this flow,
however, is the curious layer thickening observed in the 4 = 1/4 flow at medium compressibility.
Whatever the reason for this, the apparent reduction in flow perturbation increases the confidence

of the results for this flip experiment. Proceeding with the calculations as before:

7 - (1 - 0.25)(0.188 + 0.226) = 0.31, (25a)

_ 0.226
a.d 0.55 (26b)0.226 + 0.188

and

E. =- 0.6 1.2. (27c)
1-0.546
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The results just quoted indicate that at M(' ) = 0.51, roughly 40% of the fluid inside the
shear layer is molecularly mixed, wherei at M(') = 0.96, roughly 31% of the fluid is molecularly
mixed. These numbers can be compared to the value of 49% found in the previous work done with
incompressible flows (Dimotakis 1989). This, by itself, suggests a strong compressibility effect which
reduces the molecular mixing from 49% to 31% going from incompressible flow to M ( 0.96.
However, it is possible that some of this reduction is a Reynolds number effect. More specifically,
the incompressible experiments of Mungal et al. (1985) found that the product thickness decreased
slightly with increasing Re6. Their data is plotted in Fig. 14, along with the current data. On the
basis of this comparison, it is plausible that some of the reduced mixing measured in the current
compressible experiments is, in fact, a Reynolds number effect. It should be noted, however, that
more recent incompressible experiments by Frieler et a. (unpublished) suggest that the Reynolds
number effect on mixing is much less than that found by Mungal ei al (1985) and may, in fact,
be negligible. Furthermore, the extrapolation of these incompressible results to compressible flow
must be considered highly speculative. Finally, note that such potential Reynolds number effects
would seem to be unable to completely reconcile the difference between the two compressible flip
experiments reported here. The highest compressibility case (M(') - 0.96) has roughly 22% less
molecular mixing than the medium compressibility case (M(' ) 0.51) even though it is only a
factor of two higher in Reynolds number.

As mentioned previously, the low flip ratios used in the current experiments will result in
underestimates for the molecular mixing because the wings of the pdf (C - 0,C --- 1) will not be
properly represented. However, if it is of the form of the incompressible pdf sketched in Fig. 2, then
the underestimation will be small because very little mixed fluid will be mixed at the compositions
that are under-counted. The magnitude of this error at 0 = 1/4,4 is estimated to be -0.04 in
6m/6 based on the incompressible experiments of Mungal & Dimotakis (1984). This is not sufficient
to account for all of the observed difference between incompressible and compressible molecular
mixing. It is possible, however, that compressibility will change the pdf and thereby change the
error estimate. The same is true for the possible effect of the heat release on the base flow, a heat
release which is significantly greater than that found in the incompressible experiments.

The results for E. indicate that the molecular mixture has slightly more high-speed fluid than
low-speed fluid. However, the values measured are somewhat lower than would be expected on the
basis of the incompressible model of Dimotakis (1984) (Eq. 18) coupled with an isentropic model
estimation of u, (Eq. 20). For example, at M(') - 0 51 the flip experiment yields E. = 1.07
whereas the model predicts E. = 1.44. The disparity is even more pronounced at M ) 

- 0.96,
namely a measurement of E = 1.2 versus a prediction of E, = 4.68. One possible resolution of this
difference is to recognize that the isentropic model prediction for u, is almost certainly wrong at
high compressibility (Papamoschou 1991, Hall ef aL 1991). If higher values for u, are adopted in the
calculation, closer agreement between experiment and theory can be achieved (Hall 1991). Whatever
the detailed reasoning, however, it seems apparent that compressibility drives the entrainment ratio
towards unity as compared to incompressible results.
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5. Conclusions

Flip experiments were conducted in medium- and high-compressibiiity shear layer flows in order
to quantify the molecular mixing rates. It was found that compressibility reduces the fraction
of molecularly mixed fluid inside the layer as compared to previously determined incompressible
results. Specifically, it was found that roughly 31% of the fluid is molecularly mixed at an isentropic
convective Mach number of 0.96, compared to a molecularly mixed fraction of 49% in incompressible
flows. It is possible, however, that some of this reduction is due to the factor of ten increase in
Reynolds number between the current compressible flows and the earlier incompressible ones. It
should be emphasized that this reduction of molecularly mixed fluid inside the layer is in addition
to the reduction in overall growth rate that has been demonstrated by many previous investigators.
The flip experiments also indicated that the molecularly mixed fluid has slightly more high-speed
fluid than low-speed fluid; however, this inequality is not nearly as large as would be expected based
on extrapolations of previous incompressible models to these compressible flows. Finally, Schlieren
photographs of these reacting flows do not show any large-scale vortex structures inside the shear
layer.
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Table 1: Description Of The Hydrogen-Fluorine-Nitric Oxide
Chemical Reaction Mechanism

No. Reaction Source A 6 E

I NO + F2 - NOF + F Baulch 4.2 x 101" 0.0 2285

2 NO+F+M-NOF+M Baulch 3.0 x1016  0.0 0

3 H + F2 -. HF + F Cohen-Bott 2.9 x 109 1.4 1325
4 F + H2  HF + H Cohen-Bott 2.7 x 1012 0.5 634

5 F2 +M - F +F +M Baulch 2.1 x 1013 0.0 33700

6 H+F+M-HF+M Baulch 7.5 x10"' -1.0 0

7 H+H+M-H 2 +M Jachimowski 6.4 x 1017 -1.0 0

8 H+NO+M-HNC+M Jachimowski 5.4 x1015 0.0 -302 1
9 H+HNO-N0+H 2  3 achimowski 4.8 x 1012 0.0 0 1

The kinetics data listed here are given in cgs units. The use of the symbol M in the above
chemical equations denotes anyi chemical species present in the reacting mixture.
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Table 2: Summary Of Test Cases

Case 3a 3b 3c 3d 3e

Side 1 1% H2  2% H2  4% H2  8% H2  2% H2

Gases .25% NO .25% NO .25% NO .25% NO .25% NO

98.75% N2  97.75% N2  95.75% N2  91.75% N2  97.75% N2

Side 2 1% F2  2% F2  4% F 2  2% F2  8% F 2

Gases 99% N2  98% N2  96% N2  98% N2  92% N2

0 1 1 1 1/4 4

ATfm 89 K 181 K 365 K 295 K 291 K

(AT/ATm)m 0.344 0.596 0.573 0.522 0.561

61 45.5 mm 48.5 mm 49.8 nun 64.2 mm 48.7 nn
6 p/ 6 1 0.179 0.276 0.276 0.243 0.259

Da 0.23 1.4 5.3 1.7 18

20 0.5. -1 1 0.50 0.50

Table 2 (Continued)

Case 2a 2b 2c la Ib

Side 1 2% H2  4% H 2  6% H 2  9% H2  3% H2

Gases .25% NO .25% NO .25% NO .25% NO .25% NO
97.75% He 95.75% He 93.75% He 90.75 He 96.75% He

Side 2 2% F2  4% F2  6% F2  3% F2  9% F 2

Gases 98% N2  96% N2  94% N2  97% Ar 91% Ar

€ 1 1 1 1/3 3

ATRm 214 K 425 K 633 K 578 K 575 K

(AT/ATOm).mS 0.534 0.627 0.664 0.471 0.620

61 60.5 mm 54.7 mm 55.2 mm 54.3 mm 62.7 mm

6p/ 6 1 0.198 0.252 0.262 0.188 0.226

Da 0.34 - 1.7 1.4 -- 4.0 2.8 -- 5.6 0.9 -- 3.0 5.4 -. 10.5

0 0.20 -10 -1.50 -1.50 -1.50
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Experiments were conducted in which the behavior of scalar interfaces in turbulent jets was
examined, using laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) techniques. The experiments were carried
out in a high Schmidt number fluid (water), on the jet centerline, over a jet Reynolds number
range of 1000, Re- 24 000. Both two-dimensional scalar data. c(r.t) at fixed x/d. and one-
dimensional scalar data. c(t) at fixed x/d and r/x. were analyzed using standard one- and two-
dimensional fractal box-counting algorithms. Careful treatment was given to the handling of
noise. Both long and short records as well as off-centerline measurements were also
investigated. The important effect of threshold upon the results is discussed. No esidence was
found of a constant (power-law) fractal dimension over the range of Re\ nolds numbers
studied. On the other hand. the results are consistent with the computed behasior of a simple
stochastic model of interface geometry.

I. INTRODUCTION constant velocity through a 2.54 mm (0. 1 in.) diam noztle at

The proposals of Mandelbrot to account for the sto- the base of the plenum. The beam from an argon ion laer
chastic geometry of turbulent interfaces in terms of power- was passed through appropriate optics and aligned radiallh
law fractal similarity generated considerable hope in "ie tur- through the centerline of the jet. A beam stop presented
bulence community. The proposed formalism held the reflections from the opposite window. In the two-dimension-
promise of an alternate interpretation of a variety of impor- al measurements. a line segment centered on the jet axis, at
tant quantities in turbulence related to energy spectra and x/d = 300. was imaged onto a linear photodiode arra.. The
dissipation as well as a description of the behavior of the array was then scanned during a run. providing streak image
interfacial surface of scalars and mixing down to molecular data of concentration in one spatial dimension ,ersu, time
diffusion scales (e.g.. Gouldin and Sreenivasan etal."). The (cf. Dimotakis et al.."' Dahm.' Green at, i Losi.'- and
availability of scalar concentration and image data from sev- Dahm and Dimotakis').
eral turbulent flows in our laboratory led us to a search for a For the single-point measuremt nts. the laser beam op-
power-law fractal description, i.e.. a similarity scaling tics were designed t, generate a sma I Gaussian waist at the
wherein the number of elements .(A). of an extent A. re- focus. A low laser power of 1.0 W was used to avoid heating
quired to cover the scalar interface would be gisen by of the dyed fluid in the very small focal volume and to pre-

, I) vent saturation. The plenum dye concentration was kept less
than 10 " M. Consequently. the much lower concentrations

In the work presented here, we report on the results of at the measuring station did :lot significantly attenuate or
our investigations on the behavior of scalar interfaces in tur- steer the beam. The resulting signal to noise was limited pri-
bulent jets using laser induced fluorescence (LIF) tech- marily by the 12-bit dynamic range of the A/D conserter.
niques and a fractal box-counting algorithm to analyze the rather than shot noise from the low% fluorescence intensity.
data. In the time since this work was begun. results have The single-point measurements were made utilizing a
appeared in the literature of experimental measures of frac- lowf= lens to collect light from a very short segment cen-
tals in turbulent shear flows by several investigations. See. tered at the waist of the focused laser beam (on the jet center-
for example. Sreenivasan and Meneveau, Sreenivasan et line. atx/d= 100) onto a photomultiplier tube. yielding sin-
alP and Prasad and Sreenivasan. ' ' They report that. in a gle-point concentration values versus time. An optical
variety of turbulent flows, including turbulent jets. scalar low-pass filter eliminated background laser light, passing
isoconcentration surfaces exhibit a constant fractal dimen- only the frequency-shifted fluorescence. A slit spatial filter
sion in a small neighborhood of about D = 2.36. defined the length of the laser line segment sampled. The slit

width was chosen such that the sampling volume was rough-
ly cubic in shape. about 80 um on each side. The use of the

II. APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE slit rather than a pinhole ensured that any small beam move-
The experiments were carried out utilizing the facility ments in the vertical direction did not alter the measurement

shown in Fig. 1. A large rectangular water tank of about two volume. The long Rayleigh range and latitude in the depth of
cubic meters volume acted as the (discharge) reservoir, field minimized the effect of motion in either of the two hori-
Large windows on all sides of the tank provided optical ac- zontal directions. Data acquisition was computer con-
cess. To establish the flow, the jet plenum %%as filled with trolled. The signal amplifier incorporated a three-pole But-
water tagged by a fluorescent laser dye (sodium fluores- terworth filter, with a cutoff frequency set slightly under 10
cein), and air was sonically metered to drive the jet fluid at kHz. The data were sampled at 20 kHz for all the runs.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION The Wiener-filtered data were subsequently threshold-

The inge-pintscalr cncetraion easremnts ed and transitions, or crossings of the threshold value, were
were made as a function of ti.:e on the jet centerline, for a located. The threshold value chosen was the local mean con-roncentration ?. This is an unambiguous choice: it is close to
rne REynolds number s defion 20 both the mode of the concentration PDF and the value
olds number used here is defined as bt h oeo h ocnrto D n h au

where the most transitions are obtained. From the vantage
Re -= u,,d/v. (2) point of scalar diffusion, Z is also the value toward which the

where u, is the jet nozzle velocity. d is the jet nozzle diame- local scalar field is driven by the diffusion process (scalar
ter. and v is the kinematic viscosity. Careful consideration dissipation). The effect of the choice of alternate thresholds
was given to the treatment of noise. Specifically. power spec- on the results is. however, an important issue and is dis-
tra of the data were calculated, allowing the optimal (least- cussed below.
mean-squared error) Wiener filter (Wiener,'" Press et al.,'" The resulting record of transition locations was then
Dowling," and Dowling et al.'") to be obtained. The data processed using a one-dimensional fractal box-counting al-
were then convolved with the Wiener kernel to obtain the gorithm. The box-counting algorithm determines the num-
optimally estimated signal. consistent with the detection
noise level in each run. Sample concentration power spectra.
S. (f). before and after the filtering process, are compared
in Fig. 2. The normalization time 7-, is the large scale pas-
sage time, 1 /U. where 6 is the local visual jet diameter and
U is the mean centerline velocity calculated from the decay
law reported by Chen and Rodi " (cf. Dowling'). -3 0

In order to apply the Wiener filter effectively, the data
were intentionally oversampled. This is clearly seen by the .

extent of the noise floor in the unfiltered spectrum of Fig. 2. -5 0 -
Note that the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is a function of :L,

frequency, since the total power spectrum increases with de- -2
creasing frequency. while the noise is well described as - .'.rteec

white, or of constant level. We recognize that there are not ------ wie'e 11terec

only requirements of spatial and temporal resolution on such
measurements, but also what we could call "SNR resolu-
tion," located roughly at the intersection of the signal spec- -9 0 2

0"O , 0 2 0 4 40

trum and the noise floor. In the single-point mc.isurements 1og,0(f ..s)
discussed here, spatial resolution was typicail) ,ne most re-
strictive of the three. FIG 2 Demonstraton of the Wiener filter.
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ber N of"tiles" (contiguous, constant length segments) re- ,0 1

quired to cover the transition locations on a record, as a
function of the tile size A. The logarithm of N(A!) may then .

be plotted as a function of log(A). The logarithmic deriva- 3,0
tive, 2_ C

D(f d log (, Id log(h f (3)

which is equal to minus the slope of the curve on this log-log 2 0
plot. is then interpreted as the associated (local scale) fractal
dimension.

As a demonstration of the box-counting algorithm uti-
lized. a record was generated numerically of a Cantor set
(with a necessarily finite range of scales) and processed. The
result of the calculation is included in Fig. 3. The calculated C
points are connected with straight lines in the plots to aid the -6 - -2

eye. The constant slope region is clearly visible, although °o0:t /

there is some fluctuation about the expected analytic value of
0.631. This may correspond to the oscillations observed by FIG. 4. Log-log tiling plot, of centerline data for four Re.nold, numher,

Smith et al. "' in numerical calculations of the fractal dimen- Orld tO0). Note that l - 1.0.

sion for this set. The deviation at the smallest values of A is
attributable to the lack of smaller features in this representa-
tion of the Cantor set. At these smallest scales, transitions If the data were characterized by a constant (power-
occupy an entire box on the line containing the set, while in a law) fractal behavior, one would observe a horizontal region
true Cantor set. the transitions have zero measure. Thus on the curves in Fig. 5. As can be seen, there is no evidence of
there are fewer transitions than there ought to be and this a constant value on the D( ) plots, other than the limiting
reduces D(A) for small A. At the largest scales, with A ap- values of 0 and I. It is for this reason that we denoted the
proaching the finite record length. there are no gaps between logarithmic derivative of the N(A) curve by D(A) [Eq.
transitions of the size of the record or larger. As a result. (3) 1. rather than simply D. The observed smooth variation
large gaps are under-represented and D(A) rises. The devia- in D(A) occurs over a range of equivalent spatial scales from
tions from the power-law fractal similarity behavior at the below the Kolmogorov scale (see the discussion below), up
two extremes are therefore a consequence of the finite range to the outer large scales of the flow. The limiting value of I at
of scales represented in the record and not an artifact of the the large tile sizes indicates that every tile of sufficient length
processing. covers transitions. This is to be expected for scales on the

The log-log plots of N(A) and plots of the resulting order of thejet diameter (about II cm for the data in Fig. 5).
D(A ) for our high resolution, single-point on-axis concen- or larger, since over such a distance (or corresponding time)
tration measurements in the jet, using a threshold value a crossing of the mean concentration level is almost certain.
equal to the mean concentration, are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. Failure to reach an asymptotic value of unity would indicate
The length scale, estimated from the calculated mean (cen- that either the data record was of insufficient length to cap-
terline) velocity, has been expressed in absolute length (me- ture the largest scales of the flow, or that the processing
ters).

2 94Q'

- - - - 5 8C.
i .... :: 5:0

8 23. 43C ,

----- --- I- 6 2

6.

3 /- /i 4-
• t- - '7"

' .jmer'lcol 2-.,

2 -- analyt ic

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ _ - - -'2-- - 3 -2 ' - - :

0 0 20 30 40 50 ..

OgQto(A)

FIG. 5 Corre.ponding DoA) plot, for Fig. 4 Here again log,i,/rn)

FIG 3. Calculatton for the Cantor set. . 0- . For %mail scale,., see the text.
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algorithm stopped at a tile size shorter than the largest 0 I
scales. 5 Le

Note that all four curves in Fig. 5 mergz in the vicinity of 1000-- -- 2000

80 Aim. This is consistent with our estimate of the spatial 3000 "
resolution of these measurements. To see how this relates to
the spatial resolution requirements for this flow, we can esti- 4
mate the Kolmogorov 2" scale directly from its definition in
terms of the mean energy dissipation rate. i.e..

(4)/i, -s 'E) (4) +r

Using the result of Friehe e al. for the dissipation rate Eon i
the centerline of a turbulent jet (cf. Dowling"'), i.e..

c = 48(ud)( r) ) (5)
the Kolmogorov scales for these measurements are found to
range from roughly 50 to 250pum. By similarity arguments,
the velocity field spatial scale where the action of viscosity FIG 6. Line image results.
will become important. say A,, will be some multiple of A,.
Normalized energy spectra are found to break from a con-
stant power law at a wave number k, such that k,AK =
(e.g.. Chapman22 ). This yields an estimate of ence-the slopes of the higher-dimensional data are steeper.

;, = rn/k, - 2 5AK. (6) We believe that this difference is not an artifact.
Finally, single-point measurements were made off the

The smallest expected scalar diffusion (Batcheior"') scale jet centerline at r = r/x of O.06 and 0. 13. at a Reynolds num-
A is smaller yet by a factor of Sc' 2. or 25-30 in this case. ber of 8600. These results are shown in Fig. 8. with a corre-
yielding an estimate for A very close to A (in water). sponding centerline curve. The similarity in the three results
These estimates are corroborated by the gas phase experi- is noteworthy.
ments of Dowling" as well as the measurements in water by This ensemble of on- and off-axis, one- and two-dimen-
Buch and Dahm24 and suggest that the smallest diffusion sional measurements is significant because it serves to exam-
scales may have been resolved in these experiments, at least ine the effect of analyzing temporal. rather than spatial.
at the lower Reynolds numbers. data. If one wishes to describe a spatial scalar interface. rath-

As mentioned previously, earlier measurements were er than an Eulerian point concentration history, some type
also made using a 512 pixel linear photodiode array, yielding of assumption is required. since we have insufficient infor-
line images versus time (two-dimensional streak data). The mation about the velocity field to make an exact conversion.
images were recorded at Reynolds numbers of 1000. 2000, We have used the calculated mean centerline velocity to con-
and 3000. and were centered on the jet axis, spanning about a vert the temporal data to spatial results in Fig. 5. Near the jet
tenth of the local jet diameter (at x/d = 300). The local centerline, we feel this is acceptable. while near the edge of
Kolmogorov scale was resolved in each case. These data the jet, we recognize that the errors involved may not be
were analyzed in several ways. First, the individual time re- negligible. Rather than open the issue of how accurate this
cords of each of the 512 pixels of the array were processed
using the box-counting algorithm discussed previously. The
results matched those of the single-point data. Next, the 512
eleme-nt line images were processed separately, providing us 2.0

with spatial results without invoking Taylor's hypothesis. Sy 1o o Re

-. 00COnce again, while the dynamic range of the data is limited by 0 - - 2000 -
the number of pixels in the array, we find a similar behavior 300C

(Fig. 6). >

In addition to the one-dimensional box-counting algo- 16- 1. -6
rithm. a two-dimensional tiling program was also employed - /

on the streak image data. For those data, the data acquisition
rate of the linear array was adjusted to be proportional to the
local flow velocity, providing a two-dimensional streak im-
age. This minimized changes in the stretchiiig between the 1 -
spatial and temporal dimensions with changes in Reynolds
number. The results are shown in Fig. 7. Note that since this I
result uses two-dimensional tiling, D(A ) is now bounded by • 0 • 5

the limiting values of I and 2. Qualitatively, the results from
the line images and the full streak images are similar. Never-
theless, there is a small and systematic quantitative differ- FIG. 7. Two-dimensional (streak image) reuis.
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FIG. 8. Off.axis ,ingle-poini re,uis Re 8600. / = r/x). FIG. 9. Comparion of lognormal model and experiment Re = 5800)

implementation of Taylor's hypothesis may be. we note a of 5800. The agreement between model and experiment is
posteriori that the results are insensitive to its use. The behav- good.
ior is qualitatively the same for the single-point measure- Finally. we wish to address the important issue of the
ments in Fig. 5. the off-axis results in Fig. 8, which could choice of the value of the threshold. Recall that in the box-
exhibit the greatest variance from Taylor's hypothesis, and counting algorithm, a specific concentration value is chosen.
the results in Fig. 6 from true (line image data). The latter, and crossings of this threshold are located. These crossings
of course. do not utilize Taylor's hypothesis at all. The two- correspond to the passage of an isoconcentration surface
dimensional tiling algorithm and the corresponding results possessing the threshold value. For the results presented pre-
in Fig. 7 again demonstrate similar behavior. viously. the local mean concentration F was used as the

It has been suggested (Sreenivasan and Meneveau') threshold value. Recall that similar behavior is observed
that if long records are used in the box-counting algorithm, both on and offaxis, despite the fact that the local (absolute)
they may mask local power-law fractal behavior. We do not mean concentration changes significantly with i = rix.
find this to be the case. This issue is discussed in the Appen- We examined the entire range of possible thresholds for
dix. our single-point data. both on axis and off axis at q/= 0.13.

The persistence of these results may be traceable to a Three-dimensional plots of D(A) versus threshold and
strong stochastic character of the interfaces. In an effort to log(A) are shown in Figs. 10 and 11. A contour plot of the
model this behavior, we devised a simple Monte Carlo de- on-axis data offers an alternate representation of the results
scription of the threshold crossings. A program was written in Fig. 10 (Fig. 12). As can be seen. the continuous variation
to produce a record of crossings that were randomly spaced of the D(A) curves with i persists for a rather large range of
with a lognormal distribution. PDF's ofour measured cross- threshold values on either side of the local mean concentra-
ing spacings independently show that the lognormal distri- tion. As the threshold is either increased or decreased, two
bution is a good approximation. Two parameters. the loca- effects are observed. The sloping region shifts position.
tion of the maximum and the width of the distribution, were achieving the asymptotic value of I at progressively larger
allowed. Figure 9 includes the result for a Reynolds number scales, and a bump appears at smaller values of.i. While the

1.0-

FIG. 10. Three-dimensional plot of
D(i ) ver .u,. threshold and. for single-

point. on-axt' measurements

O0 (Re: 10000).
1.9

1.7

.3 2 Threshold (c Nyl)
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D (X.) 5 FIG ii. Three-dimenimonal plot ot
D( ) ,ersu% threshold and , for single-

point. off-axis measurement,
.3.5 (ReZ 10 000. 11 = 0. 13)

.3.

log 10 W 2 .5 Threshold (C/e)

3 1

linear scale may not make it clear, the off-axis data exhibit a of the rise is found, which relates to the location of the maxi-
similar bump at small scales as the on-axis data. when mum of the distribution, also varies. Finally, the range of
viewed at smaller values in logarithmic coordinates, normalized concentrations is much narrower in Fig. 13 than

To investigate whether this behavior was a consequence in Fig. 10, reflecting the very different transition PDF's in
of the random character of the concentration signal rather each case. While there is no particular relationship between
than the fluid dynamics of the turbulent jet, we processed these quantities for the noise data and the jet results. we do
data of laser light scattered from a very dilute, constant con- expect that they will provide useful information in the com-
centration solution. These data are essentially measure- parison of fluid flows. This topic, which is somewhat beyond
ments of (shot) noise, possessing a white power spectrum. A the intent of the present paper. is left for future discussions.
narrow Gaussian filter was used as a cutoff to eliminate the To further understand the three-dimensional plots. %e
highest frequencies. The corresponding three-dimensional need to consider the nature of the concentration signal we
plot of D(A) for these noise data is displayed as Fig. 13. The are examining. The possible scalar values are bounded by
global behavior is very similar to Fig. 10. even though, for zero and some upper limit, and the measured concentration
the noise data, no fluid mechanics are involved, time history exhibits many maxima and minima. Near the

Note that. despite the qualitative similarities, there are mean, relatively few of these extrema are encountered. On
several important quantitative differences between Fig. 10 the other hand, for thresholds approaching the highest or
and Fig. 13. The rise to the asymptotic value of I has a differ- lowest values detected, many such turning points are found,
ent slope in the two plots. This slope is a measure of the width and they may dominate the statistics. Picture a local mini-
of the distribution of scales. The scale at which the midpoint mum in concentration, with a roughly parabolic dependence

of c(t) in its vicinity. Imagine then a threshold level that is
slowly decreased toward the minimum value. Two threshold
crossings are encountered, which, as the threshold is

4.5 lowered, move closer together. These eventually (almost)
join before the threshold drops below the minimum (recall

that the signal is discretely sampled in time). -thus near the
turning points there can be a separation of scales, one length
is associated with the typical distance between extrema and

the other is a much smaller scale associated with the spacing
of crossings within pairs at each extremum.

This scale separation manifests itself in the D(A) plots
oin two primary ways. One is the appearance of a bump at the

smallest scales, traceable to the double crossings at each ex-
tremum. This bump is indicative of a characteristic length at

17 that scale. The second is that the rise of D(A ) to its asympto-
tic value of unity is shifted to larger scales as the threshold is
increased, or decreased, from the local mean. This is ascriba-
ble to what could be called conservation of spacing. Pairs of
crossings drop out as the threshold moves past their ex-
trema, producing a larger length scale associated with the

•.20 .95 1 .70 distance between crossings to either side of the pair. This ist2reshoid (c /17 enhanced by crossings within a pair coming closer together
as the threshold approaches their extremum, causing the

FIG. 12. Contour plot of data in Fig. I. spaces between adjacent pairs to correspondingly increase.
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FIG 13. Three-dimensional plot of
D( A) for noise data.

log to W) 3 5 .9 95Threshold (c / d)

Both the bump at small scales and the shift in the rise are the log-log plots, gave the appearance of a constant dimen-
evident in all of the three-dimensional D(A ) plots. sion. It was only the direct differentiation of the curves that

allowed us to generate plots such as Fig. 10. thereby discern-
IV. CONCLUSIONS ing the bump.

In this paper, we have discussed high resolution scalar Additionally, there is an issue concerning the two-di-
field measurements conducted in the far field of a turbulent mensional results of Sreenivasan et al. and our findings. We
jet. We have examined single-point measurements. one-di- have not analyzed two-dimensional spatial images at this
mensional line images. two-dimensional streak images, en- time. Our use of two-dimensional streak images generated
sembles oflong records and short records, of on- and off-axis by the linear array, an approximation of spatial images,
data injet flows spanning over a decade in Reynolds number. yielded results similar to those of our other data. However.
We find no evidence that isoscalar surfaces are described by we recognize the analysis of these data involves several as-
a fractal (power-law) similarity. sumptions which preclude exact comparison, and therefore

There have been a number of papers documenting ex- we cannot directly confirm or deny the two-dimensional re-
perimental measurements of fractal dimension in turbulent suits.
flows. e.g.. Sreenivasan and Meneveau.' Sreenivasan et al.' Our data and analysis force us to conclude that. at least
Meneveau. - Prasad and Sreenivasan.' and Prasad and in the far field of turbulent jets, scalar interface geometry
Sreenivasan," among others. These authors have concluded cannot be described in terms of a constant fractal dimension.
that fractal (power-law) similarity is applicable to the de- under any of the flow conditions we have examined in our
scription of scalar interfaces in a wide variety of turbulent experiments. Further, we have found that the behavior of
flows, including jets. isoscalar surfaces with the local mean value agrees well with

We should state explicitly that our results are in direct a simple, lognormal, stochastic model. For values substan-
disagreement with a significant portion of the previously tially different than the local mean, similar behavior is ob-
cited papers. While those authors have increasingly cau- served if the boundedness of the signal is taken into account.
tioned against the use of one-dimensional data to search for This suggests to us that the notion ofconstant fractal dimen-
fractal behavior, they have. at the same time. offered evi- sion, if applicable to the jet scalar field at all. is something of
dence in support of agreement between single-point mea- a special case rather than the norm. These conclusions were
surements. line images. and two-dimensional images. Our the reason for avoiding the word "fractal" in our title, as that
examinations in this paper include the first two of the three was originally coined by Mandelbrot to denote the power
methods, and do not support the notion of a constant fractal law of Eq. (1). In fact. Feder credits Mandelbrot as having
dimension. Instead. we found that. over a wide range ofloca- retracted his original definition of a fractal. Mandelbrot's
tions. thresholds, flow conditions, and rifferent types of revised and more relaxed definition is not tied to a power law
measurements, the behavior is well modeled by lognormal (Hausdorff-Besicovitch) dimension, but rather to a general
statistics. geometric property of similarity (Feder.2 p. I I). We appre-

We offer one possibility how previous researchers con- ciate that the flow in the far field of turbulent jets is charac-
cluded that a constant fractal dimension is appropriate terized by a host of similarity properties. indeed spanning
where we do not. As we have demonstrated previously, the the full spectrum of scales (Dowling"). We note. however,
influence of pairs of transitions near extrema may cause a that fractal (power law) behavior is not compelled by simi-
bump or even a fairly level region in the D(A) curves at larity.
particular selections of the threshold. The thresholds used This conclusion suggests that perhaps the premise for a
by Sreenivasan et al. are much lower than the local mean and constant (power-law) fractal dimension at moderate to high
may fall in such a region. It could be that the bump feature, Reynolds numbers should be reexamined, i.e.. the proposal
particularly when finding the dimension by fitting a line to that
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can serve as the measure of the number of elements of scale A

required to cover the scalar interface, where D is a constant. APPENDIX: ASPECTS OF THE FRACTAL ANALYSIS
In particular, we recognize that Eq. ( 1) is not dimensionally
correct, at least as it stands: only a dimensionless group can This appendix expands upon several topics that we feel

be related to a pure number. Equation ( 1 ) could be made deserve a more detailed discussion, including aspects of the

dimensionally correct using either inner variable scaling, box-counting algorithm, the treatment of noise in the data,
iensiand the consequence of analyzing shorter data records.

There are subtle end effects that can occur with the box-
.V(A) (A/A ) ". (7a) counting algorithm. If the record submitted for box counting

where A is the scalar diffusion scale, or outer scaling. i.e., is a nonintegral number of a particular tile size in length. the

. (A/6) 1o (7b) last tile extends past the end of the record. Some type of
weighting scheme for this fractional end tile may suggest

where 6 is the local jet diameter, for example. There are itself, but such weighting requires the essentially ad hoc as-
difficulties with such proposals. however, especially for val- signment of the corresponding probability of a transition.
ues of the fractal dimension D substantially different from We have conducted numerical experiments utilizing the one-
the corresponding Euclidean values, dimensional Cantor set. using nonintegral numbers of tiles.

At least in the inertial range where one might expect the They displayed sawtooth oscillations that varied in wave-
power-law fractal similarity to hold. it would imply either length as a function of tile size. consistent with end effects.
that the inner (Kolmogorov/Batchelor) scales [Eq. (7a) 1. We verified that various weighting schemes do not correct
or the outer scales f Eq. (7b) I are imposed on the dynamics. the difficulty. As a result. we decided that tile sizes should be
Yet. the high Reynolds number dimensional analysis and exact factors of the total record length. This ensures that
similarity scaling derived from the early Kolmogorov-" hy- there is always an integral number of tiles in the record, and
potheses. which yield the - spectrum power laws, is thus eliminates end effects of this type.
equivalent with the assumption. among other things, that It is significant to note that. using only integral tiles, the
the only variables that enter in the inertial range cascade log[N(A)I curves must be nonincreasing with increasing
dynamics are the local scale , (or wave number k) and the tile size. It cannot require more larger tiles than smaller ones
kinetic energy dissipation rate e. The scaling laws implied by to cover the same transitions. Note, also. that local increases
Eqs. (7a) and (7b) are inconsistent with this assumption. as in the log[N(A) I curve would yield a negative fractal di-
no other length scale is derivable from ; and e. While addi- mension for the corresponding range of scales. This is. of
tional length scales are admissible in the subsequent turbu- course, inadmissible. As an example. imagine a record six
lence similarity hypotheses that incorporate the intermit- elements long, in which the third and fourth elements con-
tency corrections (e.g.. Kolmogorov. -' Oboukhov,'" and tain transitions Fig. 14(a). If tiles of size 2 are placed on the
Gurvich and Yaglom-"). these enter through similarity laws record, the central tile will cover both transitions. and N(A )
that are much weaker than power laws, e.g.. lognormal. and is 1. If two tiles of size 3 are laid down. then both the first tile.
provide only small corrections to the originally proposed covering elements one through three, and the second tile.
- spectrum power-law exponent. Alternatively, the origi- covering elements four through six, will cover transitions. In

nal Kolmogorov similarity proposals of a scaleless cascade that case, N(A) will be 2. This example may appear to con-
range are found to be very neary correct (also see the related tradict the statement that the log[ N( 2)] curves must be
discussion in Dimotakis, " p. 482). In contrast. Eqs. (7) are
equivalent to a strong dependence of the dynamics on outer.
or inner, scales. Consequently. it would appear that a power-
law description of the statistics at the high Reynolds
numbers of interest is inappropriate, not only on the basis of -
the experimental data we have presented. but also on the I I I

basis of dimensional analysis and similarity arguments.
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nonincreasing with tile size. It actually illustrates another 4 0

issue.
We note that there is no preferred starting location or 3 5

reference point when tiling a record. The apparent difficulty I - - - -.

in the example is a consequence of the particular choice of 3 0
starting location. If the tiling is done as many times as there "
are possible starting locations, all the information available zz
is extracted. In the example. there are two possible starting 6
locations for tiles of size 2. either on even or odd elements,
and three for tiles ofsize 3 [Fig. 14(b) 1. If the results with all 2 0' Sy

possible starting locations are ensemble averaged, we find ------ noefitere

that N() is 1.5 for tiles of size 2,.and 1.33 for tiles of size 3. •,e*,-, :teec
The need to shift tile locations and the restriction of having Ove-,..terea

an integral number of tiles in each record suggested the 1 0
choice of tile sizes and record lengths that are powers of 2 of 2

the sampling unit. We have found that using just eight differ- "
ent starting locations, equally spaced, does a reasonable job FIG. 16. Influence of noise on logl.V(. )I curses I Re 2 40).
of reducing the effect illustrated in Fig. 14.

In addition to these end-effect difficulties, there is the
issue of the influence of unavoidable noise in the data. It has ti of noise at the smallest scales can influence the results
been appreciated for some time that the presence of noise in a significantly. As a demonstration of this behavior. a data
signal can profoundly affect the statistics of level crossings record from a particular run was processed unfiltered, with a
(e.g.. Rice"' ). Since the box-counting algorithm utilizes variety of Gaussian filters of differing widths, as well as with
level crossings or transitions, the issue of noise is important. the optimal (Wiener) filter. The Gaussian filter, if chosen
To illustrate this, Fig. 15 displays a small segment of with a approp ri te th which a ilter, i n o en
an unfiltered signal and the corresponding optimally wi. an appropriate width (which, however, is not known a(Wiener-) filtered signal. Bear in mind that the unfiltered priori) may serve as an approximation to the Wiener filter.
(erflrsignal.perasni ea in mind beauset ha theenilterd Figure 16 shows the results for no filtering, insufficient filter-
signal appears as noisy as it does because it has been over- inotmlftengad vrleig.Iisvdnthtte
sampled. as dictated for an effective implementation of the ing, optimal filtering, and overfiltering. It is evident that the
Wiener filter. It is apparent that noise grossly affects the presence of noise in the data may result in a region of nearly
crossings of the threshold (mean level), and that a proper constant slope on the log[N(,) ] plots, which may even be

treatment of this aspect of the data is an essential component interpreted as two regions of somewhat constant slope. In

of the signal and data processing. Note that noise can cause fact, the D(A) plots computed from these curves exhibit a

crossings where the signal approaches the threshold but does "bump" at small scales, as previously discussed in the text.

not cross it. By not only adding crossings in the vicinity of a For these data, the slope at smaller scales is steeper than at

true crossing, but also where there was no true crossing near- larger scales, and there is a slight roll-off at the smallest val-
bthee crssinhtamatese thereswaltnoat sles ucr g larr ues. When the noise is removed (the Wiener-filtered case),by. the noise contaminates the results at scales much larger however, these constant slopes do not persist.
than might be suspected, as well as at smaller scales. hwvr hs osatsoe ontpritthanmigt b supectd, s wll s atsmalerscaes.Two additional points are illustrated by Fig. 16. First. as

The effect illustrated in Fig. 15 is accentuated because no additiontainat r i by lmite

the signal is oversampled. Nevertheless, even a small addi- noted above, the contamination of the results is not limited
to the small scales or high frequencies where the noise domi-
nates. It extends to much larger scales. The various curves
do not coincide until a scale of at least 500 or 1000 sampling

S3 1 T T units. This is larger, by a factor of 20-30, than the ratio of the
unf,0tered signal signal spectrum intercept with the noise floor to the sam-

- ,enen'-#fitere - pling frequency. We are forced to conclude that the influ-
1 2 ence of noise, if permitted, may encroach into scales that are

well resolved with respect to space. time, and SNR. In short.
a large SNR is not sufficient to ensure that noise has not

,i affected the results. Additional care. such as use of the Wie-
ner filter, is typically necessary. Second, it is evident from
Fig. 16 that either too wide or too narrow a filter kernel can
also affect the results. Filtering only the highest frequencies

-4 ,out of the noise is insufficient, yielding a similar rise in N(,i)
at the smallest scales as the unfiltered data. The overfiltered
result, although similar in shape to the correct curve, has

8 200 3CC also been compromised. Thus very careful consideration

must be given to the handling of noise in level crossing data
that are analyzed for fractal behavior.

FIG. 15. Effect of noise on transitions (Re = 2940). A final issue that should be assessed is the consequence
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10 cord lengths of all sizes. We conclude that record length is
not a factor in our results.
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This work is an experimental investigation of the turbulent concentration field
formed when the nozzle gas from a round, momentum-driven. free turbulent jet
mixes with gas entrained from a quiescent reservoir. The measurements, which were
made with a non-intrusive laser-Rayleigh scattering diagnostic at Reynolds numbers
of 5000. 16000. and 40000, cover the axial range from 20 to 90 jet exit diameters and
resolve the full range of temporal and spatial concentration scales. Reynolds-
number-independent and Reynolds-number-dependent similarities are investigated.
The mean and r.m.s. values of the concentration are found to be consistent with jet
similarity laws. Concentration fluctuation power spectra are found to be self-similar
along rays emanating from the virtual origin of the jet. The probability density
function for the concentration is also found to be self-similar along rays. Near the
centreline of the jet, the sealed probability density function of jet fluid concentration
is found to be nearly independent of the Reynolds number.

1. Introduction

The round, momentum-driven, free turbulent jet, a small source of high-speed
fluid issuing into a large quiescent reservoir, is one of the classical free shear flows.
This simple geometry has wide engineering application and has attracted
investigators for more than 50 years (Ruden 1933; Kuethe 1935). It is a special
turbulent flow for several reasons. and two of its unique far-field properties are
important elements of this investigation. First, the mean concentration field of a
passive scalar that issues from the jet nozzle displays a distinct self-similarity with
increasing downstream distance, and second, the evolution of the maximum mean
velocity and the largest scale of motion conspire to give the flow a single Reynolds
number independent of the distance from the jet nozzle (e.g. Landau & Lifshitz
1959). Properties of the convected concentration (scalar) field, formed downstream
of the jet nozzle, should depend only on the Reynolds number of the jet. the Schmidt
number (kinematic viscosity divided hy species diffusivitv) of the jet/reservoir fluid
pair. and the location of the observation point with respect to the nozzle exit. This
paper explores these dependences by describing the results of an experimental
investigation in gas-phase turbulent jets, and comparing the findings with previous
jet studies.

Two concepts of similarity are addressed and it is necessarv to explain the
terminology that is used in each case. Specific similarity is applied to the properties of
the jet's turbulent concentration field that allow a collapse of its statistical measures

t Present address: Applied Physics Laboratory, University of \\a.shington. Seattle, WA 981M)5.
USA.
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with downstream distance at a fixed Reynolds number and Schmidt number. General
similarity is used to describe properties of the jet's turbulent concentration field that
are independent of Reynolds number.

The measured mean profile of jet fluid concentration is similar in general, and
collapses on rays that emanate from the virtual origin of the jet (Wilson &
Danckwerts 1964; Becker, Hottel & Williams 1967: Townsend 1976; Birch et al.
1978: Lockwood & Moneib 1980; Chen & Rodi 1980 and the references cited therein,
plus figure 6). In the cylindrical coordinates used in this paper. this general similarity
profile of the mean concentration of jet fluid. 0, takes the following form:

Cod* g r \ C'
C(x,r) = K Y =,j-) =K-Xg(II). (1)

where K is a parameter determined by experiment. d* is the momentum diameter of
the nozzle exit. CO is the jet exit concentration. g(n) is a smooth function that has a
maximum value of one at y = 0 and is determined by experiment. x is the distance
from the jet nozzle along the axis of the jet. r is the radial distance from the axis of
the jet. and x0 is the virtual origin of the jet flow in the far field. A schematic of this
coordinate system is given as figure 1.

The momentum diameter that appears in (1) is defined by

d* = 21o(2)

where p,. is the density of the reservoir fluid. A, is the nozzle mass flux. and J, is the
nozzle thrust. It was introduced in a limited way by Thring & Newby (1953), used
by Avery & Faeth (1974), and modified to the present form by Dahm & Dimotakis
(1987). The momentum diameter has been used to collapse the results of a wide
variety of jet experiments (see Dahm & Dimotakis 1987). Note that d* reduces to the
geometrical nozzle exit diameter, d. for density-matched jet and reservoir fluids and
a perfect 'top-hat' exit velocity profile.

While the similarity of the mean profile is vell supported by experimental results.
there is substantial conflict between the results of different investigations regarding
the similarity of concentration fluctuations in the turbulent jet (('hen & Rodi 1980:
Lockwood & Moneib 1980; Dahm 1985). The reported discrepancies between
investigations (see figure 10) could arise from many" sources. including insufficient
resolution of all of the fluctuating scales. contamination of the flow by buoyancy
forces, unsteadiness in the jet, source or quiescent reservoir, variations in molecular
Schmidt number (v, /Dj ) and Reynolds number between exl)eriments, and
differences in experimental configurations.

Recent work at a Reynolds number of 5000 by Dowling & Dimotakis (1988)
suggests that many statistical properties of the jet's fluctuating concentration field
follow the same similarity law as the mean concentration. Their main finding was
that the concentration field of the jet. downstream ofx/d = 20. was statistically self-
similar in every detail along rays that emanate from the virtual origin of the jet. This
paper examines the extent to which this concept of detailed similarity applies to
turbulent jets at different Reynolds numbers. The available experimental in-
formation in liquid-phase jet flows is not as well developed as that of gas-l)hase flows.
Therefore, the role of the Schmidt number in jet similarity is not addressed at length
and is mentioned only where appropriate. The conclusion.s of this paper are based on
comparisons of new and previously reported results for the mean concentration. C.
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FImURE I. Turbulent jet coordinates.

the root-mean-square (r.m.s.) concentration fluctuation. C;ms, the probability '

density function (PDF) of concentration. and the power spectrum of concentration
fluctuations, E,(f). While this list of statistical parameters is certainly not
exhaustive, it forms a useful basis for describing the fluctuating character of the jet
flow.

The measurements reported here - single-point, concentration time-histories -

were made using a non-intrusive laser-Rayleigh scattering diagnostic in a steady, gas-
phase, axisymmetric. momentum-driven jet that issued into a large enclosure. The
diagnostic was sensitive to the number-weighted concentration of jet gas molecules
but the results are presented in terms of the mass-weighted concentration, since that
is the quantity that best represents constant-density conditions (see Pitts 1986).
Special effort was expended to eliminate and/or quantify the possible sources of
experimental contamination mentioned above so that the natural state of the jet's
turbulent concentration field could be investigated. These precautions are sum-
marized at the beginning of the next section.

The new results are presented at three jet exit Reynolds numbers: 5000, 16000 and
40000. These Reynolds numbers were computed from the jet exit velocity, Uo (taken
as uniform across the nozzle exit). the geometrical nozzle exit diameter, d. and the
reservoir kinematic viscosity. i .. i.e.

Ro = 'od (3)
JX

The experimental dIesign. apparatus. and diagnostic technique are described in the
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next section. They' are the same ones employed by Dowling & Dimotakis (1988). and
are described in detail in Dowling (1988), and Dowling, Lang & Dimotakis (1989).
The experimental findings, with comparisons and discussion, are presented in §3. The
conclusions are given in §4.

It is worth emphasizing that the results and comparisons presented in §3 are
specialized to the concentration field of the round. momentum-driven, free turbulent
jet. Comparisons of the current results with concentration or velocity measurements
from other shear flows, which do not possess the same special similarity properties
as the jet. are not included. Additionally, the chosen allocation of resources did not
allow for measurements of both concentration and velocity in a manner that was
suitable, so the current experiments can only be considered to address properties of
the jet's velocity field which can be inferred from concentration measurements. The
only velocity scale, besides U0, that is referenced throughout the manuscript is the
mean centreline velocity. C11 which was computed from the empirical decay law
sug-zested by Chen & Rodi (1980). As discussed in §3.2, this does not affect the
conclusions drawn from this research, nor impose any significant penalty on the
presentation of the results.

2. Experimental design, apparatus, and technique
The experiment was designed to resolve the entire range of spatial and temporal

concentration scales while mitigating the influences from the previously mentioned
contamination sources. The spatial resolution requirement was that the measurement
volume had to be smaller than the local Batchelor scale, AB (Batchelor 1959). in each
dimension. The temporal resolution requirement was that the bandwidth of the data
acquisition system had to comfortably exceed the mean passage frequency. fB. of
lengthscales the size of A,. Actual lengths and frequencies were estimated. for design
purposes. from classical turbulence formulae and published experimental results.

For the chosen gas pairs. the Schmidt number, Sc, was near unity so the Batchelor
and Kolmogorov scales were assumed to be about equal (Batchelor 1959; Monin &
Yaglom 1975). A 3

AKfl- 4 ocDR4)

Here. AK is the Kolmogorov scale. ft is a dimensionless constant, Eis the mean energy
dissipation rate. and D is the local jet diameter (see figure 1). Actual values of AB used
to design the experiment -ere calculated using the results of Friehe. Van Atta &
Gibson (1971) for the mean centreline energy dissipation rate in the jet.

E= 48d d , (5)

and a conservative value offt (1 1). The mean Batchelor-seale passage frequency.fB.
was calculated from the mean centreline velocity decay law suggested by Chen &
Rodi (1980) and (4). i.e. lB 7- = , Cei(4. (6)

where = 6.2 Uo d (7)

The effect of buoyancy forces was estimated using the huoyancy-lengthscale
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formalism developed in Fischer et al. (1979). The measurements of Papanicolaou &
List (1987. 1988) show that the jet is momentum dominated for X/lb less than one;
lb is a buoyancy lengthscale defined by

lb - / )' (8)

where B f (pj-p.)UidA, (9)

pi is the density of pure jet gas, I is the jet nozzle exit velocity profile. and A0 refers
to the jet ntozzle exit area (for a 'top-hat' exit velocity profile U i = U0 ). Chen & Rodi
(1980) propose a more restrictive criterion of X/lb < 0.53, for momentum-dominated
flow. The present measurements all satisfy x/lb < 0.4.

To accommodate the diagnostic chosen, the experiments were performed inside a
special enclosure. To prevent reverse flow inside this chamber. a mild coflowing
velocity was imposed on the reservoir gas. The effect of this mild coflow on the
evolution of the jet was estimated from the results of Reichardt (1964) who measured
the velocity half-width of coflowing jets as a function of x/ll, where l, is the
momentum lengthscale associated with a jet in a coflowing stream,

= 4 {pjcUj-U) U dA} (10)

(also see Hinze 1975). Reichardt's work suggests that the coflow has little effect on
the jet for x/Il less than about one. All of the present measurements satisfy
z/t < 0.5.

To assure that the jet and coflow were stable during an experiment, the measured
mean concentration was checked during the first. middle, and final thirds of a run to
make sure that there wvas less than+ 10% to 20% variation. The repeatability of
runs was also checked and found satisfactory. To ensure that adequate statistics
were collected, an experiment was required to last many times longer than the mean
convection time of the local jet diameter. This timescale, 7D. was estimated from the
half-angle of the jet's turbulent cone, about 120 (White 1974). and (7):

T
D = D(x)C,1

1 . where D(x) = 2(x -x 0 )tan(12') 0.43(x-x 0 ). (11)

The time interval of data collection varied from 167D to 18OTD. This sampling
interval proved to be adequate for the central region of the jet. but may not have
been long enough to accurately determine the statistics of the flow near the edges of
the jet where the mean velocity is smaller, the relevant convection timescale is longer
than TD.and the flow is intermittent.

The Schmidt number for each of the gas pairs used was estinated from the
empirical correlations for the diffusivity of gases found in Reid. Prausnitz &
Sherwood (1977). These correlations are accurate to within about 5 or 10%.

The three Reynolds numbers explored here were chosen in accordance with the
performance of the experimental apparatus and diagnostic. At Re, = 5000. all of the
design criteria were met and measurements were made at x/d = 20. 40. 60. and 80.
However. these results showed that the resolution criteria were conservative and had
been met by a very wide margin. The second Reynolds number. 16000. was chosen
to take better advantage of the diagnostic capabilities while still resolving all of the
fluctuating concentration scales in the flow at different downstream distances from
tI,, jet nozzle. At Re, = 16000, measurements were made at x/d = 30 and 90. The
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(a) For Reo = 5000 (x, = -3.7d)

x/d = 20 x/d = 40 x/d =60 x/d =80

AB(VLm) (290) (530) (780) (1020)
Diode size (pm) 200,500 500 500 1000
fB(kHz) (3.7) (1.08) (0.51) (0.29)
Digitization rate (kHz) 96,40 20 10 5
TD (s) (0.18) (0.62) (1.31) (2.3)
No. of -r during a run 40, 100 40 30 16

(b) For Reo = 16000 (c) For R, = 40000
(x, = 0.5d) (xO taken to be zero)

x/d = 30 x/d = 90 x/d = 60

A,(vm) (60) (18 & (61)
Diode size (laim) 200 500 200

fB (kHz) (99) (10.9) (120)
Digitization rate (kHz) 180 30 240
7D (s) (0.016) (0.146) (.026)
No. of 7Dduring a run 180 120 so

TABLE 1. Resolution and parameter summary at each Reynolds number. Calculated values
appear in parentheses.

Jet fluid----

Reservoir fluid
(mild coflow)

2.3 m

Beam stop .0 1.2 m Argon-ion laser

4l L ~ ~ Linear
To + traverse

computer _.*-I

Collection optics and photodetector

FIGURE 2. Schematic of the experimental apparatus in cross-se(tion.

final Reynolds number, 40000. was the highest at which data could he collected with
the prevent experimental arrangement while still meeting the resolution require-
ments. This meant that only one downstream location was explored, x/d = 60.
A summary of the calculated and actual resolution of each set ofexit-riments is given
in table 1. The Taylor Reynolds number. Re,, along the centrelint- of the jet was
estimated from the formulae in Hinze (1975). (5) and (7). and a tyial value of the
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centreline r.m.s. velocity fluctuation, u'rms ; 0.25C 1 . The results are: ReA ;Z 100,
180, 280 for Re, = 5000, 16000, and 40000 respectively.

The experiments were conducted in a large enclosure (1.2 x 1.2 x 2.3 m) that was
used to isolate the jet and reservoir gases from dust particles, laboratory lighting,
and air currents (see figure 2). The jet was produced by a vertically adjustable nozzle
with d = 19.0 mm for the experiments at Re, = 5000. and d = 7.62 mm for the
experiments at Re, = 16000 and 40000. Both nozzles had smooth inner contours and
their measured exit turbulence levels were less than 0.2 % at the experiment Reynolds
numbers. A uniform coflowing velocity. typically less than 0.006 of the jet exit
velocity was produced over the entire cross-section of the large enclosure. The

volume flux of the coflow was chosen to provide the jet entrainment needs to a point
below the farthest measuring station (Ri,'ou & Spalding 1961). Plexiglas windows

(I x 1.5 m) were used for shadowgraph imaging of the jet. The exhaust gases exited
through the bottom of the enclosure.

For the experiments at Re, = 5000. the jet gas was ethylene, CH 4 , and the
reservoir gas was nitrogen. This gas pair has a jet/reservoir density ratio of 1.0015
and a molecular Schmidt number of 1.0. For the experiments at Re, = 16000 and

40000, the jet gas was propylene, CH, and the reservoir gas was argon. This gas pair
has a jet/reservoir density ratio of 1.053 and a Schmidt number of 1.2. In both cases,
the dynamic head at the nozzle exit was measured to determine U0 . An axisymmetric
boundary-layer calculation was used to estimate boundary-layer thicknesses at the
nozzle exit in order to calculate d* for each Reynolds number. The results were
d*= 0.96d at Re0 = 5000, d*= 1.005d at Re, = 16000. and d* = 1.01d at
Reo = 40000.

Laser-Rayleigh scattering was used to determine the instantaneous concentration
of the binary mixture of jet and reservoir gases in a small focal volume within the
turbulent cone of the jet. Laser-Rayleigh scattering has been successfully used and
documented in many previous studies (see discussion and citations in Dowling et al.

1989), and is only described briefly here. The technique makes use of the fact that gas
molecules elastically scatter photons, and that different molecules have different
Rayleigh-scattering cross-sections. Rayleigh scattering from a binary gas mixture
can be described by an extinction coefficient. aT. that is related to the mole fraction.,
X l, of one of the gases of the mixture.

OCT a 1X, +' a20| -/1), (12)

where a, and a 2 are the extinction coefficients of the pure gases which compose the
binary mixture under consideration. The amount of scattered light that can be
collected, and converted to a single current using a photodetector. is proportional to
aT. Hence, the magnitude of the detected current is related in a linear manner to X,.
In practice. the two end points, X, = 0 and 1. of this linear relationship are recorded
for the purposes of calibration, and the conversion from signal current to mole
fraction is accomplished by linear interpolation.

For these experiments. the Rayleigh-scattered light from a short segment of a
nominallv 20 W argon-ion laser beam was imaged one-to-one onto a small aperture
photodiode. The diameter of the sensitive area of the photodiode was between 0.20
and 1.00 mm: the local resolution requirements of the jet dictating the size used for
each experimental run (see table 1). The signal current from the photodiode was
amplified. filtered, and sent to an LSI-PI)P- 1/73 based computer system where it
was digitized and stored for subsequent processing. The sampling frequency and
filter bandwidth were chosen to ensure that the temporal resolution requirements
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FIGURE 3. Scaled mean concentration (using the parameters of (1)), XC(X,?l)/K, versus the scaled
radial coordinate, 7/=r/(x-xo), at Reo= 5000 with K=5.11, x0=-3.7d, and d* =0.96d
(0. x/d = 20: 0, 40; A. 60; 0. 80).

were easily met in all cases, with the possible exception of the highest Reynolds
number runs.

The experimental methodology was quite simple in principle. The large enclosure
was filled with pure reservoir gas. When residual velocities from the filling process
had dissipated, the coflow and the jet were started together. The start of data
acquisition was delayed until the jet had established a steady state. Runs lasted from
a few seconds to almost a minute. The total number of individual concentration
measurements in a single run was typically 219 (> 500000). The sensitivity of the
whole system was calibrated before and/or after each run by introducing pure jet
and reservoir gases into the focal volume. The absolute accuracy of the calibration
was about + 1 parts per 103, which resulted from mild drift in the laser power and
electronics. The techniques used for data processing and data reduction are described
in Dowling (1988), and Dowling et al. (1989).

3. Results

3.1. Basic properties of the concentration field of the jet

The mean value of concentration from each run was computed by simple averaging,
and plotted using the axis scaling suggested by (1). The results are displayed on
figure 3 for the data at Reo = 5000 with K = 5.11 +-0.05 and xO = -3.7d, on figure 4 for
the data at Reo = 16000 with K = 4.73+0.1 and x. = 0.5d, and on figure 5 for the
data at Re. = 40000. It was not possible to obtain precise values for K and x. at
Reo = 40000 because measurements were only made at x/d = 60, so there is no
scaling of the vertical axis on figure 5. The value of K at Re. = 40000 is estimated to
be between 5.1 and 5.2. It is important to note that the axis scaling on figures 3 and
4 is based only on the fit ted values of K and x0 at each Reynolds number. There is no
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FIGURE 4 Scaled mean concentration (using the parameters of (1)), X1(X, )/K. versus the scaled
radial coordinate. I = r/(x-x,). at Re, - 16000 with K = 4.73, x0 = 0.5d, d* = 1.005d. and the
fitted mean profile from the data at Re. = 5000 (0, xd = 30; 0, 90).
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FiuRE 5. Mean (A) and r.m.s. (N) concentration at Re, = 40000 and x/d = 60. with fitted
mean profile from the data at Re, = 5000, and r.m.s. profile from the data at Re, = 16000.

'self-normalization' of the data on either of these figures. For example, separate
normalizations by the local centreline mean, or concentration profile radius at half-
maximum were not necessary. The fact that the profile function 9(71) emerges in these
plots testifies to the specific similarity of C, and the proper selection Of K and x0 at each
Reynolds number. Figures 3, 4 and 5 show that the experimental apparatus and
technique produced a turbulent jet with the accepted general similarity form for C.
The mean concentration profile curve on figures 3, 4, and 5 is a least-squares fit to
the data at Re, = 5000.
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FIGURE 6. Comparison of the fitted mean concentration profile. C(X. '.)/C(xO), with the results of
other exlpriments (0. Lockwood & Moneib 1980; 0, Corrsin & Uberoi 1950; A. Birch eta/. 1978;
+. Becker el al. 1967; V. Dahm 1985: -, current profile).

Author Reo  Sc or Pr Diagnostic

Becker el al. (1967) 54000 38000 Smoke scattering
Birch et al. (1978) 16000 0.70 Raman scattering
Clay (1973) 800000 0.70 Thermometry (air)
Corrsin & Uberoi (1950) 33000 and up 0.7 Thermometry (air)
Dahill (1985) 5000 600-800 Laser-induced fluorescence
Lockwood & Moneib (1980) 50000 0.7 Thermometrv (air)
Wilson & 1)anckwerts (1964) 20000-60000 0.7 Thermometry (air)
Papanicolaou & List (1987) 10000-16000 7.0 Thermometry (HO)
Papanicolaou & List (1988) 2600-3600 : 10 Laser-induced fluorescence
Papantoniou (1985) 5600 600-800 Laser-induced fluorescence
Present study 5000 1.0 Rayleigh scattering

16000 1.2
40000 1.2

TABLE 2. Turbulent jet mixing experiments

A comparison of this fitted profile with the published profiles of other experiments
is given on figure 6. The agreement between profiles is good and the small differences
can probably be attributed to the differing experimental conditions and techniques
of each experiment. Table 2 lists some of the important parameters of the
experiments used for comparison with the current studies. All of these studies are of
turbulent jets beyond xzd = 20, above Reo = 2500. and estimated to be free of serious
influence from buoyancy forces or a coflowing stream. Detailed comparison with any
larger body of work is beyond the scope of this paper.

A comparison of the current and previous experimental results for the mean
centreline concentration, C(X, 0). is provided on figure 7. The vertical axis is scaled
so that the measured data will fall on horizontal lines when the far-field behaviour
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FIGURE 7. Comparison of current results with the results of previous experiments for the scaled
mean centreline concentration, XC(x,O). versus the scaled downstream coordinate, X = (x-x)/d*

(0, Lockwood & Moneib 1980; 0, Wilson & Danckwerts 1964: 6. Birch el al. 1978; +, Becker
et al. 1967, x, Dahm 1985; ®, Papanicolaou & List 1987: M. Papanicolaou & List 1988;
0, present data Rea = 5000; A. present data Re0 = 16000).

of the jet is attained. The ordinate of the horizontal portion of the curves is the value
of K for each experimental effort. The current data fall within the scatter of the
results of the other experiments.

The reported variation in K is, perhaps, interesting and unexpected. It could result
from improper calculation of d*. miscalibration of experimental diagnostics, or
Reynolds-number effects. For example, the value of K differs by about 8% in the
current studies at 5000 and 16000. Different nozzles were used for each set of
experiments. It is possible that the design of the smaller nozzle could have caused the
maximum momentum flux to occur slightly beyond the nozzle's exit plane in an
effective area smaller than Ixdn (vena contracta). This would produce a slightly
smaller value of d* than the result of the axisymmetric boundary-layer calculation.
A correction of this type would bring the current results for K closer together. It is
unlikely, however, that miscalculation and/or miscalibration could account for the
entire range of variation in K seen on figure 7 (4 < K < 6). Reynolds-number effects
cannot be ruled out, but an examination of table 2 and figure 7 does not reveal a
simple monotonic trend in K with Re.. Other possible sources for the reported
variation in K can be ruled out. Misalignment of measurement points with respect to
the true jet axis could cause the reported discrepancies, but to account for the 8%
change in K the misalignment would have to be about + 1.50, almost an order of
magnitude greater than the estimated angular location error (about ±0.20) of the
current experiments. Initial density differences between the jet and reservoir fluids
are accounted for in the far field through d*. Additionally, there does not appear to
be a physical mechanism which would allow differences in the Schmidt (Prandtl)
number between experiments to change the jet's bulk entrainment rate of reservoir
fluid, and thus influence the value of K. At low and moderate Reynolds numbers,
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Niwa et al. (1984) have demonstrated the dependence of K on Re,. The recent article
on self-preservation in turbulent flows by George (1989) suggests that details of the
jet nozzle exit conditions play a role in determining K.

The root-mean-square (r.m.s.) concentration fluctuation level, Cms, was computed
directly from each time series after optimal filtering (Wiener 1949, described in Press
el al. 1986, illustrated in Dowling et al. 1989). This filtering was performed to remove
noise from the measured time series. For any of the current data sets, the difference
in the computed value of C'ms before and after optimal filtering was a small
percentage (: 0.1 % and always < 2%) of the final value of Cms computed after
filtering. The results for Crms are plotted on figures 5, 8 and 9 for Re. = 40000, 5000
and 16000, respectively. The axis scaling employed on figures 8 and 9 is exactly the
same as that used on figures 3 and 4 for C at the same Reynolds numbers. As before,
no 'self-normalization' of the data was necessary. Note that the vertical axes on
figures 8 and 9 are not scaled by the centreline r.m.s. fluctuation level. The profile
curve for Crms on figure 5 is the same as the one on figure 9. The fact that the r.m.s.
fluctuation level data cluster about a single curve. in the specific similarity
coordinates of the mean concentration, at Re. = 5000, and 16000, implies that Cms
and C conform to the same specific similarity law, and that Cur/C is a general
similarity variable for the jet. This issue is further addressed in the next section.

As noted in the Introduction, this behaviour was not found in many previous
investigations. Figure 10 is a plot of 'ms/C on the centreline of the jet for several
experiments. The present data at Re0 = 5000 and 16000 fall on horizontal lines,
indicating that C;,ms and 0 follow the same specific similarity laws based on the
values of K and x0 at each Reynolds number. The value of C'rs/C on the centreline
for the current studies is 0.230+0.007 at Re, = 5000, 0.237+0.005 at Reo = 16000,
and 0.23 +0.01 at Reo = 40000. The failure of many previous studies to find a
constant value of C'm/ ji the centreline of the jet may be attributable to
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concentration fluctuation level, divided by its centreline value, versus r/(x-x,) (0. Lockwood &
Moneib 1980: A, Birch el al. 1978; +. Becker etal. 1967: V. Dahm 1985: -. current profile at
Re, = 5000: .... current profile at Reo = 16000). Reynolds and Schmidt number information for
the plotted data is available in table 2.

inadequate temporal, spatial, or dynamic resolution of concentration fluctuations
nearer to the jet nozzle. Because the process of computing an r.m.s. does not

;" .:.;: .! .commute with averaging, a measurement probe that performs a fixed amount of

averaging in time or space may not produce consistent r.m.s. measurements when
placed in a flow with resolution requirements that vary with downstream distance.
For the jet.fB is proportional to (x-x) - 2, and AB is proportional to (x-xo): as a result,
the resolution requirements are more difficult to satisfy at lower values of (x-xo)/d.
Additionally, if the measurement noise is large enough to obscure a significant
portion of the signal's power spectrum, then filtering this noise may lead to an
underestimation of Crms because part of the signal spectrum may be filtered too.
Recall that Crms is the square root of the area under the power spectral curve (see
(15) for the definition used in this study). If the noise is not filtered. then Cms may
be overestimated because it may include contributions from the noise. The spatial
and temporal resolution of the present experiments was adjusted at each downstream
measurement location to prevent direct resolution difficulties, and the measurement
diagnostic had sufficient dynamic range to effectively eliminate the influence of noise.
Concentration fluctuation power spectra of the current data are described in §3.2,
and the results presented there support these contentions concerning the resolution
of the current measurements.

If the fluctuation levels of all the experiments are normalized by their centreline
value, the r.m.s. profiles can be compared. Figure II is a plot of the fitted curves from
this stud%- with the results from other experiments. The less than perfect collapse is
not surprising since the six experiments shown were performed at different Reynolds
and Schmidt numbers, using different diagnostics with varying resolution.

An interesting comparison can be made between the present data at Re, = 5000
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and 16000 on figure 11. The increase in Reynolds number causes a broadening of the
r.m.s. profile. This effect might be explained by a simple argument concerning
timescales near the edge of the jet. Consider parcels of high-concentration fluid that
are ejected to the edge of the jet by the turbulent velocity field. As r is increased for
a fixed value of x, there should be some radial location beyond which smoothing of
concentration fluctuations (i.e. mixing) is only weakly influenced by turbulent
stirring. In this region, smoothing proceeds at the diffusion rate alone, since the
production rate of new interface between fluid constituents is not an important
factor. The timescale over which diffusion can act in this outlying region is the
timescale associated with re-entrainment by the Biot-Savart induced motions from
the jet's largest scales. In a jet flow with a self-similar velocity field, the re-
entrainment time, tr, should be proportional to the local rotation time for a large
vortex in the flow (i.e. tr oc D/U), and the mean size of the high-concentration
parcels, 1,, tossed to the edge of the jet should be proportional to D which is
proportional to (x-x 0 ): D (x-x 0 )2  2

t r  --- Oc =U_ (x-x)Reo. (13)

An indication of the relative amount of smoothing, due to pure diffusion in a typical
high-concentration parcel before re-entrainment, can be obtained from the ratio of
the diffusion lengthscale associated with tr, i.e. (Dj, tr)', to the lengthscale of the high-
concentration parcel.

(Dj .t) (D1 J(x-xo)2/vReo)i _ 1

I n  (x-- xo) (Sc Re0 ) (14)

An increase in this ratio indicates an increase in the effectiveness of purely diffusive
smoothing of the concentratlion field at the edge of the jet. As indicated by (14),
increasing the Reynolds or Schmidt number should decrease the amount of diffusion,
and increase the local concentration fluctuation level at the edge of the jet. The
proposed effect of Re0 can be seen on figure 11 for r/(x-x o) > 0.15 by comparing the
current results at Re o = 5000 and 16000. The proposed effect of Sc is illustrated on the
same figure by the current results at Reo = 5000 and the measurements of Dahm
(1985) (Re. = 5000 and Sc , 600-800). Even though (14) is speculative and not
quantitative, note that the result depends only on d and U0 in a combination that
gives Reo .

The region of validity of (14) appears to depend on Reo since the measurements at
Re o = 16000 and 40000 of Cr' s are essentially identical (see figures 5 and 9, recalling
that the smooth profile curve for r.m.s. measurements is the same on both figures).
Hence, (14) may only be relevant for Re, less than roughly 104. Above this value,
turbulent stirring may be important all the way to the edge of the jet. Examination
of table 2 and figure II shows that for Re, > 10. higher concentration fluctuations
near the edge of the jet are not well correlated tvith larger experimental values of
ScReo.

Another comparison worth making is between the current results at Re, = 16000
and those of Birch et al. (1978) at the same Reynolds number and nearly the same
Schmidt number. The mean profiles agree reasonably well but the r.m.s. profiles do
not. The disagreement in the r.m.s. profile (see figure 11) might be the result of
resolution problems (see discussion below). The mismatch of the centreline r.m.s.
levels at the farthest downstream location (see figure 10) might be the result of
buoyancy in the experiments of Birch et al. When the buoyancy lengthscale is

FI.M 21M
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estimated for their experiments, the result is lb 55d, which suggests that their jet
may not be momentum dominated beyond x/d .z 55. For comparison, lb for the
present work at Re, = 16000 is about 440d.

Returning to figure 11, it can be seen that the peak values of the r.m.s. profiles do
not coincide. While this might be the result of Reynolds-number effects, it might also
partially result from resolution difficulties near the centreline. At a given downstream
location, the mean passage frequency of concentration scales is greatest at the jet
centreline. As the measurement point is moved toward the edge of the jet, the
convection velocity decreases, so the bandwidth necessary to capture all of the
fluctuations is smaller. If the estimated r.m.s. value of the centreline is low, possible
because of insufficient time-space resolution, the rest of the r.m.s. profile is elevated
when normalized by the artificially lower value. This centreline resolution difficulty
should be most apparent in flows at high Schmidt number because of the smaller size
of A5 (see (4)). 3.2. Power spectra of concentration fluctuations

The power spectrum of concentration fluctuations, E,(f), was calculated from each of
the data sets before optimal filtering using the method described in Appendix C of
Dowling (1988). The overall normalization was chosen such that

12 fE,(f)dfJ = c;ms. (15)

The independent variable is the frequency, f (in Hz).
If E,(f) has the same similarity as C, then it should collapse along rays that

emanate from the virtual origin of the jet when scaled by 0 and an appropriate
timescale of the jet flow. In this study. the timescale chosen was rD (see (11)) which
is certainly appropriate for the centreline of the jet flow. Even though a longer
timescale should be used for rays off the centreline, T D has been used on all of the plots
to simplify the presentation of the spectral results. In the far field, the local jet
diameter grows linearly with (x-x,). and the mean centreline velocity decays like
(x-X,)- ', so 0 is proportional to (x-x) 2 . Because a single Reynolds number is

associated with the far field of the jet. the general mean-flow similarity actually
requires that all jet timescales, which are related by a power of the Reynolds number,
will have a quadratic dependence on (x-x,). The passage time of the Kolmogorov
scale, for example. increases like (x-x 0 )' . and is related to T D by a factor of Reoi.

The figures discussed in this section depict E,(f) on the vertical axis, scaled by the
local value of TDC2, and f on the horizontal axis multiplied by TD. The spectra are
plotted in log-log coordinates, so the numerical factors involved in computing the
timescale rD (the tangent of the jet half-angle 0.213, and the constant from Chen &
Rodi's mean centreline velocity decay law = 6.2) only shift the plots relative to the
numerical values on the axes and do not affect the spectral shapes. Consequently.
other timescales with the same quadratic dependence on the downstream coordinate
will produce the same collapse seen in the spectra presented on figures 12-17. All of
the spectra in these figures were smoothed with a one-tenth decade filter.

It should be emphasized at the outset of this section that the spectral collapse
obtained using rD. and C does not require any knowledge of either the kinetic-energy
dissipation rate or the scalar fluctuation dissipation rate as would be the case for
collapsing scalar spectra with Kolmogorov normalization (Gibson 1968). The
spectral collapse displayed here is based on the estimates of the largest (and not the

smallest) features of the flow. The spectral presentation on figures 12-20 is aimed at
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FIGURE 13. Scaled power spectra of the concentration fluctuations. E,(f )/c t TD. versus dimensionless
frequency. frPD. 3.4* off the jet centreline at Re. = 5000 (-, xid = 20: --. 40: -.- -- 60;
- . - .----80).

determining the extent of self-similarity of E,(f) using natural scaling parameters of
the turbulent jet. A presentation and discussion of these spectra in Kolmogorov-
normalized form is given in Dowling (1988).

Figures 12. 13 and 14 are plots of the scaled values of E,(f) from the measurements
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at Reo = 5000 along the three rays r/(x- xo) ; 0 (centreline), r/(x- x,) , 0.06 (3.4 off
the centreline), and r/(x-xo) ;- 0.12 (7' off the centreline) forx/d = 20. 40.60, and 80.
The nearly horizontal region of the spectra at high values of fr D is the noise floor
produced by the measurement technique. The small bumps that occur in the noise
floor are the scaled values of 60 Hz, 120 Hz, and 360 Hz. The diagnostic system that
allowed these spectra to be measured with a dynamic range of nearly seven decades
is described in Dowling et al. (1989).

The spectra collapse well in spite of the modest Reynolds number of the flow.
Deviations from a perfect collapse, which are more evident as the edge of the jet is
approached, are probably attributable to decreased statistical convergence. In
particular, for a fixed run time at a given downstream location, the total effective
sample size is smaller near the edge of the jet, where the mean velocity is lower, the
turbulence is intermittent, and there is less mixed fluid to sample. Other reasons for
the deviations could be small variations in Reo from run to run. and minor angular
differences (±0.2) between the actual measurement locations and exact alignment
along a given ray. The quality of the collapse displayed on figures 12. 13 and 14 for
E,(f). and on figure 8 for C,.ms is strong verification that ('m and ( follow the same
specific similarity law throughout the jet. Recall that E,(f) and C.m, are related
through (15), so figure 8 is an integral measure f the specific similarity of E,(f) at
Reo = 5000.

The adequacy of the sampling rate of the measurements is evident through the
length of the portion of each measured spectra that is devoted to the noise floor.
Clearly. any further increase in the sampling rate for these runs would not have
Iuncovered' any more of the turbulent concentration signal spectra. The adequacy
of the spatial resolution can also be ascertained from the spectra. These experiments
were designed to resolve a calculated value of An ((4). with , = 1). At Re. = 5000. the
calculated value offB T

D is about 670. If there were any effect on the measurements
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from the finite spatial resolution of the detection system, it would be manifest in the
spectra for fB TD near and above 670. Because this region of the spectra falls below
the noise floor for all of the plotted results, the portion of the measured spectra at
frequencies below fB rD - 670, and above the noise floor can be regarded as free of
any resolution difficulties. More importantly, however, thV collapse of the spectra at
different axial stations at high frequency supports the claim of no resolution
difficulties.

For iocally isotropic turbulent flow at high Reynolds number with Schmidt
number of order unity, the spectrum of turbulent scalar fluctuations is expected to
display a -- power-law region (Batchelor 1959; Gibson 1968; Monin & Yaglom 1975).
The Kolmogorov (Batchelor) lengthscale passage frequency should correspond to the
high-frequency end of this region when a proper value of f is used in (4) to compute
AK. Previous spectral investigations by Clay (1973), Chapmann (1979) and others put
the actual value ofdtat little more than 10. While the spectra plotted on figures 12-14
are clearly not from a high-Reynolds-number flow, the scaled frequency range in
which they begin to fall more rapidly than a constant power law is close to the value
offB 1

D ( z 54) calculated with f= 12.5. This figure for ft was suggested by Professor
Carl Friehe (personal correspondence, 1988). Clay and Friehe worked on a heated,
and perhaps slightly buoyant, jet flow at a Reynolds number of almost 106. On
figures 12-14. the choice of the same timescale for euch ray causes the numerical
location of the spectral break point (if one can be considered to exist on these plots)
to decrease with increasing r/(x-xo).

At the low-frequency end,fr o < 1, the spectra on figures 12-14 are approximately
flat or show a mild peak in the range 0.1 <,fTD < 1.0. While this behaviour is
consistent with the passage of structures whose scale is approximately the same as
the local diameter, the most general conclusion to be drawn is that the fluctuations
that occur at frequencies below 1/1T do not have a greater amplitude than those that
occur near 1/7D. Consequently. one can think of the turbulent cascade at this Re, as
starting at a lengthscale which is approximately the size of the local jet diameter.

Although the spectra collapse along rays when scaled by TD and C. the spectra are
different from ray to ray in ways that cannot be corrected by changing the timescale
used to non-dimensionalize the axes of the plots. In particular. the spectra along the
ray at 7' show a longer power-law region with a slope closer to - than those from
the inner rays. This latter behaviour is also apparent in the spectra reported by
Lockwood & Moneib (1980) at x/d = 20 in a heated air jet at Re, : 50000.

For the data recorded at Re( = 16000, the resolution requirements were relaxed by
a factor of three. This choice was made because it put the value of -fBTr ( 1600/3
with ft = 1) right at the point where the signal contribution to the measured spectra
met the noise floor, thereby making the best use of the available experimental
bandwidth. Figures 15. 16 and 17 are plots of the scaled values of F,(f) from the

measurements at Re, = 16000 along the three rays r/(x-x) %- 0 (centreline), 0.06
(3.40 off the centreline) and 0.11 (6.3' off the centreline) for x/d = 30 and 90. The
slopes of the diagonal lines on these figures do not have a theoretical basis and were
drawn only to aid the eye. The quality of the collapse shown on figures 15-17 implies
that all of the conclusions from the lower Reynolds number concerning the specific
similarity of C' and E,(f) remain valid at Re, = 16000. As before, incomplete
statistical convergence, the intermittent character if the flow near the edge of the jet,
small differences in Re o. and imperfect angular alignment may well be responsible for
the small deviations from a perfect collapse.

Thes, spectra show the same general shape as those at Re0 = 5000 except br the
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FIGURE 16. Scaled power spectra of the concentration fluctuations. E,(f)/C'T0 . versus
dimensionless frequency, fr,. 3.4' off tlie jet centreline at Re. = 1600 (- .x/d = 30;-....,90).

appearance of longer power-law regions. which extend the high-frequency range of
the spectra. The slope of the power-law region steepens as the edge of the jet is
approached. The spectra from the centreline appear have a slope of about - 1.4.
which decreases to - 1.5 on the ray 3.40 off the centreline. while the straightest part
of the spectra from the ray 6.30 off the centreline has a slope close to -§. The low-
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FIGURE 18. Scaled power spectra of the concentration fluctuations, E,(f)/02T. versus
dimensionless frequency. fTD on the jet centreline at Re, = 40000 and x/d = 60.

frequency ends of the spectra at Re = 16000 have the same behaviour as the spectra at
Re, = 5000.

Figures 18 and 19 depict Ee(f) atRe, = 40000, x/d = 60 and r/(x-xo) : 0 and 0.12.
The axis scaling is the same as before except that here x0 was taken to be zero. In
both cases, the full, high-frequency behaviour of the jet is partially masked by the
measurement noise. The power-law regions are slightly longer than those at
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FIGURE 19. Scaled power spectra of the concentration fluctuations. E,(f)/Or. versus
dimensionless frequency, fD , 70 off the jet centreline at Re, = 40000 and x/d = 60,

Reo = 16000. and the slopes are consistent with those displayed by the same rays at
the lower Reynolds numbers. It is possible that the observed spatial variation of
exponents for the measured spectra are not peculiar to the Reynolds-number range
investigated here, and might persist at higher Reynoldts numbers. Therefore, the
exponent of the spectral power-law region along a particular ray znigbt be a general
similarity property of the jet concentration field. The low-frequency ends of the
spectra on figures 18 and 19 have the same behaviour as that of the spectra at the
smaller Reynolds numbers.

The physical reasons for the differences in power-law-region exponents, and their
deviation from -. are unknown. Yakhot, She & Orszag (1989) argue that the inertial-
range velocity spectra of homogeneous turbulence might produce spectral power-law
exponents that differ from - -, so perhaps the turbulent scalar field might also produce
spectra with power-law exponents that differ from -A. The spectral differences found
seem to indicate that jet turbulence is statistically different from ray to ray.

A comparison of previously reported scalar spectra from the jet centreline with the
current results is given on figure 20. The parameters necessary to scale the spectra
from other experiments and make them satisfy the overall normalization (equation
(15)) were taken from the author's papers in all but one case. The vertical location
of the spectrum of Clay (1973) could not be determined because he did not include
Crms among his results. Its vertical location on figure 20 was chosen to match that
of the spectrum of Becker el al. (1967), whose Reynolds number of 54000 was closest
to that of Clay.

The current results and those of Becker et al. (1967) agree quite well for fTD less
than unity. This implies that the concentration fluctuation energy associated with
the largest scales is independent of Reynolds number for Re, > 5000. The centreline
spectrum of Lockwood & Moneib (1980) probably falls below the others in this
frequency range because their reported centreline r.m.s. level. at the downstream
location of their spectral measurement (x/d = 20). is low (Cr., = 0.16 C) when
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plotted data is available in table 2.

compared to that of the other experiments. Hence., the behaviour of the largest
concentration scales is likely to be a general similarity property of the jet. This
contention has some backing, at present, from the liquid-phase (i.e. Schmidt
number . 600) measurements of Weddell (1953) and Dahm. Dimotakis & Broadwell
(1984). They showed that the flame length in reacting jet flows becomes independent
of Reynolds number above Reo ;, 3000. Because the largest scales of motion
dominate the entrainment process in shear layers and jets (Brown & Roshko 1974;
Dimotakis. Miake-Lye & Papantoniou 1983; Dahm & Dimotakis 1987), the
Reynolds-number independence of the largest concentration scales is consistent with
these flame-length observations.

The centreline spectra of Becker et al. (1967) and Clay (1973) closely follow a -

power law over a significant range, whereas the current centreline results do not. This
might result from the influence of buoyancy in the Clay's heated jet which discharged
horizontally. Buoyancy may have deflected the effective centreline of the jet from
the geometrical centreline, thereby altering the jet's character, and complicating the
proper geometrical placement of the measurement probe with respect to the nozzle
exit. The reasons for the difference in the spectral exponent between the current
centreline spectrum at Re, = 40000 and that of Becker et al. are unknown. Note also
that the spectrum of Lockwood & Moneib (1980) does not entirely coincide with that
of Becker et al. either, even though the Reynolds numbers of these two studies were
very close. However, if the centreline spectrum of Lockwood & Moneib is raised so
that its level is the same as that of the other spectra at fTD , 1, it would be a close
match with the current spectra at Reo = 16000 and 40000.

These differences do not appear to have a simple explanation. From the currently
accepted theoretical standpoint (Batchelor 1959; Gibson 1968; see also Monin &
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Yaglom 1975), it is unlikely that the differences in Schmidt (Prandtl) number
between experiments could have any effect on the spectral content of the scalar field
at frequencies below the passage frequency of the Kolmogorov scale, which is of
order 102 or greater on the scaled abscissa for all the experimental results shown on
figure 20. It also seems unlikely that there would be a significant Reynolds-number
effect confined to the small range between 40000 (the highest of the current study)
and 54000 (the Reynolds number of Becker el al.). It would appear that the source
of these spectral differences must lie in experimental differences between these
investigations which effect the character of the jet's concentration field either
directly, or through the turbulent velocity field which convects the measured scalars.

Regardless of the exact shape or levels, one Reynolds-number effect can be seen in
figure 20. This is the movement to higher frequency, with increasing Reynolds
number, of the break point at which a spectrum starts to fall faster than a constant
power law. This observation was. of course, anticipated since fBT Cc A. oc Ret. The
spectrum from Lockwood & Moneib was computed from data that were filtered at
frequencies higher thanfrD ; 50, and therefore breaks from the constant-power-law
behaviour at a lower frequency than expected. Taken all together, this observation,
the above discussion, and figures 12-20. lead to the conclusion that the exact shape
of the jet's concentration fluctuation power spectrum is specifically self-similar, but
not generally self-similar.

3.3 Probability density function of concentration
After each data set was optimally filtered, a histogram of the instantaneous
concentration divided by the local mean concentration, C/C, was compiled by
sorting the data into bins. This histogram was normalized; i.e.

.PDF (C/)d(C/C) = 1. (16)

to form a probability density, PDF (C/C). The independent variable, C/C, was
chosen because dividing C by C should remove the effects of the downstream decay
of the mean concentration. For fixed Reo. the probability density function of C/C
should depend only on r/(x-x 0 ) if the statistical properties (higher moments) of the
distribution of concentration fluctuations in the jet follow the same specific similarity
law as the first moment, C. Additionally. the PDFs presented below are plotted with
a linear abscissa and a linear ordinate to determine the extent to which they can be
considered self-similar. Logarithmic axes or additional self-normalization with
anything besides C would only obscure the main conclusion to be drawn from this
section: the PDF of C/C is self-similar along rays that emanate from the jet's virtual
origin.

Figures 21, 22 and 23 display the measured PDFs of C/C along the three rays at
r/(x-xo) " 0, 0.06 and 0.12 for x/d = 20. 40. 60 and 80 at Re, = 5000. The quality of
the collapse of the distributions along rays implies that C/C is the proper specific
similarity variable, and that the higher moments of the PDF of C/C are independent
of the downstream position in the jet. For example. the square root of the second
moment of the PDF of C/C. taken about C/C = i. is Cs/C, which was previously
found to depend only on r/(x-x,) for fixed Re, (see §3.1). Slight imperfections in the
collapse are believed to be the consequence of incomplete statistical convergence, the
intermittent character of the flow at the larger values of r/(x-x,), and possibly
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FIGURE 21. Probability densitv function of the scaled concentration, C/O, on the jet centreline

at Re= MW (-x/d 20:---40;-.-----60;-.-.-80).
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FIGRE 2. roaility density function of the scaled concentration. C/o. 340 off the jet
centreline atR,=5000 (-. x/d =20: -- 40: - - - --, 60; -.------. 80).

imperfect alignment of individual measurement points with respect to the chosen ray
(note the difference between the PDFs at i? = 0. 11 and 71 0. 12 on figure 26).

Figures 24, 25 and 26 depict the measured probability density functions of CIO
along the three rays at r/ (x- x,) ;- 0. 0.06 and 0. 11 to 0. 12, for x/d = 30 and 90. at
Re0 16000. The quality of the collapse is good, implying that the proposed specific
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FieURE 23. Probability density function of the scaled concentration. C/C. 7 off the jet

centreline at Re, = 5000 (-, xd = 20; .... 40: -.-. -. 60: . . 80).
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FiGrRE 24. Probability density function of the scaled concentration. C/C. on the jet centreline
at Re, = 16000 (- , x/d = 30: ....-. 90.

similarity variable, C/O, for the PDF of concentration fluctuations is a general
similarity variable, even though the actual shapes of the PDFs of C/C might depend
on Re.. Imperfections in the collapse at this Reynolds number may be attributable
to the same problems mentioned in the previous paragraph.

The area contained in the first bin (C L 0) of the plotted PDFs corresponds to
unmixed fluid from the reservoir. Its contribution to the whole PDF must increase
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FIGuRE 25. Probability density function of the scaled concentration. C/C. 3.40 off the jet

centreline at Re0  16000 (-, x/d = 30; ... 90).
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I A 0.11).

as i/(x-xo) increases until the measurement point is completely outside the jet. and
the probability of finding reservoir fluid is unity. Therefore. the area of the first bin
of the PDF can be taken as a measure of one minus the interinittency of the jet's
concentration field, where the intermittency is understood to be the fraction of the
time that the concentration field at a point can be considered turbulent. Figures 23
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and 26 appear to show that one minus the intermittency, by this measure, varies by
as much as factor of three. While this could certainly result from a sampling interval
that was too short in comparison with the timescales of the flow, the basis for the
above intermittency observation is put in further doubt when the finite precision of
the experimental calibration is accounted for. Unlike the bulk of the PDF, the
absolute accuracy of the calibration (about + 1 part per 103) is an important limit in
the interpretation of concentration measurements near C = 0. For example, the
mean concentration value of the run at x/d = 90 that was used to create figure 26 was
about, 0.025, which means that each plotted PDF bin covers a range of only 0.0005
(roughly half the calibration error). Additionally, because it is possible to find smooth
regions of the jet's concentration field near its edge with C # 0, the distinction
between turbulent and non-turbulent fluid should perhaps be based on a threshold
forI dC/dt I and not just a threshold on C/C. To conclude, the limitations of the finite
sampling interval, the calibration accuracy, and the lack of a proper turbulent/non-
turbulent distinction criterion prevent the inclusion of any quantitative statements
concerning the intermittency inferred from the reported PDFs of C/C. Chatwin &
Sullivan (1989) discuss the shortcomings of the standard definition of the
intermittency for a dispersing scalar in turbulent flow.

At this point, one direct Schmidt-number comparison can be made with the results
of Dahm (1985) at Re, = 5000 and Sc ,z 600-800. He found pure reservoir fluid on the
centreline of the jet at least 3% of the time. In the current study at Re0 = 5000, pure
reservoir fluid was not found on the jet centreline (see figure 21 near C = 0). While
this difference could result from calibration inaccuracy, which makes the C = 0 level
of the data uncertain, the size of the observed discrepancy between Sc = 1.0 and
Sc , 600-800 is larger than that which can be produced from the current calibration
uncertainty alone. Hence, the reservoir fluid's lateral turbulent diffusivity appears to
have an 'inverted' dependence on the molecular diffusivity, because pure reservoir
fluid reaches the jet centreline at Sc : 600-800 (Dj3 4 v.), but not at Sc = 1.0 (D ,
= . This inverse behaviour of the effective diffusivity of a scalar in the presence

of both molecular and convective transport has also been noted by Taylor (1953) for
flow through a tube.

Figure 27 is a comparison of the averaged and smoothed centreline PDFs of C/
at Re o = 5000, 16000 and 40000. The PDFs for Re, = 5000 and 16000 plotted on this
figure were obtained by combining those on figures 21 and 24, respectively. The
distribution for Re0 = 16000 is a little shorter and a little wider than the others. This
is consistent with the slightly higher value of C' ,IC on the centreline at this
Reynolds number (see figure 10). The differences in the three distributions on figure
27 are small, which implies that the PDF of C/C on figure 27 is a good candidate for
a general centreline similarity PDF.

This contention is supported, for the most part, by a comparison of this research
with other investigations (see figure 28). The bulk of the measurements, including all
of the gas-phase results, collapse well. Two investigations in liquid-phase jets at high
Schmidt number (Dahm 1985, axial measurements: and Papantoniou 1985; both in
dark symbols on figure 28), produce PDFs that are significantly broader than the rest
of the investigations. It is unlikely that these two PDFs differ from the rest because
of Schmidt-number effects since other high-Schmidt-number efforts (Dahm 1985,
radial measurements; and Papanicolaou & List 1988) agree with the lower Schmidt
and Prandtl-number results. It is also unlikely that the observed differences are the
result of Reynolds-number effects since the shape of the centreline PDF of C/C from
investigations at. Reynolds numbers from 3000 (Papanicolaou & List 1988) to 52000
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FiGuRE 27. Averaged probability density functions of the scaled concentrations. CIO, on the jet
centreline (-.Re o =5000,;.. 16000, .... 40000).
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FIouRE 28. Comparison of reported centreline probability density functions of concentration with

the concentration axis scaled by the loc.al mean concentration (ZA, Dahm 1985, radial
measurements; M. Dahm 1985. axial measurements. /--. Lockwood & Aloneib 1980;. A.
Papantoniou 1985; O. Papanicolaou & List 1987: ........ , Papanieolaou & List 1988: 1-current results at Re n = 5M: . current results at Reo  N00000 .... - current results at

Re o = 40(WX)). Reynolds and Schmidt number information for the plotted data is available in
table 2.
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FIGURE 29. Comparison of reported centreline probability density functions of concentration
without scaling the concentration axis by the local mean concentration (A. Dahm 1985. radial
measurements: M. Dahm 198.5. axial measurements; 0] Lockwood & Moneib 1980: A.
Papantoniou 1985: 0, Papanicolaou & List 1987: ........ Papanicolaou & List 1988:
current results at Re. = 5000; .... current results at Reo = 16000; -.-.-. -. current results at
Reo = 40000). C, is the jet exit concentration. Reynolds and Schmidt number information for the

... ,plotted data is available in table 2. All PDFs are referenced to X = 100.

(Lockwood & Moneib 1980) is essentially the same. The difference in the two
groupings on figure 28 is probably too large to be caused by resolution differences
between experiments. However, resolution differences could result in the com-
paratively mild scatter in the 'preferred' PDF-shape grouping (open symbols and
dashed/dotted lines on figure 28).

The scaling of the abscissa in figures 21-28 hides a major problem in the
understanding of jet similarity: there is no precise and accepted value for K (the mean
centreline concentration decay parameter, see §3.1). The demonstrated general
similarity variable of the jet s concentration field, C/, removes any dependence on
the value of K. Figures 28 and 29 illustrate this point. Both figures depict the same
data. The difference is the abscissa of figure 29, which is the absolute relative
concentration. C/C o. for a particular downstream position (C, is the jet exit
concentration). All of the PDFs on figure 29 have been referenced to (.--xo)/d* = 100
for the purposes of comparison, using the mean centreline concentration decay law
from each experiment, and the assumption that the PDF of C/C was specifically self-
similar in each experiment. The difference in the quality of the collapse, between
figure 28 and 29 is entirely the result of the variation in K (see (1) and figure 7).

Another important point that should be emphasized is that figures 27 and 28 are
for the centreline only. Since the r.m.s. profile of concentration fluctuations may

depend on Reynolds number and/or Schmidt number near the edge of the jet (see
discussion in §3.1). the PDF of C/ may also. In fact. the evidence of figure 11 for
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Reo - 10' suggests that the width of the PDF of C/ on a given ray near the edge
of the jet (r/(x-x 0 ) > 0.15) should increase with increasing Re, or Sc. Hence, while it
appears that the PDF of C/C is generally self-similar near the centreline, and perhaps
out as far as r/(x-xo) ,z 0.12 (compare figures 22 with 25, and 23 with 26), PDFs of
CIC significantly off the jet centreline may only be specifically self-similar along rays.

A final matter that should be discussed involves the statistical coupling of the PDF
of C/C and E,(f) through the r.m.s. concentration fluctuation, C'ms, i.e.

C2 f (C/C-i )2 PDF (C/C) d(C/C) = 2 f0 Ec(f) df = Cr. (17)

This relation suggests that Crms on the centreline, and therefore the centreline PDF
of C/C, should depend on Re, since the length of the power-law region of E,(J) is found
to depend on Re. (see final paragraph of §3.2). While this is mathematically correct,
we note that as the Reynolds number is raised above Re. 7z 5000, the integrated
contribution from the extended portion of E,(f) is a small fraction of the total r.m.s.
fluctuation level, an amount perhaps too small to detect in the background of other
experimental uncertainties in the present Reynolds-number range from 5000 to
40000. The largest contributions to the r.m.s. fluctuation level comes from the
spectral region near frD 1, which has been found to be independent of Reo above
Reo = 5000.

4. Conclusions

This work leads to several conclusions. For a fixed Reynolds number and Schmidt
number. the jet's turbulent concentration field is not only self-similar along rays in
the mean, but is statistically self-similar along rays at every time- and lengthscale as
demonstrated by the collapse of the power spectrum of concentration fluctuations.
This detailed similarity along rays appears to be a general similarity property of the
jet because it was found at two values of Reo (5000 and 16000). One set of general
similarity parameters for the turbulent jet's concentration field appears to be C and
T D (or any lengthscale that has a quadratic dependence on downstream distance).
Use of these should effect a collapse of the statistical measures of the fluctuating
concentration field in the jet at any turbulent Reynolds number. The shape of the
PDF of C/C near the centreline in gas-phase jets appears to be self-similar in general
(except for the small caveat mentioned at the end of §3.3). which implies that Cms/C
has a general self-similar value on the centreline between 0.23 and 0.24. Results to
date suggest that the PDF of C/C may only be specifically self-similar away from the
jet centreline. And finally, the contribution of the largest concentration scales to the
strength of the concentration fluctuations in the jet is generally self-similar above
Reo = 5000.

This work also points out the clear need for further experimentation to determine
the factors that control the decay parameter, K. Such an investigation will likely
require extensive measurements of the jet's velocity field. which regrettably were
beyond the scope of this study.
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Values of the scalar field c(x,t), if initially bounded, will always be bounded by the limits set

by the initial conditions. This observation permits the maximum variance F to be computed
as a function of the mean value Z. It is argued that this maximum should be expected in the
limit of infinite Schmidt numbers (zero scalar species diffusivity). This suggests that c'/ Z on
the axis of turbulent jets, for example, may not tend to a constant, i.e., independent of x/d, in
the limit of very large Schmidt numbers. It also underscores a difficulty with the k - scalar
spectrum proposed by Batchelor [J. Fluid Mech. 5, 113 (1959)1.

In contrast to velocity fluctuations in a three-dimen- for the limiting value for the variance, which attains its maxi-
sional flow, a turbulent flow cannot generate passive scalar mum of c7 = I at Z = [. The foregoing suggests that the
fluctuaton values outside the initial bounds. Consequently, ratio -,

the values of the scalar field c(x,t), ifinitially within 0 and 1, -

for example, will always be bounded by these limits. This can 0 < = < 1, (6)
be shown to be a direct result of the scalar transport equa- ( 1 -)
tion, is an appropriate unmixedness parameter, with zero attained

ac + UVC in the limit of perfect mixing, i.e., as p(c) :-,6(c - Z), and
at = Vc, (1) unity corresponding to stirring but no mixing [ Eqs. (4) and
Ut (5)] in the limit of Sc--. o. The quantity - of Eq. (6) was

in which the scalar species diffusivity .9 must be positive, as proposed by Danckwerts,' in the context of estimating the
directed by thermodynamic considerations. rate of a chemical reaction of imperfectly mixed reactants,

A useful measure of the scalar fluctuations is the scalar who dubbed it "intensity of segregation" and recognized its
variance F, which equals the second moment of p(c), the limits. In contrast, the more conventional normalization of
probability density function (pdf) of the scalar, i.e., the variance of the scalar fluctuations yields

(c- )2 p(c)dc, (2) c as Sc-oo, (7)

and can realize any value between zero and infinity depend-
where the scalar values specified by the initial/boundary ing on the value of .
conditions have been scaled such that 0<c< I and where These relations imply that, in the limit of Sc-. cc, the

fc normalized root mean square scalar fluctuations on the axis
-= J cp(c)dc (3) of a momentum-driven, axisymmetric, turbulent jet, for ex-

is the mean (expectation) value of the scalar field (pdf). ample, should tend to infinity as x/d-- oo, where d is the jet

As a consequence of the boundedness of the values of the nozzle diameter and x is the distance from the jet nozzle

scalar field, the variance is maximized when the pdf realizes (measured from a virtual origin). In particular, at finite

its integral as far away from the mean as possible. In other Reynolds number and large x/d we should expect
words, as c 1 1j)/2 1d)/2

wd< a) const as Sc-. 00, (8)

p(c) - ( - )(c) + Z 6( 1 - c), (4) C K d

since oc dIx in this case. This should be compared to thewhere 6 (c) denotes the Dirac delta function. This pdf should assumption that, at large x/d, c'/ can be taken as a constant
describe the behavior in the limit of._q - 0, corresponding to asupintttlrg d c Zanbtkeasaosat
scr th b1 - hevre in the i hmi tnumber of the -0,cdi to on the jet axis; often accepted as valid independently of the

Sc = v/fl -, c, where Sc is the Schmidt number of the dif- Schmidt number.
fusing species and v is the kinematic viscosity. In such a flow, A second consequence of the limiting behavior of c
the turbulence will be stirring, but not mixing, Z parts of
c = I fluid per ( I - F) parts of c = 0 fluid. This yields concerns the spectrum of the scalar fluctuations at high

Schmidt numbers. Specifically, it was proposed by Batche-
C -. ( I - Z) as Sc-. oo, (5) lor2 that at high Reynolds numbers and for spatial scales
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below the Kolmogorov dissipation scale3  (t K/2)ln(Sc), (12a)

AK = (V/E)4, (9a) where
where e denotes the dissipation rate of the kinetic energy per tK =- (V/I) 1/2 cC (L /U)Re- 1/2  (12b)
unit mass, the spectrum E, (k) of a passive conserved scalar is the Kolmogorov dissipation time.3 A time I B may be re-
c(x,t) should obey a k - power law. This regime was pre- quired for the diffusion interface thickness to decrease to the
dicted to extend to spatial scales down to the scalar diffusion Batchelor diffusion scale A , under the action of the sub-
(Batchelor) scale Kolmogorov scale strain rate, and for the spectrum to extend

AB -K SC 2  (9b) to k= 1/A B. At fixed Reynolds number, the limiting behav-

It would appear that the arguments leading to this conclu- ior can be studied by increasing the Schmidt number, with an

sion become more robust as the separation between the Kol- attendant increase in the time t allowed for the diffusion

mogorov and Batchelor scales increases, i.e., in the limit of process to attain dynamic equilibrium, such that t > t B, as

large Schmidt numbers. necessary.

Now, the variance of the scalar fluctuations can also be Comparing Eqs. (11) and (12), we see that the contri-

computed as the integral of the scalar spectrum over the bution to the variance from the k portion of the scalar

range of wave numbers, i.e., spectrum is proportional to the product
SA' t EB -Re- 2 ln(VJ ). It would appear that, provided the

f E, (k)dk f E, (k)dk. (10) time available for diffusion is larger than t as Sc--. 0, the
7r io k - spectrum yields a scalar fluctuation variance that is in-

As a consequence, as Sc becomes large, the Batchelor pro- consistent with the upper bound of Eq. (5).
posal yields at high Reynolds numbers (Moffatt 4 ) Finally, we should note that a correction to the k -'

-  L 2 + Rthe application of an integrating factor in that regime, would

where permit the integral over wave numbers to converge in the
limit of high Schmidt number. We also recognize, however,

. 1Vc1 (Ac) 2  (1 b) that convergence alone would not be sufficient to resolve the
L/U difficulty; the scalar variance, as estimated by the scalar

is the scalar dissipation rate, Re = 1U/v is the flow Reyn- spectrum [Eq. (10)1, must be bounded by its maximum
olds number, A and B are constants, and Ac = I is the scalar [Eq. (5)1.
diference specified by the initial/boundary conditions. This
estimate of the variance can be seen to diverge (logarithmi- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
cally) as the Schmidt number is increased. We would like to acknowledge our discussions with P.
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Monin and Yaglom,' p. 437). Moffatt 4 points to the loga-
rithmic divergence, but observes that, at high Reynolds
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Scalar mixing and chemical reactions in turbulent shear layers and jets are examined with
emphasis on experimental results of high spatial and temporal resolution. Such measurements
show that the notion of distinguishing fluids that are molecularly mixed from those that are
simply stirred is valid and useful. Two models that seem especially suitable for implementing
mixing analyses from this viewpoint are described and speculations on possible connections
with the idea of chaotic advection offered.

I. INTRODUCTION only jets and shear layers will be discussed.

A paragraph taken from Ref. 1, by Aref and Jones, will The outline of the remainder of the paper is as follows.
make clear that the title of this Symposium, The Fluid Me- In Sec. I evidence of the persistence of structures to high
chanics of Stirring and Mixing, contains, by implication, Reynolds numbers is presented. In Sec. III scalar mixing and
many of the major points that we wish to make in this paper. chemical reaction experiments are described. In Sec. IV two
They write the following: models are discussed: a two-stage Lagrangian model: and

"For convenience we shall follow a terminology sug- the linear eddy model. Section V contains speculations about
gested by Eckart in which stirring signifies the mechanical shear flow mixing and chaotic advection and Sec. VI con-
process whereby fluids are distributed more uniformly with- tains some concluding remarks.
in a given domain, i.e., stirring is a process of stretching of
intermaterial area. Mixing, on the other hand, is the process
of diffusion of substances across intermaterial surfaces. Stir- I. EVIDENCE OF PERSISTENCE OF STRUCTURES TO
ring can promote mixing by creating more intermaterial sur- HIGH REYNOLDS NUMBERS
face area. Mixing depends on material properties, such asdiffsivtie, weres strrig i a urey kiemaica asect This section is a short review of some of the evidence for
diffusivities, whereas stirring is a purely kinematical aspect the existence of large-scale structures in shear flows. We be-
dependent on flow parameters. indeed, it is possible to stir gin first with the findings in two-dimensional mixing layers

fu ridha dnobtie a ths r iand conclude with the observations for jets. Of particular
A prmar obectve f tis ape isto howtha sclar interest is the persistence of large-scale motions to high

mixing in free turbulent shear flows is well described in these Reynolds numbers.

terms and that it is the existence of large-scale structures in

these flows that makes such a description useful. More spe-
cifically, evidence is cited showing that ( 1) large-scale mo- A. Shear layers
tions associated with the structures lead to mean concentra- Perhaps the most important photo for evidence of large-
tion distributions that differ markedly from those of the scale structures in mixing layers was also the first. Most
mean mixed fluid, and (2) the overall mixing rate is in- readers are familiar with the classic shadowgraph photos of
fluenced by the value of the molecular diffusivities even at Brown and Roshko2 of the mixing layer formed between a
what are considered to be high Reynolds numbers. high-speed stream of helium-argon and an equal density,

In the paper. we follow the advice of Leonardo da Vinci, low-speed stream of nitrogen. Their photos clearly show the
who wrote "Remember. when discoursing about water, to two-dimensional rollers as well as the fine-scale structure
induce first experience, then reason." Today this would per- which exist throughout the mixed fluid regions. An impor-
haps be written as follows: In discussing turbulence, consid- tant point to note here is that their photos are of the scalar
er first experiment. physical or numerical, and then theory. field, and not the velocity field. As will be seen in Sec. i11, the
The paper. consists therefore, mainly of discussions of ex- sharp edges in the visualizations are consistent with the con-
perimental results and their implications concerning the centration fields to be described later. Such edges are not
path to the molecularly mixed state. The paper includes, present in the velocity field.
nevertheless, a discussion of models of this path and some The issue of existence of the organized structure at high
speculations about the relevance of the ideas from chaotic Reynolds number was addressed by several researchers, in-
advection to stirring and mixing in turbulent shear flows. cluding Dimotakis and Brown3 using water as the working
For simplicity, only constant, or near constant, density flows medium and Mungal et al.4 using high-speed gases. More
are considered. Likewise, though many of the ideas apply to recent evidence of the Brown-Roshko structure at very high
other free shear flows such as wakes and jets in cross flow, Reynolds number has been provided by Clemens and Mun-
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gal5 (Fig. 1). The mixing layer seen here was formed be- This issue of the robustness of the structures has been
tween two airstreams at speeds of 430 and 275 m/sec. This the subject of at least two studies which attempted to disrupt
composite photo is a schlieren image together with "cuts" them. Breidenthal" investigated the influence of the wake of
through the flow that avoids the spatial integration inherent a thick splitter plate as well as that of a significant change in
in shadow-schlieren photos. In this case, a laser sheet was the planform shape, whereby alternate sections of the plate
passed through the flow and scattered light from fine alcohol were removed. Wygnanski et al.'' studied the effects of trip-
droplets which mark the mixed fluid region. The Brown- ping the boundary layer, vortex generators, and high free-
Roshko structure and connecting braid regions are visible in stream (grid) turbulence. In every case, the layer is found to
the side view, while the two-dimensionality of the structure recover toward the Brown-Roshko picture. usually after a
is seen in the plan view. Also visible is the smaller scale, transition distance where the effects of the disturbance are
secondary structure that has been described by Bernal and first felt and then forgotten.
Roshko. ' The important point is that the structure seen here The evidence presented in this section can be summar-
is observed at Reynolds numbers, based on local shear layer ized as follows. The Brown-Roshko structure in mixing lay-
thickness, velocity difference, and mean kinematic viscosity ers is believed to result from inviscid instability and, as such,
of 230 000 that is an order of magnitude greater than the exists for high Reynolds number flows. Figure 2 (from
studies of Brown and Roshko. Furthermore, the exit of the Coles" ) is a cartoon (using the terminology of Corcos2° ) of
test section is about 3000 initial boundary-layer momentum the resulting fluid motion. In a frame of reference moving
thicknesses downstream of the splitter plate. Note also that with the structure, fluid from both free streams is drawn
in Ref. 7 the Brown-Roshko structure was seen to persist to toward the braid region and is sketched as a stagnation re-
values of the Reynolds number as high as 600 000. When gion. The outflow from this region then moves toward the
taken together with other studies at lower Reynolds cores of the spanwise structures where mixed fluid accumu-
numbers,"' 4 these results are compelling evidence that the lates. This cartoon will be discussed later in Sec. IV.
large-scale motions are essentially inviscid in nature and ex-
ist for all Reynolds numbers beyond some critical value.

The secondary structure seen in Fig. 1 was originally B. Jets
investigated by Bernal and Roshko.' They propose that it While evidence for organization in two-dimensional
consists of a series of smaller scale vortices of alternating sign mixing layers is abundant, the story for jets is much less
which partially wrap around the primary structure and cor- direct, as will be seen below. However, modern diagnostic
rugate the braid region. That the structures are vortices has and visualization approaches are beginning to reveal the un-
been verified in the low Reynolds number experiments of derlying large-scale structures in jets.
Lasheras and Choi," and in high Reynolds number flow by The first difficulty is that shadow/schlieren images of
the work of O'Hern. " In O'Hern's work, cavitation in the jets do not reveal obvious organization as was the case for the
low pressure cores of the streamwise vortices produced a mixing layer. This is now believed to be a consequence of the
natural flow visualization. Another interesting feature of his increased complexity of the jet. The experimental evidence
configuration is that the shear layer forms between a free suggests that structures in jets are more three dimensional
stream and a recirculating region behind a vertical plate-not with one structure often partially nested within the other so
a particularly "clean" flow. Thus the structure appears to be that laser sheet-cutting techniques are important to finding
quite robust to external disturbances. structure. Additionally, the use of movie sequences and of

FIG. I. High Reynolds number shear layer.' Top image shows schlieren photographs from x =0-45cm downstream. Planar side and plan views shown from
x - 15-45 cm. Re at exit plane = 230000.
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of distinct concentration which decrease in the downstream
FIG. 2. Cartoon of mean direction, but in a stepwise fashion, a characteristic first ob-
streamlines and molecular served by Dahm and Dimotakis 2' (the decrease in discrete
mixing zones in the shear lay- steps in Fig. 3 is obscured by the rescaling). It is these largeer" regions of similar concentration that "burn out" quasipenio-

dically in the study of Dahm and Dimotakis.
To illustrate the jet dynamics in a compact fashion.

chemical reactions to allow fuel bearing structures to "burn Mungal et al.23 have used the technique of volume render-
out" and hence become invisible has also proven especially ing"14 to present many frames of data from a movie sequence
helfut" asimultaneously. Here x-y frames from the movie are stacked
helpful. sequentially as a function of time, t. to produce a solid object
water) and a movie sequence to investigate the spatial and in x-y.t space. A virtual line source of light to the left of the
temporal evolution of a turbulent jet at a Reynolds number stack provides illumination. Surfaces that would be hidden

on the rear face of the stack are removed from view. With
of 10 000. In this case the chemical reactions in their study this display technique many frames of data can be presented
simulate zero heat release combustion and provide an in- simultaneously, with further examples shown in Ref. 25. In
stantaneous view of the spatial concentration field. At about
150 diameters downstream (their 'flame tip") the movie addition, a large-scale structure which convects downstream
sequences show that the jet fluid reactant is consumed by the is revealed as a traveling "bump" in the rendered surface.

reservoir fluid reactant in a quasiperiodic fashion at a fre- Figure 4 shows the result of applying the technique to a
quency that scales with the local large-scale variables. Care- Re = 2 x 10 ' momentum-driven jet. Several features of the
ful examination of the movie sequence shows that the jet large-scale motion are visible; the structures are seen to growfulthexamination ofwthermoviedsequencesshows thatothesjet
consists of organized structures that convect downstream as they progress downstream, decay in speed. and occasion-

and burn out quasiperiodically at the tip. ally pair. This photo establishes the presence of large-scale

Figure 3 contains results of van Cruyningen et al. -1 and structure in jets to very high Reynolds numbers, and again

shows a planar cut through the centerline of a nonreacting
Re = 8000jet. The structure of the jet is revealed as regions

FIG. 4. An x-y-t volume rendering of the Re -
1 0' momentum-dn'en

FIG. 3. Planar laser-induced fluorescence cut through the centerline of the jet., ' View extends from x = 400-2000 ft vertically. Time axis covers t = 0-
Re = 8000 jet- Concentration field rescaled to remove I/x decay. Four 21 sec. Note the presence oforganized large-scale structures which con% ect
instantaneous profiles are shown at the stations indicated, downstream.
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when taken together with previous lower Reynolds number 1.0 -.

studies2- 2 suggests that the presence of the large-scale mean ,
structures is Reynolds number independent. o.. ,

The organized structure in the round turbulent jet is ,"
thus viewed as resulting in motion by which external fluid is 06 liquid-
entrained and mixed into the main jet body. The entrain-
ment occurs primarily from the upstream boundary of the .u , - -

structures while fluid from deep within the jet is pushed to- -

ward the outer jet edges. such motion causing the bumps gas /

seen in Fig. 4. Some direct evidence for the large-scale mo- 0.2 /"

tion is seen in the color photos of Shlien. Here, a thin .
stream of dye was allowed to enter the jet far field and thus 0 - L 05-050 -0.2S 0 o2s os

mark the entrained fluid. The dye streamer is seen to enter

deep into the jet, cross the centerline, and eventually appear Y/8
at the outer jet edge. usually within 1 or 2 local jet diameters.

FIG. 6. Mean and mean mi.xed flid concentration in the turbulent mixing
Figure 5. from Ref. 34. is a schematic of this type of en- layer: ---. mean. liquid. Re = 23 000: - mean mixed fluid. liquid."

trained fluid motion resulting from the large scales. The ar- Re = 23 000: ---. mean mixed fluid. gas.' : Re = b5 000.

rows suggest the type of stirring that results when viewed
from the laboratory frame. As can be seen. the recently en-
trained fluid travels toward the centerline of thejet while the (Sc-600). shows the distribution of fluid that is both
(older) jet fluid is pushed toward the outer edges, andislater stirred and mixed. the mean composition. and the distribu-
reentrained. The instantaneous motion is to be compared tion of that which is mixed. The mean composition consists
with the time-averaged motion seen in Fig. 5 (b) which differ therefore of both unmixed free-stream fluid and mixed fluid.
from the stirring motions seen instantaneously. This sche- In this figure. the mean composition comes from measure-
matic is the analog of that shown for the mixing layer (Fig. ments in water but is similar to those obser ed in 2ases.2 ), and will be used later in Sec. IV.metinwerbtssmiatohseberdinge•

Notice first the striking difference between the mean

mixed composition and the mean values. This difference is
Ill. SCALAR MIXING AND CHEMICAL REACTION especially clear for the water experiment where it can be seen
EXPERIMENTS that there is virtually no lateral variation in the mixed com-

Having established in Sec. II that large-scale structures position while the mean values follow the S-shaped curve
are present in shear layers and jets, we proceed to examine that has been known for many years. Since the (volume)
their influence on mixing and chemical reactions in such ratio of the high-speed to low-speed fluid mixed in the layer
flows. (the entrainment ratio E) is about 1.3 for the present density

and speed ratio, 1O.35-3 the mixed fluid concentration ex-
A. Shear layers ceeds one-half.

The first point has to do with the distribution and com- Next, observe that although the mixed composition in

position of the fluid that is entrained and mixed in the two- gases also departs markedly from the mean curve, it differs

dimensional shear layer. Figure 6, containing results for also from the mixed liquid distribution. This is the first indi-
both gases (Schmidt number, Sc-0.7) and liquids cation of what is to be a second theme of this paper, i.e., that

the molecular diffusion coefficient influences mixing even at

so-called high Reynolds numbers.
Consider next Fig. 7, where four probability density

functions (pdfs) of concentration are plotted: (a) for li-
quids from Koochesfahani and Dimotakis, ' (b) for gases.

/ from Konrad," (c) a theoretical result from Kollman and
I Janicka3" using Reynolds-averaged equations, and (d) the

II experimental results from Batt.40 (With respect to theoreti-
cal predictions, Batt's results have also been reproduced by
the analysis of Pope.41 ) We see that in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b)

, IFIG. 5. Schematic of entrained the peak concentration varies little with the lateral coordi-
t flow into a turbulent jet.' " (a) In-ftantneous alw trbun jta)er- nate, again, especially for the liquid experiment. For Fig.t stantaneous flow; (b) time-aver-

aged flow. 7(c), however, the peak values move as would be expected
-; J from the mean curve in Fig. 6. The similar shape of the ex-

I / perimental results of Fig. 7 (d) is due to the low resolution of
the measuring probe: when the resolution is such that mixed
and unmixed fluid cannot be distinguished the shape is con-

a) ,sistent with the mean values. The similarity between these
latter results is therefore understandable, for when the Na-

t vier-Stokes equations are averaged and the diffusion terms
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(a) (b)

0.j 

j ' 

0.2

1n .06.0 0 I

.0 0o 1oFIG. 7. Probability density function

21 - (pdf) of mixture fraction in the turbu-
-0.32 lent shear layer (a) Koochesfahani and

0.2 0.4 06 0.4 i.0 Dimotakis." liquid. Re = 23 00: (b)
CEN.) Konrad.3

5 gas, Re = 25 000: (c) Koll-
man and Janicka,'" calculations (inde-

(c) (d) pendent of Sc. Re): (d) comparison of
.5 Kollman and Janicka with experimental

0 I ' results of Batt,' gas, Re = 80 000.

dropped, again the distinction between mixed and stirred nearly fiat mixed fluid composition in Fig. 6 that is the
fluid is lost. source of the symmetry.

The resolution requirements are severe, approaching di- Consider next a similar experiment at about the same
mensions the order of the Batchelor scale. In the experi- Reynolds number in gases.4 2 The results are shown in Fig. 9,
ments yielding Fig. 7(a), the liquid pdf, the resolution was where the flip is made for a range of tb's. Here the nitrogen
approximately the Kolmogorov scale, and hence these re- stream carried dilute concentrations of hydrogen and flu-
suits are slightly in error. The effect of resolution limitations orine and traces of nitric oxide sufficient for the reactions to
is discussed thoroughly in Ref. 38 as is the method for ob- be fast, i.e., mixing limited. The time mean temperature was
taiming the results in Fig. 6 that are free from these difficul- determined from time traces at eight stations across the lay-
ties. For reasons given later, the gas pdf, Fig. 7(b), is be- er. Focusing on & = 8 and we see again higher temperature
lieved to be accurate. (or more product) for & = 8 and that in this case the profiles

While the emphasis of the present paper is upon mixing, are not quite symmetric albeit the deviation is small, in ac-
it is clear that one of the primary applications of the ideas is cordance with the small slope of mean mixed composition in
to chemical reactions, and conversely, that much can be gases plotted in Fig. 6.
learned about mixing from chemical reaction experiments, As was mentioned, the mean temperature profiles in
particularly those in which the reaction cause little, if any, Fig. 9 came from temperature-time traces taken at eight
change in the flow. Several such experiments, some associat- stations across the shear layer, Fig. 10 being an example for
ed with the above-mentioned work, are discussed next. ii = 1. These traces provide a clear explanation for the differ-

One such investigation involving reactions in water was
carried out in the same facility in which the pdf in Fig. 7(a)
was measured. For present purposes, the details of the reac-
tion are not important; only the fact that it is fast relative to lqi
the mixing rate is required. In this and the following discus- lqi

sions the symbol denotes the equivalence ratio of a reac-
tion, and means the mass of high-speed fluid required to 04
completely react unit mass of low-speed fluid. Figure 8 €G ' N
shows the distribution of product for two experiments, one , .
with d, = 10 and the other for d' = 4 , such conditions being
realized by simply interchanging the fluids of fixed composi- 0.2
tion from one side to the other. (This has come to be called a
flip experiment.) When tb = 10 more product is generated
because the "'ean"~ reactant is carried on the high-speed side 0
in this case. The characteristic of the distributions that is -075 -050 -025 0 025 050 0o5
emphasized here, however, is their symmetry. Although one y/8
reactant is almost ten times richer than the other, the prod- FIG. S. Msean product profiles for f~ast chemical reaction in hiquid = 10

uct distribution carries little evidence of that fact. It is the and .., from top to bottom: Re - 23 000)
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S Pa

4
s 1/4 FIG. 1. Instantaneous

1/2 product profiles in a react-
T(K) 60 ing. liquid mixing layer,

and as a function of lateral
40 coordinate. Re = 23 000,y from Koochesfahani (un-

published).
20

I

-0.12 -0.0 -0-04 0 0.04 0.08 0.12

FIG. 9. Mean temperature (product) profiles for fast chemical reaction in
gases.' 2 Left curves 6 = 1,1, 1, 1 from top to bottom. Right curves 0 = 8, 4. kindly furnished to the authors by M. Koochesfahani. The
2, 1 from top to bottom; Re = 65 000. shapes of these profiles are to be contrasted with the mean

values plotted in Fig. 8. What is to be noted particularly, are
the remarkably steep sides and large interior fluctuations in

ence in the mean and the mean mixed profiles that has been these shapes. The significance of these features will be dis-
emphasized in the preceding discussion. Observe that the cussed in Sec. IV after additional profiles, such as those in
maximum temperature is of similar magnitude at the eight Fig. 3, have been presented for jets.
stations indicating that the mixed composition likewise, is When the product concentrations and temperature pro-
nearly the same. The approximately Gaussian shape in Fig. 9 files in Figs. 8 and 9 are integrated and normalized to obtain
arises from the relative times that the various probes spend in total reaction product amounts that can be compared, it is
mixed and unmixed fluid. Similar concentration-time traces found that about twice as much product is generated in the
from both passive and chemical reaction experiments in the gas flow as in the liquid-the results are given in Sec. IV,
water shear layer experiment (Ref. 38) exhibit the same where the significance of the difference is discussed.
characteristics and lead to the same conclusions concerning It is instructive to examine next the effect on the mean
the mean concentration distribution in Fig. 8. temperature profiles of another parameter, the Damkohler

When the Konrad pdf, Fig. 7 (b), is used to compute the number (Da), defined here as the ratio of the flow time to
mean temperature for the hydrogen-fluorine experiment, the measuring station to the chemical reaction time. Figure
the results are in good agreement with those shown in Fig. 9 12, from Ref. 43, shows the result for 4 = I in gases where it
for d = 8, 1, 1 (Mungal, unpublished). (A different conclu- is noted that as the reaction rate coefficient is reduced from
sion drawn in Ref. 42 arose from the use of a nominal layer that yielding mixing limited conditions to slow values, not
width for normalizing y, the lateral coordinate. This now only does the amount of product drop, but the profiles be-
seems improper in view of the large variation in layer widths come symmetric (becomes liquidlike as we say). Recall that
that have since been observed.) It is this computation that the liquid reaction product profiles are symmetric, but that
establishes the accuracy of this pdf. the gas is not. The similarity of the effects of such unrelated

Next of interest are several (unpublished) instanta-
neous product profiles (Fig. 11) for the liquid experiment

1.3a

gas

A A

. o.6

.2

, -. 12 -. 18 -. 04 .W .34 .30 .12

Tmn- Y/(X-XU)

FIG. 10. Temperature-time traces measured simultaneously at eight trans- FIG. 12. Mean temperature (product) profiles for variable reaction rate in
verse locations for fast chemical reaction in gasesY High speed on top. gaae.4 1  for all cases. Reaction rate decreases from top to bottom;
Time axis = 51.2 msec. oo= I, Re = 65 000. Re = 65 000.
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parameters (Sc, Da) provides, we believe, an important clue 200 .ed l

to the nature of stirring and mixing in the turbulent shear , 4'-616 , 4.3 1

layer. An explanation for the similarity is offered in Sec. IV. 6 2.4

120.B. Jets me ftsv4000

We take up next results from turbulent jets, both axi- d" so .2

symmetric and two dimensional, where, in contrast to the * 13.5

shear layer, a finite flux of one fluid, the jet flux, mixes with 40 A 12.
an (effectively) infinite extent of reservoir fluid. This differ- . 3.7

ence provides data with a different set of clues concerning 0 o20
the nature of stirring and mixing in turbulent shear flows.

The first of these clues is in the results of an experiment
carried out in the 1940s by Hottel4" and co-workers at MIT. FIG. 14. Mean turbulent flame length at high Reynolds number versus

There, Weddell studied jets consisting of an alkali solution equivalence ratio."

marked with phenophthalein discharging into an acid reser-
voir. The jet, which is initially red, becomes colorless when it
entrains and mixes with sufficient acid. Dahm et al.24 have sion, suggesting that the mixed concentration on the jet cen-
repeated this experiment using fluorescence of the jet fluid as terline, where the concentration is highest, is independent of
the pH indicator. In the experiments, the reservoir-jet nor- both Schmidt number and Reynolds number, has been con-
mality ratio, or 6, is the mass of reservoir fluid required to firmed by the recent highly resolved concentration measure-
cause the color or fluorescence to vanish from a unit mass of ments of Dowling and Dimotakis" in a gas jet discharging
jet fluid when the two are mixed homogeneously. These in- into a reservoir of equal density. Figure 15 shows the result-
vestigators studied the "'flame length" dependence on Reyn- ing pdfs together with those of other investigators. We spec-
olds number and on 6. where flame length means the dis- ulate that the solid symbols represent data influenced by
tance for the color or fluorescence to disappear. At the flame buoyancy and are thus ignored here. To repeat, the data of
end. everv element ofjet fluid is mixed with at least 6 parts of Fig. 15 is evidence that neither Reynolds nor Schmidt
reservoir fluid. numbers influence the composition of fluid on the jet center-

Their results, from Ref. 45, are collected in Figs. 13 and line. This remarkable result, in apparent contradiction with
14 and constitute two remarkable findings. First. beyond those for the shear layer, is discussed further in Sec. IV.
Re - 3000 the mean flame length becomes independent of The preceding discussions have dealt with the mean
the Reynolds number, and second, this length varies linearly flame length and its implications for the mean molecular
with 6. mixing rate. An important discovery of Dahm and Dimota-

It is established by dimensional reasoning and experi- kis was the large-scale fluctuation in this quantity. It is, of
ment that the mass flux of a jet rises linearly with the axial course, the intrinsic nature of turbulent flows to exhibit fluc-
distance, ' and. consistently, the mean concentration falls tuations, but what was discovered in these experiments was
like I Ix. The Weddell-Dahm experiment provides informa- an almost periodic, nearly constant, large fluctuation. The
tion about the rate of molecular mixing. In particular, it data, showing that the length fluctuations scale with the lo-
shows that every element of jet fluid is mixed with at least 0 cal jet diameter 6 and the frequency with u/6 (where u is the
parts of reservoir fluid at the location x = 106 (Fig. 14); i.e.,
that the highest concentrations of jet fluid also fall like l/x.
Evidence that this same conclusion holds for gaseous flames 2.5
(when jet diameter d is properly redefined) is discussed in o
Dahm" ' and in the jet model of Broadwell."a This conclu-

2.0 Gla
/ -

2.0- 6 20 1.5
ii.

• 15.5

L- a 13.5a
r t ' , }-' - m• 1 2 . 6

L-4.9 i 1.0
S 3.7

1.0. ZU_
&. 0

4.3

S 2.4 gAl0'"~L 13 4. 1-- 0.

000 2000 3000 400 0 20000 0 0.00
me

FIG, 13. Mean turbulent flame length normalized by its asymptotic value FIG. 15. Probability density function (pdf) ofmixture fraction along the jet
versus Reynolds number and equivalence ratio." centerline." - , Re - 5000: ---. Re = 16 000;-.-. Re = 40 000
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local mean centerline velocity), appears in Refs. 21 and 47. study of Antonia et al.5" of a heated two-dimensional jet.
Mungal and O'Neil' ° and Mungal et al. followed up Figure 18 contains temperature and velocity time traces at

the above work by performing similar experiments to those x/d = 40 and at the velocity half-width lateral station. The
of Dahm but using burning (gaseous) systems. Volume ren- numbers in parentheses denote locations along the span of
dering shows the orderly progression of burning large-scale the jet. The simultaneity of the temperature fronts, marked
structures up through the jet body which burn out quasiper- by the arrows, indicates the nearly two-dimensional nature
iodically at the flame tip.5 To first order the appearance of of the structures. The temperature ramps. the sharp rise fol-
the liquid and gaseous flame are found to be remarkably lowed by a gradual decline, have also been observed in axi-
similar. symmetric jets by many others including Gibson et al.,"

The shear layer section began with a discussion of the Dowling,R van Cruyningen, -5 Antoniaeral..2' and in water
lateral concentration profiles: this section takes up the na- by Dahm.4 In shear layers they have been noticed and ana-
ture of such profiles in jets. Corresponding to Fig. 6 is Fig. 16 lyzed by Fiedler,"° Konrad,"5 Mungal and Dimotakis4 -

for jets from the study of Papantoniou and List" (similar and Mungal and Frieler.4 ' In boundary layers, ramps have
findings were reported earlier by Dahm4 7 ). Here, although been reported by Chen and Blackwelder."' Intriguingly.
the difference is not as striking as in Fig. 6, the mean mixed such temperature and humidity ramps have been reported in
concentration departs significantly from the mean value the atmospheric boundary layer. where, of course, the Reyn-
near the edges of the jet. (References 52 and 27 show that for olds number is very high: Van Atta estimates values of Re,
buoyant jets and jets in coflow the departure is larger. ) of the order of 5 x 10'. See Refs. 61 and 62. for instance. for a

Several instantaneous profiles from Refs. 22, 47, and 52 discussion of these observations.
appear in Figs. 3 and 17. Similar shapes have been observed
by Dibble et al .5 1 Perhaps the first of such observations is
that of Uberoi and Singh5 ' from their study of the tempera- IV. MODELS
ture distribution in a slightly heated two-dimensional jet. This section provides a fairly extensive discussion of two
Note the similarity between these instantaneous profiles and models and brief remarks about several other modeling ap-
those in Fig. 11 for the shear layer. The significant common proaches.
features of the instantaneous profiles are the large fluctu-
ations about nearly constant values and the sharp drop at the
edges. Such features in various cumulus cloud profiles, such A. A two-stage Lagrangian model
as droplet density, are reported in Ref. 55. See Figs. 1 (a) and The early experiments on shear layers and jets at high
8(b) of this work and the accompanying discussion. Reynolds numbers that revealed large-scale structures. to-

A difference between the shear layer and the axisym- gether with results from the Weddell flame simulation in
metric jet profiles is the occasional presence of two mixed water, suggested a simple model of mixing and chemical
fluid concentration levels in the latter case. A possible expla- reactions in these flows. The model, as subsequently modi-
nation for this difference, mentioned in Sec. II, was proposed fled and extended,' is described next. As will be seen, it
in Ref. 21. where it was pointed out that two structures of provides a framework for interpreting the above discussed
different compositions are often nested. observations.

It is relevant at this point to discuss a result from the It is easier for present purposes to restrict attention to
cases for which the Schmidt number is Sc) I and to start
with the shear layer. The model is based upon a Lagrangian

125 0 condiuonal picture of the flow in which the large-scale unsteadiness is an
ca.n.s c tioaliese essential feature and in which discrete quantities of free-

stream fluids enter the layer at large scale (Roshko's gulp-
ing2 ). These streams flow into the braids, Fig. 2, begin to
intertwine, and enter the spanwise structures. During this
time, the interface is stretched at an ever increasing rate until

075 the motions reach the Kolmogorov viscous scale
, A,- b/Re 1 4, where 6 is the local width and Re = 6&u/v the

C.. "local Reynolds number. The time for this inviscid "cascade"rto)n , is"coo% scales with 6/Au and initially the interface is subjected to the.50. ". 0* large-scale strain Au/b. At this initial condition, the viscous

laver thickness is the Taylor scale. A, -6/Re '"2 and the em-
bedded scalar thickness is 6/(Re)' : = 6/Pe' 2. where Pe

0.5 is the Peclet number. Batchelor shows that the local strain-
ing reduces A, to 6/(Rel " Sc' U in a tme
(6/Au)( 1/Re' 2) In Sc. Then. since the time for scalar dif-

o5 0 53 0 0:o fusion across this reduced (Batchelor) scale is only
" (61Au)/Re 2, when Re' 2), In Sc, this bcalar diffusion time

FIG Io Radial profile of mean and mean mixed concentration in a turbu- is negligible compared to 6/Au, the cascade time. This argu-
lent jet.': ment leads to the simplifying assumption that the inter-
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(()

- FIG 17. Instantaneous concentra.
tion profiles in a turbulent jet. (a)

1.0 Dahm and Dimotakis.' Re = 5000.

C I0L x/d = 300. (b) Papantoniou and
W List.' Re = 560. x/d 150 Note

.0 the similanty to Fig. 3.

.0~ Lud mi0hn h-00 -01 0 0.1 02.

twined fluids mix instantaneously when the scale A, is random times and locations; the model is intended to de-
reached. scribe the averaged consequences of such events. Taking S to

Next we make use ofthe intuitive notion that the interfa- be the average surface area per unit volume at the large scale.
cial area per unit volume grows slowly at first. then with equal to B /6, with B a constant. we find that the contribution
increasing rapidity as A is approached. (Some support for resulting from the Taylor layers to the mixed volume per
this idea is found in chaotic advection studies where even for unit volume of the layer is
two-dimensional motions such interfaces grow exponential- 6 B B
ly.) Combination of this picture with the above discussion of A, "S = - =
the diffusion time suggests the following simplifying approx- (Re Sc)O  6 (Re Sc) 1
imation. The diffusion layer thickness isA, for the time 6/Au At any axial station then the molecularly mixed fluid
after which the entangled fluids mix instantaneously. As volume fraction V,, can be written
fluids continue to enter the layer farther downstream, the V, = A + B /(Re Sc)'
process repeats.

The same description is taken to apply to the jet (Fig. in which A is the average mixed volume fraction generated
5), where now the Taylor layers form between the entering when the entrained fluid reaches A .The constants A and B
reservoir fluid and the jet plus reservoir fluid mixture, the are determined from experiments as described later.
composition of which changes with downstream distance. In the application of these ideas, the mixture formed

In both flows, the above-mentioned events take place at instantaneously at A, is taken, as a further simplification, to
be at a single composition and is hence called the homoge-
neous mixture. In both the shear layer and the jet, the contin-
ual stirring by the large-scale motions makes a more com-

,0, - 0 / plex treatment of doubtful value. This stirring also implies
. .--.. . ,- • •".- that it would be difficult to justify any other than a one-

#,to 24, ' / . / dimensional assumption for the mixed fluid composition.
Figure 6, of course, helps justify this approximation. The
averaged flows as described above can be represented sche-

, , 0) ""matically as in Fig. 19.
In the models, the mean fluid motions are taken from

.,fls. tow standard similarity laws with their empirically determined
S , . - .. -.. , constants.

In Ref. 64, this analysis is applied to a low-speed shear
layer between two nitrogen streams, one carrying hydrogen

-Ily-' ." V' " . -- and the other fluorine, both in dilute concentrations. Flux
e/ 24, 7 / / equations are derived for the reactants in the two mixed

-,,. J:. " " , ,.. streams. They show that when x/ is replaced by time in the
/ , , / / homogeneous mixture equations, these equations describeP t-0 131

"..". .. ... . , , . exactly the fluorine and hydrogen equations in a perfectly
" stirred reactor to which the Taylor streams are steadily add-

I," / " ed. It is helpful. therefore, to represent the flows as in Fig. 19.
. "" " " ,", " ." In this studv, the Taylor layers are represented as stagnation

point flows formed between the two free streams and treated
by a boundary-layer integral analysis. At this level of ap-

FIG. 18 Time tracesoftemperatureand velocity fluctuationsobtained with proximation. the result is again a set of equations for a per-
a spanwise rake of cold wires in a turbulent plane jet." fectly stirred reactor. These approximations combined with
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FIG. 20. Normalized product versus equivalence ratio showing model pre-
,,. dictions for gases and liquids.', Triangles correspond to data of Fig. 9. cir-

cles to data of Fig. 8.

tio.) The dashed line for gases comes from adding at each 6

the Taylor layer product to that of the homogeneous mix-~ture.

(b) t As is described in Ref. 43. the overall reaction rate of the
H,-F, reaction could be varied by adjustment of the trace

jet nitric oxide concentration required to initiate the reaction.
In this way a Damkohler number, Da = k(c. ). x/i, that

FIG. 19. Sketch of mixed fluid flux and the model schcmatic for (a) shear arises in the analysis could be varied from zero to the mixing
layer and (b) jet. limited conditions. Here k is the global reaction rate coeffi-

cient, (c,) , is the hydrogen free-stream concentration. x is
the distance to the measuring station from the location of the

the simplification of the hydrogen-fluorine chemical kinet- mixing transition, and Tj is the mean speed. Figure 21 shows

ics allowed an analytical treatment of the problem. The anal- the results with the contributions from the Taylor layers
ysis was applied to four sets of experiments, Refs. 38 (liq- I here marked (6,')f] and the homogeneous zone [here

uid), 42 (gas), 43 (Da effect), and 4 (Re effect), as marked (i5p), ] indicated separately.
described next. It is useful next to discuss the effects of the Reynolds

In the chemical reaction experiments the amount of number since when Re is changed by changing the velocities,
product was characterized by the "product thickness" de- as was done in the experiments, 4 there is an accompanying

fined by change in the Damkohler number. Figure 22 compares the

theoretical results for gases with several reaction rates to the

6, C' (Y) dy experimental values of Ref. 4 mentioned above (denoted by
J C. circles). The solid symbols mark the same conditions as in

Fig. 20 and the curve k/1k * --- 1 is to be compared to the
where cr is the molar product concentration and c. is the

fluorine concentration in the low-speed stream. The equiv-
alence ratio d is the ratio of the free-stream fluorine concen- .30

tration to that of the hydrogen. Figure 20 shows the depend-
ence of 6,, normalized by the layer thickness, on 46 for both .s9 0
the H,-F, reaction and a reaction in water where e is equiv-

alently defined. In both experiments conditions are such that .20 0 a

the reactions are fast enough to cause them to be mixing is

limited. The two solid symbols are experimental points from 7

which the constants A and B were determined. Observe first .o t-/a

as noted above that approximately twice as much product
comes from the gas reaction as from that in water. .0 /

The form of the plot illustrates the nature of the model.

In water. the Sc = 600 results, where the contribution to 6,, a to 24 22 40 40 e 04 72 o

from the Taylor layers is negligible, the amount of product DA

rises with increasing high-speed concentration at fixed con-centration in the low-speed stream. t.e.. with 1/la to the value FIG. 21 Normalized product versus Damkohler number, compared to es-
perimental results.' Lower lines show contributions to total from homoge-

i/E at which condition all the low-speed reactant has been neous mixture (hi and Taylor layers ( f ). Circles. Re = 65 000: tiangles.
converted to product. (Recall that E is the entrainment ra- Re = 130000.
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3-, tion of the diffusion zone (the Taylor layer). Of course, if
only mixing and not chemical reactions are under discus-

.11100 sion, the term flame sheet would be entirely inappropriate.

20o 410,9061Next it is interesting to note that in Ref. 67 Saffman wrote,
1a d "As is well known, viscous effects in motions at large Reyn-

,s _fa""._ h*olds numbers are confined in laminar flows to boundary lay-
---- -Aers and vortex sheets whose thickness is proportional to the 4

io power of the viscosity. It is a mystery why turbulence has

00425 V3/4 rather than v' /' dependence for the length scale of the
viscous effects." The picture of the flow on which the present

0 model is based implies that viscous effects. Would be felt at
44 46 46 0 5o.2 ( the v' /2 scale as well as the smaller scales generated by the

interface stretching.
FIG. 22. Normalized product thickness versus Reynolds number. ' Circles Several matters left unexplained in Sec. III are taken up
are expenmental re:ults in gas. Triangles are results in water. Dashed lines next, the first being the similarity of the effects on product
for infinite reaction rates. Soid lines for finite reaction rate. profiles in the shear layer of changes in the Schmidt number

and Damk6hler numbers. The ideas underlying the model
provide a straightforward explanation. When the diffusion

experimental H. -F. values. The agreement is only qualita- coefficient is low (Sc>> I ) there is negligible reaction in the
expeimetalH. F. vlue. Te areeent s oly ualta- Taylor layers, hence a delay after the reactants enter the

tive. For the liquid reaction, however, the agreement is good.
The curves for the infinite reaction rate illustrate the shear layer before product is generated, and hence a symmet-

effect of Revnolds numbers alone, showing the gas value ric profile. A reaction rate reduction has the same conse-

asvmptoting to that of the liquid as Re- oc. It is instructive quences. There is even c:ude quantitative support for this
at this point to sketch the model behavior as it approaches argument. Recall that in the gas experiment approximatelyat tis oin to keth te mdel ehaioras i aproahes one-half the reaction products lie in the Taylor layers and
this limit. It is clear that at any fixed, finite Reynolds num- " "

ber. the product thickness can be reduced arbitrarily by in- note that the temperature profiles become symmetric when
the average temperature is reduced by about one-half.

creasing the Schmidt number. Thus we speculate that the thetaer pert s rcd by abu nehalf.behavior is as sketched in Fig. 23. The finite value for f,/6 Another point has to do with the independence of the jet
centerline pdf from the Schmidt and Reynolds numbers in

for Re- oc would seem. intuitively, to imply that the inter-
face becomes a volume filling surface at this condition. A contrast to the shear layer mixing dependence on these pa-

finite flame length for a jet, for fixed 6 as Re - c, implied by rameters. Other observations from the Dowling and Dimo-

Fig. 23 leads to a similar conclusion. (In the sketch, the takis" jet study provide a plausible explanation. They find

curves below the asymptotic value are outside the range of no pure (unmixed) reservoir fluid on or within a few degreesof the centerline but toward the jet edge. of course, a rising
the model as presently formulated: they do not meet the con-

amount. Furthermore, although the data are sparse, the pdfdition Re (In Sc)-2 .] We note at this point that Dimota- in this region does depend on both the Schmidt and Reyn-

kis" has formulated a model for this flow which, agreeing ids numbers and in a way consistent with the thinning of the
similarly with the H,.-F, and water reaction data discussed olsnmesadiawycnitntihtetinngftesiilarly, it the Himi -F/ and wateorReaon at didscuedt Taylor layers there as these parameters increase. All these
above, yields the limit 6,16 = 0 for Re - c at fixed Schmidt results are consistent with the idea that the jet "core" consti-

tutes the "homogeneous" mixture of the model while the
In Refs. 63 and 64 the Taylor layers were also referred to

as flame sheets, a nomenclature that has proved confusing. layers.
In the combustion literature, the latter term refers to the layesNote also that the picture of successive cascades to a
zone within which chemical reactions take place and for fast Kolmogorov scale in the jet, in a distance that scales with the
reactions would be a thin sheet occupying only a small frac- jet diameter at which the cascade begins, explains both the

dependence of the pdf on x/d and the large-scale fluctu-
ations in flame length.

sC - I The simplicity of the model is sufficient to permit treat-
to ment of complete chemical kinetic system even for such

reactants as methane-air where as many as 250 reactions
may be involved. Since the study of the pollutant formation

6 in many fuel-air systems may require the use of such com-
plete chemical systems, the jet model. Ref. 48, is particularly

W 2003 0.00 suited for this application. Reference 68 describes an initial
step in a continuing program of such studies. On the other
hand, the ideas on which the model is based allow a simple

Re treatment of flame blowout of jets"9 and jets in coflow, ' in
which the chemistry is highly simplified.

FIG. 23 Model prediction otlim::ng normalized product as a function of Another application of the shear layer model in which

Sc and Re for the shear layer
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the complete chemical kinetics set needs to be considered is I
the hydrogen-air reaction in supersonic flow (Miller et
al." ). A noteworthy feature ofthis study is the critical effect
of the reaction in the Taylor layers on the time or distance 0.5

required for completion of the reaction.
Other models having some elements in common with

the above-described approach include that of Dimotakise 0.0 y/6 FIG. 24. Probabilits density
mentioned above, but one in particular. that of Effelsberg function of mixture fraction ver-
and Peters.72 has considerable similarity. They. in examin- o.o 1. " sus transverse distance as pre-
ing the data of LaRue and Libby - for the wake of a heated ,mi. tfratton (a) dicted b. the linear eddy mod-he- fel." (a) Gas (Sc = 0.7).
cylinder, find that the temperature pdf measured at each Re= 10000. (b) Liquid
transverse location can be divided into three parts ( I ) un- (Sc 600) Re = 10 000

mixed fluid. (2) internal "superlayer." and (3) fully mixed
fluid. Making a best fit to data with these three components,
they also find a mixed fluid contribution with a peak that 0.5

does not vary with the transverse coordinate. A difference
from the above-described model is that the scale of the super- o.0 y/6

layer is identified with the Kolmogorov scale instead of the
Taylor scale.

0 ixture fraction
0  (b)

B. The linear eddy model

Another original and intriguing way of incorporating ical reaction shows consideraoie promise of yielding new in-
the large-scale motions into a model of scalar mixing in tur- sight into these processes.
bulent flows is described in a series of papers by Kerstein.
The procedure, called the linear eddy model, has been ap- V. SPECULATIONS ABOUT SHEAR FLOW MIXING AND
plied to scalar mixing in homogeneous turbulence. " the CHAOTIC ADVECTION
planar shear layer. 5 homogeneous round jets, " and inho- This section contains some tentative thoughts about the
mogeneous round jets.' While the basic concepts underly- connections between the concepts of chaotic advection and
ing the model are the same in these cases, one of the strengths turbulent shear flow mixing. For extensive discussions of the
of the model, the brief discussion here will be confined to the subject see for instance, the papers (and their references) of
shear layer. To quote from Ref. 75: "The linear eddy model- Aref." ' Ottino.'" Leonard et al.. " and the editors' discus-
ing approach involves the representation of a spatially deve- sion of Ref. 81. Here we wish only to draw attention to the
loping flow by a simulation of the time development along a similarity of the scalar fields observed by Dahm and Buch "

transverse line moving with the mean flow. Scalar quantities in a coflowing jet to those generated by Leong and Ottino 3

evolve by Fickian (molecular) diffusion and by randomly in a closed chaotic flow apparatus, and to comment on the
occurring spatial rearrangements, representing turbulent study of Aref and Jones.'
convection.- Thus. in the language of the Symposium. stir- This latter study, concerning the separation of particles
ring is simulated by the spatial rearrangements and mixing by chaotic advection, seems relevant to the subject of the
by the exact computation of molecular diffusion subsequent mixing transition in the shear layer and perhaps to shear
to the rearrangement. The model thus deals explicitly with flows in general. Aref and Jones investigate by computation
the effects of Reynolds and Schmidt numbers and can also
treat various Damkohler numbers.

Results from varying only the first two parameters are 0.s 3.0
reproduced here from Ref. 75. Figure 24 shows the spatially
resolved pdf of the concentration field in the shear layer for .1 N
gases and liquids at two Reynolds numbers. Comparison of V 2.0
Figs. 24 and 7 indicate that the model correctly reproduces . . -. o
both the invariance of the peak concentrations with y/ 6 in .2 o.4 -
both gases and liquids as well as the (Reynolds number de-
pendent) wings in gases and their absence in liquids. Signifi- . -..
cantly. when the spatial rearrangement', are onl% small scale. o,
the peak of the pdf is found to vary with y/6. ,.... . . ...

Figure 25 sho%%, the agreement hetmeen the model re- _,__

suits and the experimentaly obser'.ed dependence of !he 3.0 ,0

produc; ;hicknes, on the Schmic and Re:,noid, numbers, o Re
There t- ak,, an c ,.t::,.i e dtscussttnr .'" :hi- D :rkhler nunra-ru. hi.~s ru ~:j ,I IikThe e n ark hlr n r " '(J " Proau, i zhi, k iw- % er,u, Reh' i,,--, .odlj ut.J 0 IrWn:!I,:

ber (rilence and ' !tN c r-t :erni4Lutoz, !n unt1J' .. !n urrm " j o . , ;. ' f. .
this ne\% approach to the ana .kxs, oftd.tr mixini: and chem- . Ij luuild -% whini l re oh . :, , 1,r . n,' l,. t

-- ~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ... ....-- V',e'= ^.? M;, r '
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a scheme for separating particles, but the results can be used () (W

to infer some of the characteristics of mixing in such flows. t).
They examine the configuration shown in Fig. 26 in which .0
the dark spot marks the initial location of a set of diffusing .1
particles. The cylinders are rotated so as to cause Stokes flow .0

in the background fluid in which the particles diffuse. After A

prescribed rotation schedules, one steady, the other un-
steady, the motion is reversed and the background fluid re- J
turned to its initial state. The focus of the paper is upon the .0 _

large difference in the degree of return of the diffusing parti- 64 0 h UN A 9 0 2 4 0 0 Ws H 16326
t t

cles to their initial state in the two cases, the steady flow
causing integrable advection and the unsteady, chaotic ad- FIG. 27. Graphs of return percentage PM versus stirring timer fordecreas-

vection. ing diffusivtty (bottom to top): (a) Chaotic advection. (b) integrable ad-

We identify a fall in the percent return with enhanced vection: from Aref and Jones.'

mixing and look at only two cases, Figs. 27(a) and 27(b)
[Figs. 2(b) and 2(d) of theoriginal paper]. Forthesmallest
diffusivity, there is little mixing in the integrable case, but for the mixing transition takes place when the chaotic motion
chaotic advection, a steep rise follows the initially flat region. leads to a state where the Taylor layers begin to overlap.
At the highest diffusivity, the mixing begins immediately These possible connections are recognized to be ten-
and there is almost no difference in the two cases. uous, for instance the Aref-Jones flow is two dimensional

The relationships that we see in the above work to the and slow, whereas at transition the flow is already three di-
mixing transition in the two-dimensional shear layer may be mensional. Furthermore, in the shear layer flow the fluid
summarized as follows, motions themselves are free to evolve in time.

First. in the shear layer, the sudden rise in the degree of
mixing at the transition n'." takes place in a small number of VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
pairings, perhaps one or two. This is observed in both experi- Since the major conclusions were anticipated in the In-
ments"' and in direct numerical simulations. - In the Aref- troduction. they need not be repeated here. The following
Jones work, the fall in the degree of return occurs after only a are several closing comments. Independently of the validity
few cycles, and. for small diffusivity, is also abrupt. or usefulness of the modeling approaches discussed here, the

In the shear layer, the increase in mixedness at the tran- experimental data presented in the opening sections suggest
sition is large for small diffusivity. as in water, but much the need for additional experimental and numerical investi-
smaller when diffusivity is large. as in air. A similar effect is gations in which all relevant scales can be resolved for a
seen in comparing Figs. 27(a) and 27(b). Here, for small range of Reynolds and Schmidt numbers. Effects of changes
diffusivity the difference in the return between integrable in Schmidt number are especially revealing, and, as the pre-
and nonintegrable motion is large, but negligible when diffu- ceding sections indicate, the data are limited. The conse-
sivity is sufficiently large. In other words, in air the diffusion quences of changes in these parameters observed in the ex-
coefficient is large enough to cause considerable mixedness periments also imply that their variation in chaotic
even before the chaotic motion arises, but for water, this advection studies could be important, as the Aref-Jones
motion is needed to produce the asymptotic degree of mix- study illustrates.
ing. Perhaps one of the more interesting questions raised in

Another relationship between the t vo flows is suggested the paper is the nature of the singularity Re-- w at fixed
by the Aref-Jones correlation of their numerical data. They Schmidt number. The proposed behavior discussed in the
find that the number of cycles to reach the steep fall-off can text is based largely on intuitive arguments; a rigorous treat-
be scaled by equating the striation thickness generated by the ment would be most instructive.
chaotic motion to the diffusion thickness. We speculate that Note added in proof. The stirring-mixing distinction

was suggested by C. Eckart in Journal of Marine Research,
VII, 3, 265 (1948). The da Vinci quotation in the Introduc-
tion appears in An Introduction to Hydrodynamics and Wa-
ter Waves, by B. Le Mehaute (Springer-Verlag, New York,

FIG. 26. Definition sketch 1976).

/ \ .for numerical stirring ex-
periments of Aref and
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A MODEL FOR DETAILED CHEMICAL KINETICS
IN TURBULENT NONPREMIXED JET FLAMES

Andrew E. Lutz* and Robert J. Kee**
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Abstract investigators have developed increasingly complex tur-
bulence models, but have left the chemistry to be sile-

This paper describes a model that predicts de- ulated by various simplifications such as partial equl-
tailed chemical kinetic behavior in turbulent non- librium assumptions or reduced reaction niechauisls
premixed jet flames. The model uses two perfectly (see, for example, Whitelaw and Jones,1 Chen, et al.,2
stirred reactors to represent regions of uniformly mixed or Pope3 ). These approaches have found some success
fluid and strained-flames in the jet. Entrainment into in predicting global behavior of flames, but are deficicnt
these reactors and exchange of fluid between them is in their ability to predict. the complex chemical kinetic
governed by relatively simrnIe jet mixing rules that come behavior that is required to understand pollutant for-
iroi dinmensional analysis and experimental observa- mation.
tions. With the mixing described by these rules, the The approach used here follows the ideas intro-
model can include extensive chemical kinetics at very duced by Broadwell, Breidenthal, and Mungal, 4 - 7 and
low computational cost. First, we use the model to pre- others8' 9 which view a turbulent nonpremixed jet as
dict. the kinetically controlled super-equilibrium con- an ensemble of well-mixed zones that are separated by
cenlrations of 011 in a hydrogen flame and compare diffusion layers. Based on these ideas, we develop a
the results with measurements. Then, we compare simple fluid mechanics model for an axisymmetric tur-
predictiois of NOx production in turbulent hydrogen bulent jet. The simplicity of this model allows us to iii-
and propane flames with measurements. Although the lude a comprehensive chemical kinetics model, using
model p)redicts NOx emissions higher than observed, a relatively large set of elementary chemical reactionis.
the trends with respect to velocity, diameter, and fuel
,,i, correct. Furthermore, the model helps identify the The Model
separate efrects of radiation, buoyancy, and residence We consider a turbulent jet. with density p.1, dis-
t.ilne. charging into quiescent surrounding air with density

Introduction ps. The surrounding fluid is entrained into the jet by
large-scale vortical motions. A conceptual sketch of t he

Mdaiiy practical combustors rely on injection of model is shown in Fig. 1. At any position in the jet we
fli ill turbulent, chemically reacting jets. Unfortu- imagine eddies of homogeneously mixed fluid that are
nat,'ly, because of the overwhelming difficulties of a separated from the entrained but as yet unmixed fluid
lirsi-principles approach to simulating a comprehensive by diffusion layers. Subsequently, these diffusion layers
chemical-kinetic system in a turbulent flow environ- stretch, roll up, and eventually nierge to form a niew
ment, it. has been impractical to predict chemically con- homogeneous mixture with a lower nozzle-fluid coccin-
trolled phenomena in turbulent flows. Conventionally, tration. (A similar view of the structure of a turbulent
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wake was proposed by Effelsberg and Peters.9 ) Early to the jet scales linearly with the distance from the
in the jet the combustion occurs primarily in the dif- nozzle, 13

fusion layers. In time, the homogeneous eddies become
sufficiently hot and contain a combustible mixture, so m(z) = Clzmo, z = z/d*, d* = do /P (I)
they ignite.

The chemical kinetic model considers the diffusive where mo is the mass flow rate at the nozzle. do iS
layers and the homogeneous regions as two separate the nozzle diameter, z is the distance downstream of
zones. The homogeneous regions are represented by the nozzle, and z is the dimensionless location that ac-
one perfectly stirred reacter, the homogeneous reactor. counts for the density differences between the flids viM

The diffusion layers could be modeled in several ways the adjusted diameter d*. The experiments of Rico'i
with various degrees of complexity: (1) an opposed- and Spalding established C1 = 0.32.13
flow, strained, nonpremixed flame,6 ,10 (2) an inhomo- The average velocity, i decreases with distance
geneous well-stirred reactor, 11 (3) a perfectly stirred from the nozzle as quiesent fluid from the surroundings
reactor, or (4) simply neglected. We expect that op- is entrained into the jet. As long as the velocity is large
tion (1) provides the best physical representation over enough, the total momentum of the jet is conserved.
the widest range of conditions, but it will be computa- mu = mouo. The entrainment follows Eq. (1) until
tionally expensive. Perhaps suprisingly, even approach the fluid has slowed to the point where buoyant forces
(4) is valid under some circumstances. 1 2 Here, we de- become important.
velop approach (3), and use a second stirred reactor, The linear entrainment correlation in Eq. (1)
the flame sheet reactor, to represent the portion of fluid comes from observations in the far field of the jet, and
within the diffusive layers that is reacting. must approach the condition m(0) = mo through some

Mixing and Entrainment Correlations transition region near the nozzle. However, rather than

Momentum Dominated Flow modify the correlation so that it obeys this condition,
we neglect the region near the nozzle, and establish ini-

In the far field of the turbulent jet, the total axial tial conditions at a location beyond z = 1/C 1 , where
mass flow rate m(z) = puA through a plane normal m > MOn.

( A :+
FFlame-she t o0de s the hogneous e s se df e0

areactor n reactors.
dm ( diffusion layer)) aM2 sheet

dI !|z (,kk ' T-ykf+AH kf
d- coref Y'h A

Homogeneous ----- 1W.I kA xm'kJ 5O

Homogeneously

mixed fluid

Figure 1. The schematic of a turbulent jet model shows the homogneous eddies surrounded by diffusion layers
that separate them from the surrounding fluid. The control volume in the upper half of the sketch describes the

niass fluxes into and between the reactors.
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At any axial location, only a fraction of the to- tion in the model. However, since we have not been able
tal mass flux is mixed to the molecular level. Flame- to produce a momentum formulation that reproduces
length investigations 14 and analogous liquid-into-liquid their original data, we incorporate their correlations di-
studies15 were used to establish that the mass flux of rectly from the experimental measurements. The dis-
molecularly mixed fluid mh is roughly one third of the advantage of this procdure is that the correlations in
total axial mass flux m(z) and grows linearly with dis- Eqs. (4) and (5) contain discontinuities at the point
tance, zB, where they switch from momentum-dominated to

m (z) = C2 zmo. (2) buoyancy-dominated flow. According to the data for

The superscript oo denotes that this is the mass flow propane flames, this switch occurs at the normalized

rate through the homogeneous region in the limit of location B = 1.59, where the normalized coordinate

infinite Reynolds number (when the diffusion layers are is defined by Becker and Yamazaki as = iI/ 3 z. We

negligible). The regions of homogeneously mixed fluid suggest that this switch may occur at some other value

are surrounded by a diffusion layer that separates them for other fuels, because the Richardson number does
from the moving, but unmixed, ambient fluid. The not include the influence of the local density differencef r o m t h e m o vi g , u t u m i x d , a b i e t fl i d . T h e in t h e fl am e . T h e fo r c e o f t h e in it ia l j e t is p2 , w h l
mass flux in these diffusion layers is growing at a rate ipoudo, while
specified by the buoyant force is (poe - i)gV, where / is an averagemd(z) = C3 zmo. (3) density over the volume V. If V - do, then the ratio

of the buoyant force to the jet momentum is
Arguments are presented 4 that C3 should scale as
1/V.'Re Sc). The model includes the option of a de- (Poe - iP)gdo
pendence C3 = C2V(Re)ref/Re; in the gaseous jets poU 2

we consider, Sc % 1. Note that in the limit of large
Reynolds number, the time for growth of the diffusion This ratio includes information about the density dif-
layer decreases, so (3 approaches zero. However, in ference that is not included in the Richardson number.
the calculations presented here we have neglected this Becker and Yamazaki suggest that the local density 0
Reynolds number dependence, because preliminary cal- is roughly one half the surrounding density poe, and
culations showed that its effect on the emission index is neglect the density difference. However, the density
relatively small. For all the calculations presented here, difference in the flame zone will vary for different fuels.
we let C = C3 = 0.05, which sets the flame length. Furthermore, the lower density of hydrogen leads to jet

Reynolds numbers small enough that there could be ef-
Buioyancy Dominated Flow fects of the laminar-to-turbulent transition. For these

The velocity of the jet fluid decreases with dis- reasons, we do not expect the Richardson number at
tance from the nozzle. Eventually, buoyant forces be- which the flow becomes buoyancy-dominated to be the
come important in the entrainment process. Becker same for hydrogen as it is for propane.
and Yamazaki 16 performed experiments in propane jet Since we do not have the kind of careful measur-
flames, which provide correlations for the mass flow rate ments of the buoyancy effects for hydrogen that Becker
and momentum in the buoyant regime. The total mass and Yamazaki produced for propane at high Reynolds
flow rate grows according to numbers, we simply chose different values of B to

match the behavior of the hydrogen data of Chen and
din f Cpuo, for z < ZB, Driscoll. 17

dz C 4 oRil/ 2 z 3 / 2 , for z > ZB, (4) Conservation Equations

where the Richardson number, Ri = gd*/u2 is the in- Mass balances for the two control volumes shown
verse of the Froude number and g is the acceleration of in Fig. 1 lead to

gravity. Momentum conservation now includes a buoy- dmh_ di 2  _d }
ancy term in the form I -.- + dz + (6)

_, f l (1, for z <zB, ()m _ id
m~u° =  1+C 5 Ri z3' forz>zB, (5) dmf(7)

d-z I dz - ,dz J+(7

This momentum relation enters the conservation equa- where the flow rates between the reactors (e.g.,
tions through the average velocity, ii. Becker and dm
Yaniazaki 1 6 report C4 = 0.08 and C5 = 0.048. { '}) are defined by the mixing rules given in the

The data of Becker and Yamazaki 16 could per- next section. Species and energy balances for the ho-
haps be used in the integration of a momentum equa- mogeneous reactor are as follows (the equations for the
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flame sheet reactor are the same, except for the sub- that comes from the approximating the chemical heat
scripts), release by (Aq/rc) , ,(t kWkhk). This form of

the equation shows that the chemistry depends on a
dYk,A , 1 J' din 2 I Damkohler number, Da = ro/rc, while the radiation

dz mA I dzf (Yk,f energy loss scales with the inverse of the jet velocity,

1 dm4  uo. Therefore, if the flow is momentum-dominated and
m h  "z (Yk,s - Yk,h) nearly adiabatic, the solutions scale with the nominal

I residence time ro.
+---_ (8) Flux Definitions

u p
The essence of the mixing model is embodied in

the specification of mass fluxes to and between the re-
dTh 1 ( dm2 l Kactors. The total mass flow rate, ml that can react inPh 'T I dz L Yk,f(hk,f - hk,h) either of the reactors is the homogeneously mixed fluidk=1 moo plus half the mass flux in the diffusion layer, 'nd,

1 fdin4  K so mi = m" + md/2.We presume that the diffusion
+- j{ dz YA,s(hk, s - hk,h) layer grows into the ambient and homogeneous fluid atI k=1 equal rates. Diffusion into the ambient fluid increases

, K the flux of fluid that can potentially react. However,S kWkhk while diffusion into the homogeneously mixed fluid can

P IA change the reaction chemistry, it does not introduce
rd*deffo( (9) new mass into the system.

1 -7o) (9) Physically, diffusion layers are established by con-mh Acentration gradients in the flow. If there is combustion,

In these ordinary differential equations the independent most of the reaction occurs in thin, hot zones located
variable is the axial distance from the nozzle, z. The at the stoichiometric point. To model these layers, we
dependent variables are the temperature T, the mass represent the reactive regions by the flame-sheet reac-
fractions Yk, and the total mass flow rates through the tor. In order to produce flame-sheet behavior from a
reactors, mjh and inf. The subscripts f, h, and s re- perfectly stirred reactor, we must control both the size
fer to the flame sheet and homogeneous reactors, and and stoichiometry of the reactor.
the surroundings, respectively. The subscript o refers With this picture in mind, we let the mass flow
to the fluid as it flows from the nozzle. Other vari- rate through the flame-sheet reactor be a fraction of
ables are hk the specific enthalpies, W k the molecular the mass flow rate into the diffusion layer, mf = rind,
weights, and cp the mean specific heat. The pressure is where r = 0.15 was chosen for all calculations presented
assumed to be constant, and the mass density p is eval- here. The remaining fluid from the fuel-rich and fuel-
uated using the ideal gas equation-of-state. The species lean sides of the stoichiometric zone passes into the ho-
production rates by chemical reaction are given by ( k. mogeneous reactor. The mass flow rate through the
The thermal radiation model considers emission from homogeneous reactor is then m h = m' + (1/2 - r)nzd.
tIhe surface of a cylinder, defined by the emissivity of The stoichiometry of the flame-sheet reactor is
a gray gas .-, the Stefan-Boltzmann constant o, and an controlled by the parameters a and 3 which are the
effective diameter deff = do + C2 z. fractions of the fluid from the surroundings and ho-

To help identify the controlling parameters, we mogeneous reactor, respectively, that pass through the

present a dimensionless form of the energy equation (9). diffusion layer into the homogeneous reactor. The val-
For momentum-dominated flow, we write (ignoring for ues of c and 63 are adjusted dynamically during the
the moment the first two mixing terms on the right integration (see the appendix for details).
hand side of Eq. (9)) The four flux terms that appear in the conserva-

tion equations aredTdin! 1) d,.,

dZ "rc { dz ..= ) 7zz (11)

1 - 10din 2  -dm

-oUo 1 rcp )dz J dz (2

where T = T/TO. We have defined two time scales: {I- =(1-)5 (13)
a nominal residence time based upon the nozzle con- dm4 , dmt (14)
ditions, rIo = do/uo, and a reaction time scale, rc . dz J dz
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where as a conserved scalar that measures the dilution of the
dmt dmOO 1 dmd mixture.
dz- dz+ 2 dz Using the conditions of Barlow et al. 20 we have

is the total mass flux into the two-reactor system. We computed the axial evolution of chemical species in the

assume, with some support from the experiments of two reactors. For two jet velocities (75 and 150 mi/s).

Johari, 18 that the molecular mixing rate scales with Fig. 2 shows the predicted OH mole fractions and the

the entrainment rate in buoyant flows as it does in the fuel mixture fractions as a function of distance from the,

monentum-dominated regime (see Eq. (2)). Therefore, nozzle. The solid curves are for the homogeneous rac-

we write the mass fluxes of both the homogeneous fluid tor and the dashed curves are for the flame-sheet reac-
and diffusion layers in terms of the total entrainment: tor. As shown in the upper panel, the mixture fraction

in the homogeneous reactor is inversely proportional to

dmh C2 dm the axial coordinate (f - do/z), while the model main-
= !- tains a stoichiometric mixture fraction in the flame re-dz C1 dz

actor until near the flame tip. The flame tip occurs at

dm _ = C3 dm about 50 diameters, where the mixture fraction in the
- (15) homogeneous reactor reaches the stoichiometric point.

dz C1 dz The mixture fraction is independent of velocity, because

The system of Eqns. (4)-(9) with the flux defi- the jet is momentum-dominated throughout this flame.
nitions in Eqs. (11)-(14) for the two reactors form an Accordingly, the turbulent flame length is independent
initial value problem in terms of the downstream loca- of Reynolds number.
tion :. The system is integrated using standard ordi-
nary differential equation methods. 19 The initial con-
ditions for the problem are established at a location
z-I = I/(C2 + C3 (1/2- r)), because as noted above, the C.
model is based on entrainment correlations that are not
valid at the nozzle. We chose this form for z1, because
at this point, the mass flow rate in the homogeneous re- L.
actor is equal to the initial flow rate of the nozzle, ino. V
The initial flame-sheet reactor has the composition of 0
an equilibrium mixture at the adiabatic flame temper- 03-
ature. The initial homogeneous-reactor composition is
pure nozzle fluid at ambient temperature.

Although the equations are derived in a fixed co- C.. 150 m/s
ordinate system, it is sometimes convenient to view the o 75 n/a
reactions as taking place in constant-pressure reactors I
of increasing volume (as sketched in Fig. 1). In this % _
view, the reactors are moving downstream with the av- t d I
erage velocity, fi(z). I

Results

Oil concentration in a Hydrogen Flame 0
Recent experiments in a turbulent nonpremixed

jet flame by Barlow et al.2 0 provide a basis for a sig-
nificant test of the model. The fuel is a mixture of 22 0 25 5o 75 100

percent argon in hydrogen; this mixture retains the sim- X / do

plicity of the hydrogen chemical kinetics while avoiding Figure 2. Predicted mixture fraction and OH mole
the complication associated with the low gas density of fraction profiles for the H2 /Ar flame of Barlow et al. 20

pure hydrogen. The experiment applies simultaneously at two jet velocities. Also shown are measured OH
laser-Raman scattering, which measures the mixture mole fractions at 30 and 50 diameters; circles repre-
fraction f, and laser-induced fluorescence, which mea- sent uo=75 m/s; squares represent u0=150 m/s. Solid
sures the concentration of the hydroxyl radical, OH. curves represent the homogeneous reactor and dashed
This radical is an important intermediate species in the curves represent the flame-sheet reactor. The mixture
chain branching reactions that accelerate the fuel con- fraction solution (upper panel) is independent of veloc-
sumption and energy release. The mixture fraction is ity.
the mass of fuel elements per mass of mixture; it serves
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The laser-based measurements are reported for sure of H2 0 .1 Based upon this correlation, the model

two axial locations: 30 and 50 diameters. At any loca- predicts that about 5 to 10 percent of the total heat

tion, an ensemble of simultaneous f-OH measurements release from the flame is lost to radiation. As men-

span a range of values. For comparison to the flame re- tioned in the discussion of Eq. (10), the radiation loss

actor, we select only f-OH pairs where f is within 5 varies with the inverse of the jet velocity, 1/uo. Us-

percent of stoichiometric value, f = 0.16. The average ing a similar model - without buoyant effects - Tyson

of these conditioned pairs. shown as a single point in et al.22 pointed out the importance of radiation loss iii

Fig. 2, is in good agreement with the model. At 30 di- predicting NOz emissions.

ameters, the homogeneous reactor is fuel rich (f - 0.3),
so there is very little OH present. However, the flame-
sheet reactor is nearly stoichiometric, and its OH con-
centration is very close to the observed values. Further
downstream at 50 diameters, dilution of the homoge-
neous reactor has brought it close to the stoichiometric
condition, and the OH concentration has risen to about 10"1

the same value as that in the flame-sheet reactor. We ........... .... .. Mode
em phasize that both the prediction and measurement .............. P ...... I... ............. ........................... ..... ...
are substantially above the stoichiometric equilibrium .......................................

mole fraction of 0.005. Accordingly, the model cap- C ... .....a. .. .

tures these essential features of chemical reaction with 1 . 2 .....
simultaneous mixing. In comparing the results at two
different jet velocities, we see that the OH concentra- ..0............. ..............
tion is smaller in the slower jet, because the residence 0. .............................. .. " 
tim e in creases a n d th e rea c tio n s a d va n ce closer to eq u i- Z ...... ..... .... l........... ..................
librium. 1 r. . .....

NOr Production in Hydrogen Flames 1 04 1 s )

Since as noted above we do not have an ade-
quate treatment of buoyancy influences on hydrogen Figure 3. Comparison of predicted and measured
flames, we have not yet made an extensive study of emission index for hydrogen-air jet flames, plotted
NOx production in this fuel. Instead, only the data against the inverse of the nominal residence time
and corresponding model runs for the study of Chen (1/"o = uo/do). Data is from Chen and Driscoll. 1 '

and Driscoll17 are discussed. A comparison of model re- Data and solutions are given for three diameters: cir-
stilts and data appear in Fig. 3, which plots the emission cles and solid curve, 0.159 cm; diamonds and dotted
index, El (the mass of NOx per mass of fuel), versus curve, 0.26 cm; triangles and dashed curve, 0.37 cm.
the inverse of the nonunal residence time, ro. Although
the absolute NOx emission index values differ signifi- These observations are in aggreement with Chen
cantly, the data and model results agree in the nature and Driscoll, 17 who achieved a further collapse of
of te dependence of the emission on the nominal resi- the data by dividing the emission index by L3 /d~uo;
dence time. Note that this definition of residence time this scaling was originally suggested by Peters and
scales with the actual residence time (integrated for a Donnerhack. 2 3 However, we find the scaling in Fig. 3
particle with the average velocity) only for a jet that is interesting, in that it shows that for each nozzle di-
momentum-dominated for its entire length. Neverthe- ameter, the lowest velocities drop off the line. In other
less, except for the slowest velocities considered here, words, the trend of emission versus residence time is re-
these hydrogen jet flames are momentum dominated, versed when buoyancy becomes important; the slope is

In this range, the data and model results for the positive. As expected, the emission decreases with ve-

three different nozzle diameters each collapse to a sin- locity when the flame is momentum dominated. We

gle curve. Our simplification of the energy equation in note that for the momentum-dominated flames, the

Eq. (10) suggests that if the flame is adiabatic, the so- predicted slope is roughly the same as can be inferred

lutions will collapse at the velocities where the flame from the data, El - 70; in aggreemnt with earlier
is momentum dominated. The fact that there is a col- findings of Bilger and Beck, 2 4 who made measurements
lapse of the data suggests that the radiation loss in at constant Froude number. However, it is apparent
these flames is relatively small. The radiation model that the variation in the radiation loss with jet velocity
for hydrogen flames uses a correlation for the emissiv- also plays some role in the way the predictions begin to
ity of a gas mixture as a function of the partial pres- fall off the line in the momentum-dominated regime.
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Homogeneous reactor lean chemistry at the flame tip (170 diameters at this
1velocity), the NO in the homogeneous reactor rapidly

X2000 increases. The rapid chain-branching reactions in the
homogeneous reactor produce NO and control the total
emission that the model predicts. Consequently, modi-

C Hfications to the model near the nozzle have little impact
01 aon the total NOx unless they change the residence time

0.1 in the flame tip region. This may be physically consis-
tent with the concept that there is a "final reactive

* eddy" at the flame tip that dominates the emissions.
C2

o This conclusion is supported by the recent measure-
0__ ments of Lovett and Turns28 who sinusoidally pulsed

the flow of fuel from the nozzle at a wide variety of
IL 1  frequencies and amplitudes. Although they observed

SNO Xsignificant change in the visible structure of the flame
near the nozzle, there was no change in the amount of
NOx produced. Beyond the flame tip, the NO concen-
tration decreases primarily due to dilution by entrained
air (see Fig. 4).

0.1 •While the present work supports the idea that ra-
diation is important in propane flames, we find that
the primary factor influencing the nature of the depen-
dence of the emission index on velocity is buoyancy.

Flame-shoot reactor Figure 5 compares the data of Turns and Lovett2 5 to

the model prediction with various assumptions regard-
ing the radiation loss and buoyancy. The dashed curve

0 so 100 150 200 250 300 shows the model prediction when only the correlations
X / d for momentum-dominated flow are used for an adia-

Figure 4. Computed species mole fractions in the two batic flame. Not only is the magnitude of the emission
reactors for a propane jet (uo=69 m/s, do=0.386 cm). index too large, but the dependence on velocity is in-
Beyond the flame tip (= 200 diameters), the concentra- correct. However, when the buoyant-flow correlations
tion of the product species decreases due to entrainment are included in the model, the velocity dependence is
and dilution. The NO is first produced in the flame- as observed, and the magnitude is much closer to the
sheet reactor, but the final emission is dominated by data. Further improvement in model prediction occurs
the reactions in the homogeneous reactor. when radiation loss from the reactors is included. In

a propane flame, the radiation model is complicated
by the presence of soot. Using empirical data for CO.

NO, Production in Propane Flames and H20 in the gas mixture, we estimated an emissiv-

irns and Lovett 25 recently measured the NOx ity of E = 0.05. The model prediction using this value
in the combustion products from a propane flame at- in the radiation model is shown by the solid curve in
tached to a 3.8 mm diameter nozzle with jet velocities Fig 5. However, the estimated radiation loss in these

ranging from 11 to 69 m/s. We model this flame us- calculations is probably too low, becuase we have not
ing a propane-air oxidation mechanism (259 reactions attempted to include the radiation from soot. If we sim-
and 55 species) derived from Westbrook and Pitz26 and ply adjust the radiation loss until the model matches

incorporating the nitrogen chemistry from Miller and the data at a given velocity, we find that an erissivity
Bowman. 2' Figure 4 shows axial development of com- of c = 0.17 brings the model into agreement with the
posit ion of the flame-sheet and homogeneous reactors. data of Turns and Lovett.25

For the first 50 diameters, NO rapidly increases in the A detailed examination of the species production

flame-sheet reactor, due to production by the thermal- rates of the individual reactions, integrated over the

NO mechanism at. high temperature. Surprisingly, a length of the flame, shows that the prompt and thermal
slight decrease in NO occurs at about 100 diameters; NO, mechanisms contribute approximately equally to
this is caused by fuel-rich reactions in the homogeneous the emission index. However, a discrepancy, as yet

reactor that remove NO. (The removal of NO in fuel- unresolved, between the present results and those of

rich combustion is the basis of the staging and reburn- Lovett and Turns, is in the percentage of NO2 in the

ing for NO control in power plants.) As the homoge- NOz; they find fractions as large as 50 percent, whereas

neous reactor evolves from fuel-rich chemistry to fuel- the model predicts only a few percent.
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0.08 trend of increasing NOz with velocity is explained by
buoyancy. In both hydrogen and propane flames, a sig-
nificant radiation energy loss is necessary to bring the

Momentum, predicted emission index down to the magnitude of the
Adiabatic data.

X 0.06- Future work on this model includes more accurate
0 treatment of radiation and buoyancy, extensive corn-

parisons of the predictions to the available experimen-
tal data, and replacing the flame-sheet reactor with a

._0.02 Buoyant, diffusion flame (such as studied by Drake and Blint 29 ).00 - Adiabatic
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Figure 5. Comparison of the predicted and mea- Thomas Roose and Robert Gemmer as contract mom-

sured emission index for a propane jet as a function tors.

of jet. velocity (do=0.386 cm). Data is from Turns Apendix
and Lovett.2 ' Dashed curve is solution for an adia-
I)-: e using only the correlations for momentum- As discussed in the main text, the flame-sheet re-
dominated flow. Solution in dotted curve includes the actor represents only the hot, reactive portion of the
buoyancy correlations. Solid curve solution includes ra- diffusion layers. The mass flux into this reactor is
diation loss using E = 0.05, estimated for the gas mix- dynamically adjusted to maintain a stoichiometric in-
(tre (neglecting radiation from soot). flow from the combination of the streams from the ho-

mogeneous reactor and the surroundings. The pro-

Conclusion cedure is accomplished in three stages. Starting at
the initial condition near the nozzle, the first stage

\V,, ha~e developed a computationally efficient returns excess fuel to the homogeneous reactor with-
,iodel that is an effective tool to examine kinetically out entering the flame-sheet reactor. We set an ini-
coutrlled phenomena in turbulent jet flames. The tial value of ao in this region, and calculate 3 as
combination of simple turbulent-mixing correlations a function of the homogeneous mixture fraction us-
aid d.tailed chemical kinetics allows us to examine ing 0 = (Fh + Fs(1 - ao) + a, - 2)/(Fh - 1) where
the interaction of the kinetics with the physical mech- Fh = f1/4f0= and F, = fs/-f,=. The fuel mixture
anisnis of mixing, residence time, buoyancy, and radi- fraction f is computed by the sum
ation. As test cases we have used the model to pre-
dict th sur.er-equilibrium OH in hydrogen flames. We
have also applied the model to predict NOx formation f = k E a kj MJ
in turbulent hydrogen anu propane flame.:. After ac- = k I=C,H
counting for buoyancy and thermal radiation effects,
the computed emissions are in qualitative agreement where akj is the number of atoms of element j in species
with the experimental measurements. Our model shows k, A!1 is the atomic mass of element j and the inner
that the slope of emission versus jet velocity is nega- summation runs only over elements in the fuel (carbon
live for a iomentum-dominated jet, but positive when and hydrogen). We set o, = 0.7 for all computations
buoyancy influences a portion of the jet. The veloc- presented, which means that 70 percent of the fluid
ity range for the hydrogen flames we examined contains that enters the diffusion layer from the surroundings
both regimes, so we see the emission trend change as the does not enter the flame-sheet reactor, but enters the
velocity increases. The propane flames are influenced homogeneous reactor instead.
by buoyancy, but by running the model with and with- In the second stage, ;3 = 0, and we use all th? fuel
out the buoyant correlations, we see that the observed mixture from the homogeneous reactor. The fraction
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An Adaptive Lagrangian Method for Computing
1-D Reacting and Non-Reacting Flows

Tasso Lappas**, Anthony Leonardt, and Paul E. Dimotakist

Graduate Aeronautical Laboratories
California Institute of Technology

Pasadena, Ca 91125

Abstract High-resolution shock-capturing methods for
hyperbolic conservation laws is one category of such

A method for computing one-dimensional un- methods which have been used successfully in re-
steady compressible flows, with and without chem- cent years. A basic feature of these methods is that
ical reactions is presented. This work has focused the conservative formulation is used which allows for
on the accurate computation of the discontinuous shocks and their interactions to be captured auto-
waves that arise in such flows. The main feature matically without special effort. This is characteris-
of the method is the use of an adaptive Lagrangian tic of all older shock-capturing methods such as the
grid. This allows the computation of discontinu- Lax-Wendroff scheme7 , the MacCormack scheme9 ,

ous waves and their interactions with the accuracy the original Godunov scheme4 , etc. In all such
of front-tracking algorithms. This is done without methods, discontinuous waves of the solution are
the use of additional grid points representing shocks, represented as steep fronts, i.e. smeared over a finite
in contrast to conventional front-tracking schemes, number of computational cells. A second and more
The Lagrangian character of the present scheme also important feature of recent high-resolution schemes
allows contact discontinuities to be captured easily. is the special effort which is made to achieve higher
The algorithm avoids interpolation across disconti- order spatial and temporal accuracy so as to rep-
nuities in a natural and efficient way. The method resent discontinuous waves of the solution as accu-
has been used on a variety of reacting and non- rately as possible, i.e. to reduce the smearing ef-
reacting flows in order to test its ability to compute fect which is typical of all shock-capturing methods.
accurately and in a robust way complicated wave Such schemes are the TVD schemes"'6 , the various
interactions. MUSCL-type schemes14 , the PPM scheme2 (Piece-

wise Parabolic Method), etc. A comparative study
of some of these schemes for real gases is given in
a review article by Montagni, et al 0 . The basic
high-resolution shock-capturing methods have been

1. Introduction developed for nonlinear scalar hyperbolic conserva-
tion laws. It is for this case that there exists a sound

Several methods for computing unsteady invis- mathematical theory. For nonlinear hyperbolic sys-
cid compressible flows have appeared in the litera- ters of equations in one space variable the theory
ture in recent years. The emphasis has been on the is not as clear and the numerical methods used for
ability of these numerical schemes to compute accu- these systems apply formally the same techniques
rately discontinuous waves which develop and their as in the scalar case, but with the additional use of
interactions, exact or approximate Riemann solvers. A classical
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Riemann problem is solved locally at each computa- Without introducing additional computational ele-
tional cell boundary in order to compute the various ments, i.e. refining the grid, or special computa-
flux terms required. This is the essential ingredient tional elements to represent these waves, the shocks
of the original Godunov scheme and it is present and contact discontinuities are computed as true
in most successful high-resolution schemes. The discontinuites, without the smearing effect typical
various flux-vector splitting techniques' 3 ' 5 have es- of shock-capturing methods. The basic conserva-
sentially incorporated in them an approximate Rie- tive shock-capturing capabilities of the scheme are
mann solver. Finally, their extension to more than not diminished. The one-dimensional Lagrangian
one space dimension is done without sound mathe- grid is endowed with the capability to track vari-
matical foundation. ous fronts and, thus, the shock-capturing and the

front-tracking ideas are combined properly.

Another category of numerical schemes that
have been used is that of the shock-fitting or front- It was deemed interesting to try this scheme
tracking methods. Although they have not been on 1-D flows of reacting gases in light of the in-
used as extensively as the shock-capturing methods, creased accuracy and robustness with which deto-
they have been quite successful in one-dimensional nation waves and their interactions could be com-
problems. A good review of these methods, as puted. The interest in such flows is evident by the
well as of many shock capturing methods, is given number of papers appearing in the literature. For
by Moretti"l. These schemes are typically based example, numerical calculations, with increased ac-
on a non-conservative formulation and an effort is curacy, of the one-dimensional instability of plane
made to detect and identify the various discontin- detonation waves may be of great interest in con-
uous waves and compute their interactions explic- firming existing theories which are based on linear
itly. This is usually accomplished by introducing ad- stability analysis (e.g. see Lee and Stewart").
ditional computational elements representing such
waves and using the Rankine-Hugoniot jump con- The computer code developed is also able to
ditions. This technique leads to complex program- compute one-dimensional cylindrically and spheri-
ming logic. Identifying the waves and computing cally symmetric flows, as well as plane flows with
their interactions accurately is crucial for obtaining area change. It is thus possible to compute explo-
a meaningful and stable solution. For flows with sions and implosions and study the effect of curva-
complicated wave interactions such schemes may ture on detonation wave speed and stability. Most
not be as robust as the shock-capturing schemes, of the results presented are basically validation runs
even in one space dimension. and calculations demonstrating the abilities of the

method and the potential- use for specific 1-D prob-
The research which is presented in this paper lems of interest. All results shown are for a perfect

is part of a greater effort which aims to combine gas, although a general equation of state can be in-
the characteristics of the above two categories of corporated in this scheme in a straightforward way.
numerical schemes and to develop a method which
will share the advantages and eliminate most of
the disadvantages of both. This has been accom-
plished in the case of one-dimensional flow by the 2. Formulation and Numerical Method
scheme presented in this paper. The increased accu-
racy which is provided in the computation of corn- The basis for the method is a conserva-
plicated wave interactions and its robustness have tive Godunov-type scheme similar to the MUSCL
made this scheme especially valuable for the compu- scheme introduced by van Leer14 . The different fea-
tation of reacting gas flows where detonation waves ture in the present scheme is that the Lagrangian
are present. formulation is used instead of the Eulerian and that

an adaptive grid is used. The inviscid flow of a react-
The scheme is based on a conservative shock- ing perfect gas mixture is considered. The assump-

capturing Godunov-type scheme, very much like tion of a simplified reacting mixture is made, ac-
van Leer's MUSCL scheme 14 . The new feature, cording to which there are two species present at any
introduced here, is an adaptive Lagrangian grid time, the reactant and the product. The reactant is
which increases the accuracy with which discon- converted to the product by a one-step irreversible
tinuous waves and their interactions are computed. exothermic chemical reaction. This assumption is
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made in order to compare with the many theoreti- will be applied to each computational volume of the
cal and numerical results which are available in the discrete numerical scheme. This is done so that the
literature for this case. The chemical reaction rate conservation equations and their discrete counter-
is given by the standard Arrhenius law parts are written in a way which is independent of

the Eulerian or Lagrangian formulation that will be
z = -Kz Texp(-E/RT) , (la) adopted eventually. Moreover, it is easier to see

from these equations how the idea for the adaptive
where z is the mass fraction of unburnt gas, K is nature of the grid was motivated. The conservation
a positive constant, which essentially gives a time equations in integral form are
scale, E is the activation energy of the chemical re-
action, Rg is the gas constant, T is the absolute d I f
temperature and o is also a constant. The sim- d dv() (0
plified Arrhenius model, where the reaction rate is
a step function depending on the temperature, has d
also been used. For the simplified model the rate is - f pu dV+ pu (u - Ub) " dSgiven by ' (( (5)

g = -KzH(T-T) , (lb) +f pdS = 0

where s(t)
H(Z) 1, - > 0 d

S0 pe dV+ pet (u - Ub) • dS

and T is a given critical temperature.4 (6)

The problem under consideration is a special s 0
case of the general problem of solving numerically d d(-
the nonlinear hyperbolic system of the form j dV+ I(t)PZ (U - Ub) - dS

U F(U) fv 7
a += (U), (2) - ipdV = 0.

T az - f(0

where U is the appropriate solution vector. As These are written for an arbitrary control volume
usual, z denotes the Eulerian space variable. If the V(t), whose bounding surface S(t) has a velocity
Lagrangian formulation is used, a system of exactly Ub • In the above equations, et is the total specific
the same form is obtained. For non-reacting flow energy, which includes the chemical energy, i.e.
G(U) = 0. Most numerical methods use Eq. (2)
as their starting point and, using a finite volume 2
discretization, obtain the scheme of the following et 2 e iu + qoz ,

general form
where e is the specific internal energy, qO is the heat

U U+ = U"- z (;+1,/2 - P-1/2 +At .j (3) release of the chemical reaction, and u = lul is the
magnitude of the fluid velocity. The perfect gas as-

giving the solution, in an average sense, in the j1h sumption is also made, i.e.

cell at the time level n + 1. The numerical flux
terms P are computed at the boundaries of each cell. P = (Y - ) . (9)
An important feature of every numerical method is
the calculation of these flux terms in a way that Since the boundaries of the computational cells will
guarantees stability and accuracy. be moving, it is useful to consider the flow map

For the present scheme, a different approach x = X(o) , (10)
will be taken. It is informative to formulate the
problem by writing the conservation laws in integral which gives the position of the fluid particle that
form for an arbitrary control volume V(t), whose was initially (t = 0) at the position t. Thus, C is a
bounding surface S(t) moves with a velocity Ub convenient Lagrangian marker for the fluid particles
(Reynolds' Transport Theorem). These equations in the flow.
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the equations of motion can be written in the more
familiar form

Sth cell space m0
varibl _ + (F.-)j+112 -(F,,)j-1/2 = 0

d

FIG. 1 Finite volume discretization in one space di- - (Mjuj) + (Fu)+/ 2 - (FU)-/ 11 2 = 0
mension. The space variable can be the Eu- d

lerian z or the Lagralagian t. The bound- d (mieti) + (Fe)j+1/ 2 -(Fe)jp 1 l 2 - 0
aries of the th cell are denoted by the sub- di

d
scripts j : 1/2. (mjzj) + (F,)j+1 / 2 - (F,)j- 1 / 2 = mi

Consider now the case of one dimensonal flow. (16)

A finite volume formulation is used, i.e. space is Note the extra degree of freedom provided in the

discretized by a set of computational cells as shown flux terms by the, as of yet unspecified, term Aub.
in Fig. 1. The motion of the cell boundaries is determined by

The conservation equations are now written for d=l(17)
the jth cell of the computational grid dt

d.j + (pAu6 )j+1 / 2  (pAub)j. 1 / 2 = 0 (11) and the average density in ead cell is given by
dt

d (njuj) + (pUAUb)j+ 1 2 - (PuAub),._ 1 / 2  (P 
. (18)

+Pj+I/2-Pj-12 = 0 Xj+12 - Xj- 1 /2

d The equation of state (9) provides the means for
di (mjet,) + (Pe'AU6 ),+ 1 /2 - (PetAUb~i). 1 2  computing the average pressure in the P'h cell,

+ (up)j+// 2 - (up)i. 1 / 2 = 0
(13) / 1 2"

dPj -= (j - I)pj (etj - qozj - . (19)
dt (M-jzj) + (pzAUb)+1/ 2 - (pZAu6)j-1/ 2  (14)

= 0,
where Eqs. (16) are integrated in time explicitly. The

Au = U -ub procedure followed in solving these equations is sim-
fZ,4I/a ilar to that used in most methods, which are higher-

m y = /2 pdorder extensions of the original Godunov scheme,
Z.F+1/2 e.g. the MUSCL scheme. At every time instant,Lnj pudz average values of the solution are known in each
j-,/2 computational cell. Linear variations of the primi-

M f , (e u2 + z) dtive variables, i.e. density p, pressure p and velocity

i ,-l = u, are assumed in each cell. A Riemann problem is
then set up locally at each cell interface. The so-

mz j / pzdz. lution to this problem gives the velocity, pressure
zj_. - and density needed to compute the flux terms (15).

Average values of all quantities in the ph cell are So far, the fact that the Lagrangian formulation is

denoted by the subscript j and values of various being used, has not appeared explicitly in the de-

quantities at the two boundaries of the cell are de- scription of the method. It is now that this choice is

noted by the subscripts y ± 1/2. Note that average made and all quantities are considered as functions
values are mass-averaged values. By defining of time t and the Lagrangian space coordinate f.

The interpolation procedure is carried out in f-space
Fm -- pAU and, assuming linear variation, the generic quantity
F.- puAu + p (15) q varies as
F. = PetAUb+--Ptl

F, - pzAub , q( q., + (qO) (-), (20)



i.e. the values of q on either side of the interface, as
given by Eq. (20). The method used in the present
scheme is shown in Fig. 3. The domain of depen-

qj dence of t = tj+1/2 over the time interval At is
estimated by the characteristics at the time level t.I _In the Lagrangian formulation of the problem the

%-1i characteristic speeds are given by

c+ = :k-Pa, (23)
P0

i-= 1-2 j 1- where Po is the initial density (t = 0) and a is the
space speed of sound. The constant states q* are then
variable determined as the averages of Eq. (20) over the

domains AC* . See Fig. 3.
FIG. 2 Linear variation of the generic quantity q in

the jth cell. In general, q is discontinuous at
the cell interfaces.

in the jth cell, where qj is the mass-averaged value
in the cell, j is the center of the cell (in Lagrangian
space) and (qf)j is the slope of q in this cell, which c.
is assumed to be constant. Note that discontinuities
of these quantities are allowed at the cell interfaces,
as shown in Fig. 2.

The slopes are chosen using the van Leer 16  at- '1-t 6(+
slope limiter, but the adaptive nature of the grid,
which will be described next, makes the choice of j.1/2

limiter less important than in the typical higher-
order Godunov-type schemes. In fact, the adaptive
grid allows more freedom in choosing the interpola- FIG. 3 The constant states q+ , which are to be
tion scheme, because additional information on the used as the initial condition for the Riemann
location of the various waves is always available at problem at the interface j + 1/2 , are oh-
each time instant. The slope (qc)i is computed, fol- tained by averaging the linear interpolanL
lowing van Leer16 , by over the domains of dependence &AC

= ave (q (21)

where The ratio A -/Af+ has proven useful in de-
-q - q- qi+l - tecting developing shocks in the flow. Where theq" = fj - (j-1 ' q- - 4 flow is smooth, without steep gradients, the above

ratio is

ave(z,y)- 2 z+ -2+Y2+ 
.

and c2 is a small constant (c < ). The regions, where this ratio deviates from unity
by more than 10%, are considered critical regions.

At each cell interface, two constant states q- The full nonlinear Riemann solver is used only in
and q+ are required to be used as the initial con- these regions. Everywhere else the simple acous-
dition for the Riemann problem. There are many tic approximation to the Riemann problem solution
ways of doing this. One way is to specify for the is used. It was found in all the numerical experi-
j + 1/2 interface ments performed, that in addition to the above cri-

S)teion, finding local extrema of the slopes in pres-
q+ = + (9()j (4+1/2 - (22) sure, density and velocity was very useful in deter-
j+1l2 = qj+l + (qf)j+l (4j+1/2- 4+) mining these regions. Other criteria may also be
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used. It is important that the criteria be conserva-
tive enough, so that no critical regions are missed,
but they are not crucial in detecting discontinuous .
waves. The detection of important discontinuous
waves is ultimately done by examining the solutions /
to the local Riemann problems.

The motivation for the adaptive grid comes
from the definition of the flux terms, as given by
Eqs. (15). The term Aub, essentially the motion
of the cell boundary, is unspecified. The idea is to
specify it at each cell interface, so that all impor- 9
tant discontinuous waves coincide with cell bound- Ih

aries, at every discrete time level. The solution of
the Riemann problem at a given interface provides
all the information needed to identify all the impor- FIG. 4 The appropriate velocity is assigned to the
tant waves emanating from this interface, as well cell interface i+ 1/2 in order to intercept the
as their strengths and speeds. This information is shock at the subsequent discrete time level.
enough to specify Aub. Since all important waves
coincide with cell boundaries, it is guaranteed that,
at subsequent time instants, the evolution of these in general, is different from that of the fluid u. This
waves will be determined properly by the solution motion corresponds to a motion in E-space given by
of the local Riemann problems. In the numerical the trajectory = 4b(t) with velocity vb = 4b(t).
experiments carried out, shock waves computed by The relation between the two velocities is found with
the local Riemann solvers were considered impor- the use of the flow map
tant enough to track if the shock Mach number was
greater than 1.01 and contact discontinuities were - = X(,t),
considered important if the ratio of the densities on
either side was greater than 105. which is essentially Eq. (10) written here for one-

The grid is, basically, Lagrangian, i.e. most cell dimensional flow. The cell boundary motion is given
boundaries move with the local fluid velocity and, by
hence Aub = 0. It is easy to see that the same z(t) = X((t),t) (24)
ideas on the adaptivity of the grid can be used on a
grid that is primarily Eulerian. The same equations and, hence,
can be applied directly.

An example of this adaptive procedure is shown (OX \.(OX\
in Fig. 4. A strong shock wave moving to the right is Ub - + E(t)(-) (25a)

computed by the Riemann solver at the interface i- t

1/2 at time t = to. The decision is made to assign or
a velocity to the adjacent cell boundary i + 1/2, so
that at time t = to + At the shock coincides with Ub = u+,b tax) (25b)
the interface i+ 1/2. Another possibility would be to
have the interface i - 1/2 move with the shock. The
decision is made depending on which interface would The derivative of the flow map is numerically ap-
be required to move a shorter distance in Lagrangian proximated and assumed constant in each cell, i.e.
space.

It is evident from this example that a relation "IX) Zj+1/2- zj-1/2 (26)
between the velocities in real space and the veloci- / j+/2 - j-1/2

ties in Lagrangian space is needed to update the La-
grangian grid. Consider the motion of a cell bound- The velocities of the various waves, which are com-
ary given by the trajectory z = zb(t). This bound- puted by the Riemann problems, can be translated
ary is moving with a velocity u& = is(t) , which, into velocities in -space by using Eq. (25b).
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Collisions and reflections from walls can be 3. Riemann Solver
treated in a straightforward way using this adap-
tive grid. A typical collision case is shown in Fig. 5. The Riemann solver is an important ingredient
At time t = to, two strong shock waves are com- of the numerical scheme. It provides the means for
puted at the interfaces i - 1/2 and i + 1/2, moving computing the velocity and the pressure at the cell
at each other with speeds that allow for a collision interfaces and, thus, the various flux terms required.
before time t = to + At. The time step is ad- It also gives valuable information about the local
justed locally, i.e. only for the three cells i - 1 , i waves emanating from each cell interface. As ex-
and i + 1 , so that at the intermediate time instant plained in the previous section, the Lagrangian grid
the collision point coincides with the cell boundary adapts in such a way that important discontinuous
i + 1/2. The Riemann solver at this interface, at waves and collision points coincide with cell bound-
the intermediate time instant, will compute the two aries at each time instant. It is, therefore, necessary
shock waves emerging from the collision and the ad- to be able to identify the waves emanating from
jacent cell boundaries will be able to track them in these critical cell boundaries at subsequent times.
the same way at subsequent times. This leads to a This is what the Riemann solver accomplishes. A
robust way of handling wave interactions, without variety of exact and approximate Riernann solvers
loss of accuracy. have appeared in the literature in recent years. In

all these solvers the focus is on computing the veloc-
ity and pressure of the contact discontinuity, which
appears after the breakup of the initial discontinu-

2 sho ity of the Riemann problem. In the present scheme
it is crucial to identify the exact wave pattern as

S,,2k well. This information is used to assign the appro-
" '" "I priate velocities to adjacent cell boundaries so that

all important waves are tracked and to adjust the
time step locally so that collisions are computed ac-

-. r curately.

3.1 Non-reacting perfect gas

.3a -3/2 Consider the case of the Riemann problem for

inviscid flow of a perfect gas without chemical reac-
FIG. 5 The typical collision of two shocks is shown. tions. The initial condition at time t = 0 consists

The time step is adjusted locally so that the of two constant states denoted by the subscripts r
collision point coincides with the cell inter- and 1. Note that it is possible to have two different
face i + 1/2 at the intermediate time step. perfect gases on either side of the = 0 location,

as indicated by the different specific heat ratios, i.e.
-, and -. See Fig. 6. The space variable is the
Lagrangian space coordinate. At time t = 0+ the
general wave pattern shown in Fig. 7 will develop.

There is a wave moving to the right (positive
) denoted by R, a wave moving to the left (neg-

ative ) denoted by L and a contact discontinuity
C which remains at t = 0 for all time, i.e. moves
with the local fluid velocity. The waves R and L are
either shocks or expansion waves, depending on the
initial condition. Across the contact discontinuity
C the pressure p! and velocity u, are continuous,
but the density has a jump discontinuity at = 0
for all time. The density is pI for ( < 0 and pf,
for > 0 . It is known that the solution to this
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Across the shock R the following relationship
holds

f -U + M,- (27)

Mr is the shock Mach number defined by
Pi, P1, ) Pr P r., U,.,r 7 M. = U,. U , (28)

ar

where Ur is the shock velocity and a. -

is the speed of sound in the undisturbed region r.
Similarly for the shock L,

=1 - f M ,- (29)FIG. 6 Initial condition for the Riemann problem. a-- ( , + (29

The variable C is the Lagrangian space coor-
dinate, where MI is the shock Mach number for L. Equa-

tions (27) and (29) can be solved for the shock Mach
initial value problem exists and is unique for arbi- numbers to give
trary initial conditions. Moreover, the solution is
self-similar and the shock waves propagate with a +1 + 12
constant velocity and strength. That is why they M. 4 7 r + 44  r2+1 (30)
are represented by straight lines in the ( ,t) dia-
gram. M1 = Y + U1-U1

4 at

+yV(,,+1)2 (U, )2U (31)

The pressure rat ios across the two shocks are given
by the following equations

P1- I + '-'2 (, _1
P= 1 (A,- ) (32)

= I - (+ 2_, )(33)

From Eqs. (30)-(33) one obtains a single equation
for the unknown r,

FIo. 7 General wave pattern resulting from the G(r) I - &. + . r 2

breakup of the original discontinuity of the Pr

Riemann problem. C is a contact discon- (,y ,. +12 2+
tinuity. L and R can be either shocks or + 7,4 l "j 72 + I
expansion waves.

P 7+1 U,-u,, ar

7,P T'- at a-t

There are four wave patterns possible for this _ PL (U1 - U, 4,.)
problem. The solution will be found for each of Pr a 4

these wave patterns for the special case of a perfect
gas. 1 =0.

4 at atc(i) L-shock, R-shock (34)
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This equation is solved numerically using a Newton- which is solved numerically. The densities are de-
Raphson method. Once r is obtained, all other termined by Eq. (35) across the shock and by the
quantities of interest follow from Eqs. (27)-(33). isentropic relation
The densities are determined by

Pl.._i = ( + 1)P M? / 1=()
pi 2 + (-y - 1) MU ' i- ,i 3)P '-

across the expansion wave.

It is important to be able to determine if this The compatibility conditions are found by
wave pattern will develop for a given initial condi- noticing that across the expansion wave L, 0 <
tion. For this solution to be possible, certain corn- pi/p, < 1 and across the shock R, Pfl/P ;
patibility conditions must hold. These are easily 1. Using Eqs. (32) and (38) the following relations
found by noticing that in Eqs. (27) and (29) the are found, after some algebra,
shock mach numbers M, and MA must be greater
than 1. It then follows that the following compati- P,./Pt < 1
bility condition must holdur - ut < 2 at, (40)

u'. < uI < u,, (36)

or, equivalently, and
U-u, <_r ,= +( 2)a_ (41

U.- U1 <5 0 U1 - a, a(41

0 < < .< u r (37) 0 < r.

a.

(ii) L-expansion wave, R-shock (iii) L-shock, R-expansion wave

In this case, Eqs. (27),(28),(30) and (32), de- This case is exactly the same as case (ii) with

rived previously, still hold for the shock wave R. In the transformation - .

addition to these equations, the following equation (iv) L-expansion wave, R-expansion wave
gives the pressure ratio across the isentropic expan-
sion wave, In this case, there are two expansion waves and

E-.L = I + - )- 1 ut- uf the pressure ratios across them are given byEL =

P1 2 at E -L + l 7-ut- U1

(1+ -1,- -r - -- )1 a, P, 2 a, (42)
at 2 (38) -L 1 + -' - I U - U, 2 /  1)

where r is defined in Eq.(27). Combining Eqs. pr 2 a, )

(30),(32) and (38) a single equation in r is obtained, From Eqs. (42) the following single equation in r is
as in the previous case, obtained,

F(r) 1 +---4 + -,r S(r) - 1+- 1r

-PAL 1l+ "f,- 1u, :u, _1 p - 1 + 71' - I ut - U r

- r )2,y# /(Y - 1) 0-,-,-1 = 0
2 aa 2

(39) (43)
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which is solved numerically with the Newton- 3.3 Reacting perfect gas mixture
Raphson method. The compatibility conditions are
once again found by noticing that across the expan- So far, the classical Riemann problem for non-

sion waves 0 < Pf /pt < 1 and 0 < reacting inviscid flow has been considered. The so-

Pf/Pr _< 1, which, using Eqs. (42), give lution to this problem, as mentioned before, is a
self-similar solution, i.e. depending on x/t only. For
the case of a simple reacting mixture the nonlinear
system of equations, that needs to be solved, is of

0< u Ui ar ai) (4 the form 8()
+- G(U) , (49)-at 4X

and where

v,.-1 <r<O U) ~
U- 7 - < r < 0 + Pa (4) U-p0U

2 
Pua. - ar a.

F(U) = pu 2 + P
Pu (e 1u2) u

3.2 Acoustic approximation

The solution to the Riemann problem becomes
easier to obtain when the initial conditions are such
that the waves R and L shown in Fig. 7 are so weak
that linear acoustic theory can be used. This hap-
pens when the distance, in some sense, between the 0"'' wo C

two constant states r and 1 is small. The waves R
and L can then be treated as acoustic waves with
the pressure ratios across them given by the simple
relations,

P1 = pr+ V-5r(ui-u.) (46a)

Po = PI-qs. I-7PI(U,-ui) (46b)

Combining Eqs. (46a) and (46b), one finds FIG. 8 This is a typical wa pattern resulting from

U1 = (pI - Pr + VfT- U'?P' u- + V/j7I u,) / the breakup of the initial discontinuity of the
(../ir~Tp7 + (47) Riemann problem for the case of a simple

r +reacting mixture. The solution is no longer
self-similar.

The densities behind these waves are given by

Pli = p (P, + 1ip') / (pi + pi) , (48) This is written using the Eulerian formulation,
but one obtains a system of exactly the same form,

where if the Lagrangian formulation is used. The Rie-
mann problem solution, described so far, is for the

p17 -(-1)/(7,+1) , i = r,1. non-reacting case, i.e. G(U) = 0. For the react-
ing case, jumps in the concentration of unburnt gas
z are allowed only across contact discontinuities,
but not across shocks. The solution to this prob-
lem is more complicated and no longer self-similar.
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In Fig. 8, a typical wave pattern is shown. The
shock and expansion waves are curved in the ( ,t) 1.0

plane, i.e. they are accelerating. The solution to
this generalized Riemann problem has been worked
out by Matania Ben-Artzi 1. It is shown that the so-
lution approaches the solution of the classical Rie- .s

mann problem for the non-reacting case in the limit
- 0 and t - 0 . The more complicated gener-

alized Riemann solver given by Ben-Artzi provides
higher order accuracy over the usual non-reacting
solver. Numerical experiments were performed us- .2

ing the present adaptive Lagrangian scheme with
both Riemann solvers. It was found that the sim- .0o.0 .:. .4 .6 .6) 1 .0

pler solver gave results which were just as good. The

acceleration of the various waves was captured nu- FIG. 9a Velocity profile at time t - 0.20 for Sod's
merically quite accurately. shock tube problem with N = 150 compu-

tational cells. The solid line represents the
expct solution and the boxes represent the
numerical solution.

4. Numerical results

1.2
A number of test cases were run using this nu-

merical scheme. The cases were chosen primarily 1.0
to validate the code and to demonstrate its poten-
tial for solving 1-D problems with complicated wave .0
interactions. The scheme is particularly useful for
computing unsteady reacting flows involving deto- .6

nation waves and their interactions.
.4

The first case is the classical shock-tube prob- .2
lem. It is an important validation run for the code.
The initial conditions used are those proposed by .0
Sod' 2 . At time t = 0 a diaphragm at the location .0 .2 .d .6 ., 1.0

X = 0.5 separates the two constant states FIG. 9b Pressure profile at time t = 0.20 for Sod's

= 1.0 =1 1.0 U1 = 0.0 < 0.5 shock tube problem with N = 150 compu-
p = 01.0 p = 0125 U = 0.0 , < 0.5 (50) tational cells. The solid line represents the
p, = 0.1 p, -0.125 = 0.0 ,z > 0.5, exact solution and the boxes represent the

numerical solution.
for a perfect gas with 7 = 1.40 . N = 150 compu-
tational cells are used in this calculation. In all the In order to demonstrate the ability of the
results presented, the solutions are given as fune- scheme to compute complicated wave interactions
tions of the Eulerian space variable z , even though accurately, the shock tube problem is carried a step
the calculation is done in Lagrangian space. The further. Reflecting walls are assumed present at the
Lagrangian aspect of the scheme is evident by the locations z = 0 and z = 1. The computation is
increased density of computational points in com- continued to see how the multiple reflections of the
pression regions. The comparison between the nu- shock from the walls and its colliions with the con-
merical solution and the exact solution shown in Fig. tact discontinuity are calculated. In Fig. 10, the
9is excellent. Note that the expansion wave is com- solution is shown after the first reflection of the
puted with the accuracy of typical shock-capturing shock wave from the wall at z = 1 , which occurs
schemes, since no effort is made to track expansion at t = 0.285. In Fig. 11, the reflected shock has
waves. The shock wave and the contact discontinu- collided with the contact discontinuity and a new
ity are computed wiLh no smearing. shock wave has been generated. The solution at
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FIG. 9c Density profile at time t - 0.20 for Sod's FIG. 10b Density profile at time t = 0.40 . The
shock tube problem with N = 150 compu- shock has reflected from the wall at z -
tational cells. The solid line represents the 1
exact solution and the boxes represent the
numerical solution.

1.2

subsequent times is shown in Figs. 12 and 13. The

computation was carried out until time t = 7.88 . 1.0

That corresponds to many reflections of the original
shock. In a real experiment viscous effects would .-

have made the process die down much sooner. In a

Fig. 14, the entropy of the system is shown as a .s

function of time. As t - oo , the system approaches .
the state predicted by thermodynamics, since the

scheme is fully conservative. Any scheme which con-
serves total mass and energy will give the correct
final entropy. In this case it is B = 0.1168 in the
appropriate dimensionless units. This is an impor- .0 . .0 .5 1.0

tant point worth repeating here. The conservative

character of the scheme is not compromised by the FIG. 1 la Pressure profile at time t - 0.45 . The
use of the adaptive grid technique. reflected shock has collided with the con-

tact discontinuity. A secondary shock has
been generated.

1.2

Another test case is that of a steady detona-
1.0 tion wave. The well known ZND theory (Zel'dovich-

.9 VonNeumann-Doering) for a steady detonation is
used to compare with the numerical solution ob-
tained using this scheme. As a first check, the
profile of a steady detonation wave, computed us-

.4 ing the ZND theory, is given as the initial condi-
tion to the unsteady code. The solution after time

.2 t = 10 (10,000 time steps) is then superimposed on
the ZND solution and compared. The comparison,

.0 .2 1.0 shown in Fig. 15, is excellent. The standard Arrhe-
nius law, given by Eq. (la), is used for the chemical

FIG. 10a Pressure profile at time 1 = 0.40 . The reaction rate with cr = 0, i.e.

shock has reflected from the wall at x =
1. z = -KzTexp(-E/R#T).
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FIG. lib Density profile at time t = 0.45 . The FiG. 12b Density profile at time t = 0.61 . An
reflected shock has collided with the con- acoustic wave has been generated from
tact discontinuity. A secondary shock has the collision of the secondary shock with
been generated. the contact discontinuity.
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FIG. 12a Pressure profile at time t = 0.61 . An
acoustic wave has been generated from the FIG. 14 Entropy of the system as a function of time
collision of the secondary shock with the for the shock tube problem with multiple
contact discontinuity, reflections.

The parameters used for this test run are The case of unsteady detonation waves will now
be considered. For the following cases the simplified

7 = 1.2, qo/RTo = 50, E/RgTo = 40, Arrhenius chemical rate law is used ( Eq. (lb)), i.e.

where the subscript 0 denotes the undisturbed re- i = -KzH (T - T)
gion into which the detonation propagates. This
steady detonation wave corresponds to an overdrive where T, is a critical temperature above which the
factor off = 1.6. The overdrive factor is defined by chemical reaction begins. Fig. 16 shows the evo-

lution of an unsteady detonation propagating in
f = D'/Dcj an undisturbed region. It is the well known pis-

ton problem. The motion of the piston, starting at
where D is the detonation wave speed and Dcj x = 0, generates a shock which raises the temper-
is the detonation speed corresponding to the ature of the gas above the critical value T. The
Chapman-Jouguet point. For details on the ZND chemical reaction begins and the detonation wave
theory see the book by Fickett and Davis'. accelerates into the undisturbed region. The nu-
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FIG. 15a Velocity profile at t - 10. The solid line FIG. 15c Density profile at 1 10. The solid line
is the solution given by the ZND theory. is the solution given by the ZND theory.
The boxes are the numerical solution. The boxes are the numerical solution.
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FIG. 15b Pressure profile at t 1 10. The solid line FIG. 15d Temperature profile at t = 10. The solid
is the solution given by the ZND theory. line is the solution given by the ZND the-
The boxes are the numerical solution. ory. The boxes are the numerical solution.

merical values used in this run are i this run are

7 = 1.4, o = 20, T = 1.3, 14 go= 2 0 T,1.2

where all quantities are normalized with the cor-
responding values in the undisturbed region. The where all quantities are normalized appropriately.
piston velocity is taken to be ur = 1. The normalization is such that the initial tempera-

ture of the gas at rest is To = 1. The initial pressure

A more interesting case is shown in Fig. 17. distribution is given by
The initial condition is a smooth pressure distribu-
tion with zero initial velocity, which leads to isen- po(Z) - 0.1 + 3.0 exp(25z' ) .
tropic compression and eventually shock formation.
If in this compression the temperature of the gas
becomes larger than T, then the chemical reaction
starts and a detonation wave is generated. The for-
mation of the shock from a smooth flow is captured
very well by this scheme. The numerical values used
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FIG. 16a Pressure profiles for the piston problem. FIG. 17a Velocity profiles for a smooth compres-
The detonation wave generated acceler- sion. When the compression raises the
ates into the undisturbed region. In this temperature above the critical value T =
case the critical temperature is T, = 1.3. 1.2 the reaction begins and a deto-
Times t 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4. nation wave is formed. Times t =

0.075, 0.150, 0.225, 0.300.
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FIG. 16b Temperature profiles for the piston prob-
lem. The detonation wave generated ac- FIG. 17b Pressure profiles for a smooth cowpres-
celerates into the undisturbed region. In sion. When the compression raises the
this case the critical temperature is Te - temperature above the critical value T =

1.3. Times t = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4. 1.2 the reaction begins and a deto-
nation wave is formed. Times t =

5. Conclusions 0.075, 0.150, 0.225, 0.300.

An adaptive numerical scheme has been pre- capturing schemes are combined with the advan-
sented for the computation of flows with compli- tages of the front-tracking methods very well to give
cated interactions of discontinuous waves. Its accu- a useful computational scheme.
racy and robustness, as demonstrated by numerical
experiments make it a valuable tool, especially for
the study of unsteady reacting flows with detona- Acknowledgements
tion waves. The conservative formulation gives the
method all the advantages of higher-order shock- This work is part of a larger effort to investi-
capturing schemes and its adaptive characteristic al- gate mixing and combustion, sponsored by the Air
lows for good accuracy near shocks with no smearing Force Office of Scientific Research Grant No. 88-
effect. The advantages of the conservative shock- 0155, whose support is gratefully acknowledged.
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